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Résumé

Génération et Simplifiation des Phrases

Shashi Narayan

Diretrie de thèse: Claire Gardent

Mots-lés: Génération de la Langue Naturelle, Génération de MR à Texte, Génération de

Texte à Texte, Réalisation de Surfae, Grammaire d'Arbres Adjoints, Formalisme Gram-

matial, Extration d'Erreur, Simpli�ation de Phrase

Selon la représentation d'entrée, la génération de la langue naturelle peut être lassée

en deux atégories: la génération de texte à partir de représentation de sens (MR, meaning

representation) et la génération de texte à partir de texte. Cette thèse étudie es deux types

d'entrées et est en onséquene divisée en deux parties: la première partie, la génération

de texte à partir des représentation de sens ou �Génération des phrases�, se onentre sur

la tâhe de génération du texte en langue naturelle à partir d'arbres de dépendane peu

profondes. La seonde partie, la génération de texte à partir de texte ou �Simpli�ation des

phrases� tente de générer des phrases simples à partir de phrases omplexes.

Génération des Phrases. Par omparaison ave les réalisateurs de surfae statistiques, les

réalisateurs de surfae symboliques sont généralement plus fragiles et/ou ine�aes. Dans

ette thèse, nous étudions omment e�etuer la réalisation de surfae symbolique à l'aide

d'une grammaire robuste et e�ae. Cette approhe symbolique s'appuie sur une grammaire

d'arbres adjoints basés sur les traits et prend en entrée des strutures peu profondes dérites

dans le format standard des arbres de dépendane de la tâhe de réalisation de surfae du

Generation Challenge (The Surfae Realisation Shared Task). Notre algorithme ombine les

tehniques et les idées des approhes guidées par la tête (head-driven) et lexialistes. En

outre, la struture d'entrée est utilisée pour �ltrer l'espae de reherhe initial à l'aide d'un

onept de �ltrage loal par polarité a�n de paralléliser les proessus. Nous montrons que

notre algorithme réduit onsidérablement le temps de génération omparé à une approhe

lexialiste de référene qui explore l'ensemble de l'espae de reherhe. A�n d'améliorer da-

vantage la ouverture, nous proposons deux algorithmes de fouille d'erreur: le premier, un

algorithme qui exploite les arbres de dépendane plut�t que des données séquentielles et le

seond, un algorithme qui struture la sortie de la fouille d'erreur au sein d'un arbre (appelé

l'arbre de suspiion) a�n de représenter les erreurs de façon plus pertinente. Nous utilisons

es algorithmes de fouille d'erreur pour identi�er les problèmes de notre système de généra-

tion. Nous montrons que nos réalisateurs ombinés à es algorithmes de fouille d'erreur

améliorent leur ouverture signi�ativement. A l'issue de la thèse, nous nous onentrons

sur la génération d'un phénomène linguistique plus omplexe tel que la oordination ellip-

tique. Nous étendons le réalisateur a�n de onsidérer di�érents types d'ellipses telles que le

phénomène de gapping, le partage du sujet, la montée du noeud droit, et la oordination



non-onstituante.

Simpli�ation des Phrases. D'un �té, les systèmes de simpli�ation existants basés sur

des règles érites à la main sont limités à des règles purement syntaxiques, et de l'autre, les

systèmes d'apprentissage automatique prennent en entrée une phrase ou son arbre d'analyse

syntaxique. Dans ette thèse, nous proposons l'utilisation d'informations linguistiques plus

rihes sous la forme de représentations sémantiques profondes a�n d'améliorer la tâhe de

simpli�ation de phrase. Nous utilisons les strutures de représentation du disours (DRS)

pour la représentation sémantique profonde. Nous proposons alors deux méthodes de sim-

pli�ation de phrase: une première approhe supervisée hybride qui ombine une séman-

tique profonde à de la tradution automatique, et une seonde approhe non-supervisée qui

s'appuie sur un orpus omparable de Wikipedia. Les deux approhes utilisent des modèles

de simpli�ation à l'aide des DRS a�n de proéder à un déoupage guidé par la sémantique

ainsi qu'à des opérations de suppression. Nous montrons à la fois que notre approhe su-

pervisée est signi�ativement en avane vis à vis des systèmes existants dans la prodution

de phrases simples, grammatiales et onservant le sens; mais également que notre approhe

non-supervisée leur est omparable.

Abstrat

Generating and Simplifying Sentenes

Shashi Narayan

Supervisor: Claire Gardent

Keywords: Natural Language Generation, MR-to-Text Generation, Text-to-Text Genera-

tion, Surfae Realisation, Tree-adjoining Grammar, Grammatial Formalism, Error Mining,

Sentene Simpli�ation

Depending on the input representation, Natural Language Generation an be atego-

rized into two lasses: MR-to-text (meaning representation to text) generation and text-to-

text generation. This dissertation investigates issues from both lasses. Aordingly, this

dissertation is divided into two parts: the �rst part (MR-to-text generation, �Generating

Sentenes�) irles around a task of generating natural language text from shallow depen-

deny trees, and the seond part (text-to-text generation, �Simplifying Sentenes�) tries to

generate simple sentene(s) given a omplex sentene.

Generating Sentenes. In omparison with statistial surfae realisers, symboli surfae

realisers are usually brittle and/or ine�ient. In this thesis, we investigate how to make

symboli grammar based surfae realisation robust and e�ient. We propose an e�ient

symboli approah to surfae realisation using a Feature-based Tree-Adjoining grammar

and taking as input shallow strutures provided in the format of dependeny trees from

the Surfae Realisation Shared Task. Our algorithm ombines tehniques and ideas from

the head-driven and lexialist approahes. In addition, the input struture is used to �lter

the initial searh spae using a onept alled loal polarity �ltering ; and to parallelise



proesses. We show that our algorithm drastially redues generation times ompared to

a baseline lexialist approah whih explores the whole searh spae. To further improve

our robustness, we propose two error mining algorithms: one, an algorithm for mining

dependeny trees rather than sequential data and two, an algorithm that strutures the

output of error mining into a tree (alled, suspiion tree) to represent them in a more

meaningful way. We use these error mining algorithms to identify problems in our generation

system. We show that our realisers together with these error mining algorithms improves its

overage by a wide margin. At the end, we fous on generating a more omplex linguisti

phenomenon suh as ellipti oordination. We extend our realiser to represent and generate

di�erent kinds of ellipsis suh as gapping, subjet sharing, right node raising and non-

onstituent oordination.

Simplifying Sentenes. Earlier handrafted rule-based simpli�ation systems are limited

to purely syntati rules and mahine learning systems either starts from the input sentene

or its phrasal parse tree. In this thesis, we argue for using rih linguisti information in

the form of deep semanti representations to improve the sentene simpli�ation task. We

use the Disourse Representation Strutures (DRS) for the deep semanti representation

of the input. We propose two methods for sentene simpli�ation: a supervised approah

to hybrid simpli�ation using deep semantis and statistial mahine translation, and an

unsupervised approah to sentene simpli�ation using the omparable Wikipedia orpus.

Both approahes use DRS simpli�ation models to do semantially governed splitting and

deletion operations. We show that while our supervised approah is signi�antly ahead of

existing state-of-the-art systems in produing simple, grammatial and meaning preserving

sentenes; our unsupervised approah is also ompetitive with them.





Je dédie ma thèse au magnifique temps passé à Nancy.
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La génération de la langue naturelle (NLG) vise à produire des textes dans les

langues humaines en répondant à deux questions �Que dire?� (séletion de ontenu)

et �Comment le dire?� (réalisation de ontenu)

[

Reiter and Dale, 2000

℄

. Dans e

grand adre du NLG, la réalisation de surfae apparaît omme la dernière om-

posante de la haîne de traitement (sous-omposante de la réalisation de ontenu).

Son objetif prinipal est de représenter le sens porté par les phrases sous la forme

d'expressions en langage naturel. En partant d'une représentation donnée du sens

de la phrase en entrée, la réalisation de surfae essaie alors de générer une phrase

grammatialement orrete et qui a le même sens.

xiii
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En fontion du type de représentation en entrée, la génération peut être lassée

en deux atégories: la génération de texte à partir de représentation de sens, ou

la génération à partir de texte. La génération de texte à partir de représentation

de sens vise à générer des phrases à partir de représentations plus ou moins non-

linguistiques. Certaines approhes de ette atégorie s'appuient ainsi sur des bases

de données ou des bases de onnaissanes (par exemple, des ontologies) en entré en

tandis que d'autres exploitent des représentations sémantiques plus ou moins pro-

fondes (par exemple, les F-strutures, les formules de logique du premier ordre, les

formules de réurrene sémantique minimales, les formules de logiques de desription,

des strutures de représentation du disours, des arbres de dépendane). Au on-

traire, la tâhe de génération à partir de texte, omme la simpli�ation de la phrase,

la ompression de la phrase, le résumé de texte ou la génération de paraphrases,

transforme un texte en langue naturelle en un autre texte en langage naturel.

Bien que es deux atégories d'approhes de NLG aient été déjà largement étudiées,

il reste enore beauoup à faire. Cette thèse aborde les deux aspets de génération de

texte à partir dereprésentation de sens et de génération à partir de texte. Dans la pre-

mière partie (Setion F.1), nous nous onentrons sur la génération de texte à partir

de représentation de sens, en optimisant à grande éhelle des approhes de généra-

tion de surfae symboliques utilisant une grammaire d'arbres adjoints basée sur les

traits (Feature-based Tree-adjoining Grammar) et prenant en entrée des strutures

peu profondes représentées sous la forme d'arbres de dépendane, dans le adre d'une

ampagne d'évaluation de génération de surfae (Surfae Realisation Shared Task).

La deuxième partie de ette thèse (Setion F.2) onerne l'utilisation d'informations

linguistiques rihes en entrée, sous la forme de représentations sémantiques profondes,

pour améliorer la tâhe de simpli�ation des phrases.

1 Génération les Phrases

La plupart des approhes atuelles de la réalisation de surfae (RS) sont statis-

tiques

[

Langkilde and Knight, 1998; Ratnaparkhi, 2000; Bangalore and Rambow,

2000a; Bangalore and Rambow, 2000b; Langkilde, 2002; Nakanishi and Miyao, 2005;

Zhong and Stent, 2005; Cahill and Van Genabith, 2006; White and Rajkumar, 2009;

Konstas and Lapata, 2012a; Konstas and Lapata, 2012b

℄

. Les approhes symboliques

sont quant à elles généralement fragiles (faible ouverture) et/ou ine�aes (elles sont

soit lentes ou ne parviennent pas à retourner un résultat en temps raisonnable sur

des phrases plus longues)

[

Shieber et al., 1990; Elhadad, 1993a; Elhadad and Robin,

1996; Bateman, 1997; Lavoie and Rambow, 1997; Butt et al., 2002; White, 2004;

xiv



1. Génération les Phrases

Carroll and Oepen, 2005; Gardent and Kow, 2007b; Gardent and Perez-Beltrahini,

2010

℄

. Cependant la RS fondée sur des grammaires érites à la main (i) est une

approhe transparente, 'est à dire qu'il existe une relation direte entre la gram-

maire et les hangements dans le résultat; (ii) est linguistiquement rihe, 'est à dire

qu'elle assoie des phrases générées ave des informations linguistiques détaillées,

tels que les arbres de dérivation et dérivés, les traits morphosyntaxiques, ainsi que

de l'information syntaxique (omme les règles de grammaire utilisées pour le sujet,

l'objet, le verbe transitif et.); et (iii) est utile pour les appliations entrées sur la pré-

ision, par exemple l'apprentissage de la langue

[

Gardent and Perez-Beltrahini, 2012;

Perez-Beltrahini et al., 2012; Perez-Beltrahini, 2013

℄

ou la génération de requêtes

fondées sur la onnaissane

[

Perez-Beltrahini et al., 2014

℄

.

Dans ette thèse, nous explorons omment faire la réalisation de surfae basée

sur une grammaire symbolique de manière robuste et e�ae. Dans la setion F.1.1,

nous introduisons nos ressoures, la grammaire et les arbres de dépendane en entrée.

Ensuite, nous proposons une approhe symbolique, e�ae et à grande éhelle de

la réalisation de surfae qui s'appuie sur une grammaire d'arbres adjoints basée

sur les traits et qui prend en entrée des strutures peu profondes fournies dans le

format des arbres de dépendane (Setion F.1.2). A�n d'améliorer la ouverture,

nous proposons également deux algorithmes d'extration d'erreur pour identi�er les

erreurs dans notre système de génération (Setion F.1.3). En�n, nous étendons notre

système de génération a�n de représenter et de générer un phénomène linguistique

plus omplexe omme la oordination elliptique (Setion F.1.4).

1.1 Ressoures: Grammaire et Représentation d'Entrée

La grammaire. La grammaire est une omposante essentielle de la réalisation

de surfae, indépendamment du fait qu'elle soit statistique ou symbolique. Les

approhes statistiques, ombinent l'utilisation de règles érites à la main ave un

modèle de langage (Nitrogen

[

Langkilde and Knight, 1998

℄

,

[

Ratnaparkhi, 2000

℄

et

HALogen

[

Langkilde, 2002

℄

), utilisent des grammaires probabilistes (HPSG

[

Nakan-

ishi and Miyao, 2005

℄

, TAG

[

Bangalore and Rambow, 2000a; Bangalore and Rambow,

2000b

℄

, CCG

[

White and Rajkumar, 2009

℄

et CFG

[

Cahill and Van Genabith, 2006;

Konstas and Lapata, 2012a; Konstas and Lapata, 2012b

℄

), ou apprennent une gram-

maire de génération automatiquement en s'aidant d'un orpus

[

Zhong and Stent,

2005

℄

. De même, les approhes symboliques utilisent des grammaires symboliques ori-

entées génération (FUF/SURGE

[

Elhadad, 1993a; Elhadad and Robin, 1996

℄

, KPML

[

Bateman, 1997

℄

et RealPro

[

Lavoie and Rambow, 1997

℄

) ou s'appuient sur des gram-

maires génériques réversibles (TAG

[

Koller and Striegnitz, 2002; Gardent and Kow,

xv
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2007b; Gardent and Perez-Beltrahini, 2010

℄

, CCG

[

White, 2004

℄

, HPSG

[

Carroll

and Oepen, 2005

℄

et LFG

[

Butt et al., 2002

℄

).

En suivant les approhes de Koller and Striegnitz (2002), Gardent and Kow

(2007b) et Gardent and Perez-Beltrahini (2010), notre algorithme de réalisation de

surfae repose sur une grammaire d'arbres adjoints lexialisés à base de traits érite à

la main (FB-LTAG,

[

Vijay-Shanker and Joshi, 1988; Vijay-Shanker and Joshi, 1991

℄

).

Pour être plus préis, Koller and Striegnitz (2002), Gardent and Perez-Beltrahini

(2010) et Gardent et al. (2011) ont démontré que dans une TAG, le traitement des

arbres de dérivation plut�t que des arbres dérivés est plus e�ae. Ainsi, en suivant

Gardent and Perez-Beltrahini (2010) et Gardent and Perez-Beltrahini (2010), nous

n'utilisons don pas diretement la grammaire FB-LTAG, mais plut�t la grammaire

des arbres réguliers basée sur les traits (FB-RTG,

[

Shmitz and Roux, 2008

℄

) qui elle,

s'appuie sur les arbres de dérivation. Autrement dit, l'algorithme de réalisation de

surfae onstruit tout d'abord un arbre de dérivation puis s'appuie sur la grammaire

FB-LTAG pour onstruire l'arbre dérivé et obtenir en�n la phrase à générer.

Nous utilisons une grammaire FB-LTAG à large ouverture

[

Alahverdzhieva,

2008

℄

pour l'anglais omposée d'environ 1000 arbres et dont la ouverture est simi-

laire à XTAG

[

The XTAG Researh Group, 2001

℄

. Nous onvertissons ensuite ette

grammaire FB-LTAG vers une grammaire FB-RTG en utilisant la méthode détaillée

dans

[

Shmitz and Roux, 2008

℄

. Des desriptions plus détaillées sur notre grammaire

FB-LTAG et sur la grammaire FB-RTG orrespondante peuvent être trouvées dans

le hapitre 2.

La représentation d'entrée. A ause de leur dépendane à di�érents for-

malismes grammatiaux, et bien qu'ils apprennent leur grammaire de la même soure

(le Penn Treebank), les réalisateurs de surfae réents s'appuient tous sur des for-

mats di�érents de représentation du sens. En fontion de la proximité ave la

phrase de surfae, ertaines approhes

[

Gardent and Kow, 2007b; Gardent and

Perez-Beltrahini, 2010; Callaway, 2003; Carroll and Oepen, 2005; White, 2004;

Basile and Bos, 2013

℄

prennent en entrée des représentations sémantiques profondes

(F-strutures, des formules logiques du premier ordre, de la logique de desrip-

tion, des strutures de représentation du disours) tandis que d'autres

[

Lavoie and

Rambow, 1997; Bangalore and Rambow, 2000a; Bangalore and Rambow, 2000b;

Narayan, 2011

℄

s'appuient sur des strutures peu profondes, omme par exemple,

des strutures de dépendane. Ces disparités réent un dé� majeur pour l'évaluation

des réalisateurs de surfae à large éhelle.

A�n de surmonter le problème dérit i-dessus et de fournir une représentation

d'entrée ommune à un large éventail de réalisateurs de surfae, une Tâhe Commune
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de Réalisation de Surfae a été organisée Belz et al. (2011) - (Surfae Realisation

Shared Task), et les strutures de dépendane ont été hoisies omme format om-

mun d'entrée. Les organisateurs ont extrait deux types de représentation du Penn

Treebank: des arbres de dépendanes peu profondes (ave étiquettes syntaxiques), et

des graphes de dépendanes profondes (ave étiquettes sémantiques). Dans les deux

as, les relations ont été arbitrairement ordonnées. La représentation peu profonde

est une vue plus syntaxique de la phrase, tandis que la représentation profonde est

plus prohe de la représentation sémantique de la phrase orrespondante.

Dans ette thèse, notre générateur s'appuie sur les arbres de dépendanes peu

profondes de la Tâhe Commune de Réalisation de Surfae

[

Belz et al., 2011

℄

omme

représentation du sens. Nous dérivons l'ensemble de données plus en détail dans le

hapitre 2. L'exemple (1) illustre une entrée de ette tâhe ommune ainsi qu'une

sortie de la tâhe de génération de texte à partir de représentation de sens. L'entrée

est un arbre de dépendanes peu profondes non-ordonnées (1L'entrée) et le résultat

est une phrase qui verbalise ette entrée (1Le résultat).

(1) Input: Shallow dependeny struture

SROOT 1 0 donate pos=vbd

SBJ 2 1 Sumitomo bank pos=nn

OBJ 3 1 $500,000 pos=d

d o n a t e

Sumitomo bank

SBJ

$ 5 0 0 , 0 0 0

OBJ

Output: Sumitomo bank donated $500,000.

1.2 Optimiser la Réalisation de Surfae

La réalisation de surfae symbolique est très sensible au problème ombinatoire.

Chaque réalisateur de surfae tente de faire fae à e problème d'une façon ou d'une

autre. Selon le type de représentation du sens enodée par la grammaire, deux prin-

ipaux types d'algorithmes ont été proposés pour générer des phrases ave des gram-

maires symboliques: les approhes guidées par la tête (head-driven) et les approhes

lexialistes. Pour les représentations sémantiques réursives telles que elles de for-

mules logiques de premier ordre, les algorithmes guidés par la tête

[

Shieber et al.,

1990

℄

fontionnent mieux en évitant le problème de ombinatoire grâe à des éléments

lexiaux pour guider la reherhe. D'autre part, pour les représentations séman-

tiques plates omme les MRS (la sémantique de réurrene minimale,

[

Copestake et

al., 2001

℄

), les approhes lexialistes

[

Espinosa et al., 2010; Carroll and Oepen, 2005;

Gardent and Kow, 2005

℄

ont été largement utilisées ar elles imposent moins de

ontraintes sur la grammaire.
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Nous proposons un algorithme

[

Narayan and Gardent, 2012b

℄

qui ombine les

tehniques et les idées des approhes guidées par la tête et des approhes lexialistes.

D'une part, la séletion de la règle est guidée, omme dans l'approhe lexialiste, par

les unités élémentaires présentes dans l'entrée plut�t que par sa struture. D'autre

part, la struture de l'entrée est utilisée pour fournir des indies desendants (top-

down) pour la reherhe et ainsi limiter la ombinatoire. Pour améliorer enore

l'e�aité, l'algorithme intègre trois tehniques d'optimisation supplémentaires: (i)

le �ltrage par polarité de l'approhe lexialiste

[

Bonfante et al., 2004; Gardent and

Kow, 2007b

℄

; (ii) l'utilisation d'un modèle de langage pour séletionner les strutures

intermédiaires en ompétition; et (iii) l'utilisation simultanée plut�t que séquentielle

de préditions desendantes (top-down) parallélisées.

Nous avons évalué notre algorithme sur les arbres de dépendanes de la tâhe

partagée de réalisation de surfae à grande éhelle et avons montré que, sur es

données, l'algorithme réduit onsidérablement le temps d'exéution en omparaison

à une approhe lexialiste simple qui explore l'ensemble de l'espae de reherhe. Une

desription plus détaillée de et algorithme et de son évaluation pourra être trouvée

dans le hapitre 3.

1.3 Fouille d'Erreurs pour l'Amélioration de la Génération Sym-

bolique

Au ours des dernières années, les méthodes de fouille d'erreurs

[

van Noord, 2004;

Sagot and de la Clergerie, 2006; de Kok et al., 2009

℄

ont été développées a�n

d'identi�er les soures les plus probables de défaillane d'analyse syntaxique dans

les analyseurs qui s'appuient sur des grammaires érites à la main et des lexiques.

Cependant, les tehniques utilisées pour énumérer et ompter les n-grammes reposent

sur la nature séquentielle d'un orpus textuel et ne s'étendent pas failement à des

données struturées. En outre, es méthodes lassiques génèrent une simple liste des

formes suspetes lassées par ordre déroissant de suspiion. Il n'y a auune vue laire

de la façon dont les di�érentes formes suspetes interagissent et, par onséquent, le

linguiste doit analyser tous les as d'erreur un par un au lieu de se onentrer sur

l'amélioration des ensembles de as d'erreur assoiés de façon linguistiquement per-

tinente.

Pour améliorer notre ouverture, nous proposons deux algorithmes de fouille

d'erreurs

[

Gardent and Narayan, 2012; Narayan and Gardent, 2012a

℄

dans le hapitre

4: premièrement, un algorithme pour l'exploitation des arbres que nous appliquons

pour déteter les soures les plus probables de défaillane de la génération et deux-

ièmement, un algorithme qui struture le résultat de la fouille d'erreurs dans un arbre
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(appelé, arbre de suspiion), mettant en évidene les relations entre les formes sus-

petes. Nous montrons que es algorithmes de fouille d'erreurs ont permis d'identi�er

non seulement les erreurs dans le système de génération (la grammaire et le lex-

ique), mais aussi l'inadéquation entre les strutures ontenues dans l'entrée et les

strutures d'entrée attendues par notre générateur ainsi que quelques partiular-

ités/erreurs dans les données en entrée. Nous illustrons omment l'arbre de suspi-

ion onstruit par notre algorithme permet de présenter les erreurs identi�ées par

la fouille d'erreurs de manière linguistiquement pertinente o�rant ainsi un meilleur

support pour l'analyse d'erreurs.

1.4 Génération de le Coordination Elliptique

Notre générateur symbolique aompagné de tehniques de fouille d'erreurs onduit

au développement en spirale de notre système de génération. Nous améliorons large-

ment à la fois la ouverture et les sores BLEU . L'amélioration globale de notre

système de génération nous permet de ramener notre attention sur les subtilités

liées à la représentation et la génération d'un phénomène linguistique plus omplexe

omme la oordination elliptique.

Dans les phrases elliptiques, il y a un sens sans le son. Ainsi, les mises en or-

respondanes de forme/sens qui nous permettent, dans les phrases non-elliptiques

d'assoier les sons aux sens orrespondants, ne fontionnent plus. Nous extrayons,

à partir des données fournies par la tâhe de réalisation de surfae

[

Belz et al.,

2011

℄

, 2398 entrées dont la phrase résultat orrespondante ontient une ellipse. Nous

montrons qu'une quantité onsidérable de données ontient une ellipse et que la ou-

verture et le sore BLEU diminuent sensiblement pour es types d'entrées elliptiques.

Nous soutenons le fait que le matériel omis devrait être représenté en utilisant des

noeuds phonétiquement vides et nous introduisons alors un ensemble de règles de

réériture qui permet l'ajout de es atégories vides à la représentation de l'arbre

des dépendanes. En�n, nous évaluons notre réalisateur de surfae sur l'ensemble

de données résultant. Nous montrons que, après réériture, le générateur améliore à

la fois la ouverture et le sore BLEU pour les données elliptiques. Une desription

plus détaillée de notre approhe

[

Gardent and Narayan, 2013

℄

pourra être trouvée

dans le hapitre 5.

2 Simpli�ation des Phrases

La deuxième partie de ette thèse porte sur la génération de texte à partir de texte

en se foalisant sur la simpli�ation de phrase. La simpli�ation de la phrase assoie
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une phrase omplexe à une autre phrase plus simple, plus faile à lire et dont le

ontenu s'approhe de la phrase d'origine. Par exemple, si nous onsidérons la phrase

omplexe (2Complexe) omme entrée et nous pouvons générer la version simpli�ée

présentée dans l'exemple (2Simple).

(2) Complexe: In 1964 Peter Higgs published his seond paper in Physial Review Letters

desribing Higgs mehanism whih predited a new massive spin-zero boson for the �rst

time.

Simple: Peter Higgs wrote his paper explaining Higgs mehanism in 1964. Higgs mehanism

predited a new elementary partile.

Les travaux préédents sur la simpli�ation de phrase s'appuyaient sur des règles

érites à la main pour apturer la simpli�ation syntaxique

[

Chandrasekar and Srini-

vas, 1997; Siddharthan, 2002; Canning, 2002; Siddharthan, 2006; Siddharthan, 2010;

Siddharthan, 2011; Bott et al., 2012; Siddharthan and Mandya, 2014

℄

. Des approhes

plus réentes, ependant, utilisent un ensemble de données parallèles formées par

l'alignement de phrases provenant de Wikipedia en anglais simple (Simple English

Wikipedia) et Wikipedia en anglais traditionnel (Traditional English Wikipedia)

[

Zhu et al., 2010; Woodsend and Lapata, 2011; Coster and Kauhak, 2011; Wubben

et al., 2012

℄

.

A notre onnaissane, toutes les approhes d'apprentissage automatique exis-

tantes (i) ommenent à partir de la phrase d'entrée

[

Coster and Kauhak, 2011;

Wubben et al., 2012

℄

ou de son arbre syntaxique

[

Zhu et al., 2010; Woodsend and

Lapata, 2011

℄

et (ii) apprennent sur le orpus aligné de phrases simples et omplexes.

En omparaison, nous ontribuons à la simpli�ation de la phrase de deux façons. La

première est que nous nous onentrons sur l'utilisation de l'information linguistique

rihe sous la forme d'une représentation sémantique profonde a�n d'améliorer la tâhe

de simpli�ation de la phrase. Nous utilisons les strutures de représentation du dis-

ours

[

Kamp, 1981

℄

dé�nies par Boxer

[

Curran et al., 2007

℄

pour les représentations

sémantiques profondes. La seonde est que nous proposons deux méthodes pour la

simpli�ation de la phrase : une approhe supervisée pour la simpli�ation hybride

utilisant la sémantique profonde et la tradution automatique (Setion F.2.1); ainsi

qu'une approhe non-supervisée pour la simpli�ation de la phrase utilisant le orpus

de Wikipedia omparable (Setion F.2.2).

2.1 Simpli�ation Hybride utilisant la Sémantique Profonde et la

Tradution Automatique

D'un �té les approhes d'apprentissage automatique basées sur les arbres syntax-

iques

[

Zhu et al., 2010; Woodsend and Lapata, 2011

℄

sont onfrontées aux prob-
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lèmes de l'identi�ation de la frontière de division, de la reonstrution de l'élément

ommun dans les phrases divisées tout en évitant de supprimer des arguments obli-

gatoires. De l'autre �té, les approhes d'apprentissage automatique basées sur la

tradution automatique monolingue ave des phrases d'entrée en tant que soure

[

Coster and Kauhak, 2011; Wubben et al., 2012

℄

n'atteignent pas une quantité sig-

ni�ative de suppressions ou de divisions.

Notre approhe supervisée

[

Narayan and Gardent, 2014

℄

est entraînée sur l'ensemble

de données parallèles alignées onstitué de �Simple English Wikipedia� et de �Tra-

ditional English Wikipedia�. Notre approhe di�ère des approhes préédentes de

deux façons. Premièrement, 'est une approhe hybride qui ombine un modèle qui

enode les probabilités pour le déoupage et la suppression ave un module de tra-

dution automatique monolingue qui ontr�le la réorganisation et la substitution.

De ette façon, nous exploitons la apaité des systèmes de tradution automatique

statistique (Statistial Mahine Translation, SMT) à apturer à la fois la substitu-

tion lexiale et de phrases ainsi que le réarrangement, et e tout en s'appuyant sur

un module probabiliste a�n de saisir les opérations de division et de suppression

qui sont moins bien (la suppression) ou pas du tout (la division) apturées par les

approhes SMT. Deuxièmement, les probabilités de division et de suppression sont

apprises en utilisant la représentation sémantique profonde des phrases omplexes.

Cette stratégie permet de motiver linguistiquement l'opération de déoupage en e

que les éléments sémantiques partagés sont onsidérés omme les bases du déoupage

d'une phrase omplexe en phrases plus simples. Cette stratégie failite la omplétion

(la re-réation de l'élément partagé dans les phrases déoupées). En outre elle ofre

un moyen naturel pour éviter la suppression des arguments obligatoires. A l'aune

des méthodes supervisées atuelles

[

Zhu et al., 2010; Woodsend and Lapata, 2011;

Wubben et al., 2012

℄

, notre modèle fournit une sortie beauoup plus simple qui

préserve à la fois la syntaxe et le sens . Le leteur est invité à onsulter le hapitre

7 pour une information détaillée sur notre approhe de simpli�ation supervisée de

la phrase et de son évaluation omplète.

2.2 Simpli�ation Non-Supervisée de la Phrase utilisant Wikipedia

Construire un orpus aligné de phrases simples et omplexes de bonne qualité pour

des méthodes supervisées de simpli�ation n'est pas une tâhe faile, mais ette

opération a�ete aisément les performanes des systèmes réés à partir de eux-i.

En fait, Woodsend and Lapata (2011) débattent sur e sujet et tentent d'améliorer

les performanes grâe à l'historique d'édition de �Simple Wikipedia�. Nous avons

en outre onstaté qu'à ause du orpus utilisé pour l'apprentissage, notre approhe
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supervisée n'est pas aussi performante que la méthode de référene en e qui onerne

le nombre de division.

Nous présentons une approhe non-supervisée de simpli�ation de phrase qui ne

néessite ni règles érites à la main, ni orpus d'entraînement de phrases omplexes

et simpli�ées alignées. Au lieu de ela, nous exploitons �Simple English Wikipedia�

et �Traditional English Wikipedia� non-alignés pour apprendre la probabilité des

simpli�ations lexiales, de la sémantique des phrases simples et des phrases option-

nelles, 'est à dire, des phrases qui peuvent être supprimées lors de la simpli�ation.

Enore une fois, le déoupage des phrase est basé sur la sémantique dans le sens où il

opère sur la struture sémantique profonde. Nous montrons (i) que le framework non

supervisé que nous proposons est ompétitif par rapport aux systèmes supervisés de

référene et (ii) que notre approhe basée sur la sémantique permet une manipulation

du déoupage de la phrase à la fois motivée linguistiquement et e�ae. Le leteur

est invité à onsulter le hapitre 8 pour une information omplète sur notre approhe

de simpli�ation non-supervisée de la phrase et son évaluation omplète.

3 Résumé

Cette thèse se onentre autour de deux questions prinipales: l'une, omment faire

la réalisation de surfae de manière robuste et e�ae à l'aide de grammaires sym-

boliques, et l'autre, omment exploiter une information linguistique rihe sous la

forme d'une représentation sémantique profonde a�n d'améliorer la simpli�ation de

phrases.

3.1 Contributions Prinipales

Dans e qui suit, nous résumons les ontributions prinipales de ette thèse :

Amélioration de l'e�aité de la RS symbolique. Nous présentons un nouvel

algorithme e�ae pour la réalisation de surfae ave FB-LTAG qui prend en

entrée des strutures peu profondes fournies dans le format des arbres de dépen-

dane. Lors de l'évaluation sur une grande quantité de données, nous avons

montré que notre algorithme réduit onsidérablement les temps de génération

en omparaison à une approhe lexialiste de référene qui explore l'ensemble

de l'espae de reherhe.

Amélioration de la ouverture de la RS symbolique. Nous avons proposé deux

nouveaux algorithmes de fouille d'erreur a�n d'identi�er des erreurs dans les

réalisateurs de surfae symboliques et par onséquent d'améliorer la robustesse
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de notre réalisateur. Notre premier algorithme de fouille d'erreur nous permet

e�aement d'identi�er les arbres suspets. Notre deuxième algorithme per-

met de struturer le résultat de la fouille d'erreur dans un arbre de suspiion, e

qui onstitue une analyse d'erreur ayant du sens d'un point de vue linguistique.

A l'aide de es algorithmes de fouille d'erreur, nous améliorons largement la

ouverture de notre réalisateur. Sur les données de test, nous avons atteint une

ouverture de 81 % ave un sore BLEU de 0,72 pour les phrases générées.

Génération et développement du orpus de oordination elliptique. Nous avons

montré que l'introdution de noeuds vides pour des phrases elliptiques améliore

à la fois la ouverture et la préision de notre réalisateur de surfae. Pour éval-

uer notre réalisateur sur la apaité de générer de la oordination elliptique,

nous avons reueilli 2398 représentations potentielles en entrée à partir des don-

nées de test. Sur et ensemble de données, notre réalisateur de surfae atteint

une ouverture de 76 % et un sore BLEU de 0,74 sur les phrases générées.

Nos données foalisées sur l'ellipse ontiennent 384 as potentiels de montée

du noeud droit (Right Node Raising, RNR), 1462 as potentiels de partage de

sujet (Subjet Sharing, SS), 456 as potentiels de SS+RNR, 36 as de gapping

et 60 as de oordinations non-onstituantes (Non-Constituent Coordination,

NCC). Nous estimons que et ensemble de données pourrait être très utile pour

d'autres générateurs a�n de tester leurs propres apaités à générer des ellipses.

.

Sémantiques profondes pour la simpli�ation des phrases. Nous avons pro-

posé d'utiliser une information linguistique rihe sous la forme de représen-

tations sémantiques profondes a�n d'améliorer la tâhe de simpli�ation des

phrases. Nous utilisons la représentation DRS

[

Kamp, 1981

℄

dé�nie par Boxer

[

Curran et al., 2007

℄

pour les représentations sémantiques profondes. Nous

avons alors proposé deux nouveaux algorithmes pour la simpli�ation des phrases:

l'un supervisé et l'autre non-supervisé. Les deux algorithmes utilisent la représen-

tation sémantique profonde pour apprendre omment diviser une phrase om-

plexe en plusieurs phrases simples et omment supprimer des modi�ateurs

non-néessaires dans une phrase sans modi�er sensiblement son sens. Nous

montrons que les modèles appris sur la représentation sémantique profonde

failitent la omplétion (la re-réation de l'élément partagé dans les phrases di-

visées) et fournissent un moyen naturel a�n d'éviter la suppression d'arguments

obligatoires.
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Approhe supervisée hybride pour la simpli�ation. Nous avons proposé une

approhe hybride pour la simpli�ation des phrases qui ombine un modèle de

simpli�ation à base de DRS pour le déoupage ave une méthode de suppres-

sion fondée sur un système de tradution automatique monolingue pour la sub-

stitution et le réordonnanement. Nous avons entraîné et évalué notre système

à l'aide des orpora PWKP. Nous avons omparé notre système par rapport

à trois méthodes de référene

[

Zhu et al., 2010; Woodsend and Lapata, 2011;

Wubben et al., 2012

℄

et nous avons montré que notre approhe produit une

sortie beauoup plus simple et qui préserve à la fois la syntaxe et le sens.

Corpus omparables pour la simpli�ation des phrases. En plus de notre ap-

prohe supervisée, nous avons proposé une nouvelle approhe de la simpli�a-

tion des phrases qui ne néessite pas de orpus de phrases simples et omplexes

alignées. Notre approhe n'est pas supervisée dans le sens où elle ne requiert

qu'un large orpus omposé d'un langage standard et d'un autre simpli�é, mais

pas d'alignement entre les deux. Les probabilités de simpli�ation lexiale sont

apprises par l'analyse des mots ave leur ontexte à la fois dans �Wikipedia

anglais simple� et � Wikipedia anglais traditionnel�, tandis que les probabilités

de la division et de la suppression sont apprises par l'analyse des strutures

fréquentes dans la représentation DRS ave uniquement �Wikipedia anglais

simple�. Nous avons évalué notre système sur le orpus d'évaluation PWKP

et onstaté que notre méthode est ompétitive par rapport aux quatre méth-

odes supervisées de référene

[

Zhu et al., 2010; Woodsend and Lapata, 2011;

Wubben et al., 2012; Narayan and Gardent, 2014

℄

.

3.2 Pointeurs pour de Futures Reherhes

Cette thèse o�re di�érentes orientations possibles pour de futures reherhes : la

génération à partir de strutures de graphes (au lieu des arbres dépendanes) des

représentations sémantiques, la fouille d'erreur pour les suspets de surgénération,

l'utilisation de orpus de oordination elliptique pour une évaluation plus appro-

fondie, l'évaluation de la simpli�ation des phrases pour la simpli�ation au niveau

du disours, l'exploitation d'une base de données de paraphrases pour la simpli�-

ation, l'exploitation d'autres représentations pour la sémantique profonde et. Le

leteur est invité à se reporter au hapitre 9.2 pour une liste omplète des diretions

pour des travaux futurs.
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Chapter 1

Introdution

NATURAL LANGUAGE GENERATION (NLG) aims at produing texts in humanNLG

languages by solving two questions �What to say?� (ontent seletion) and �How to

say it?� (ontent realization)

[

Reiter and Dale, 2000

℄

. In this big frame of NLG,

surfae realisation appears as a last omponent (sub-omponent of ontent realiza-Surfae

Realiza-

tion

tion) with the speial task of mapping meaning representations to natural language

expressions at sentene level. Given some meaning representation as input, sur-

fae realisation tries to generate a sentene liensed by the grammar apturing this

meaning.

Depending on the input representation, NLG an be ategorised into two lasses:

MR-to-text (meaning representation to text) generation and text-to-text genera-

tion. MR-to-text generation fouses on generating sentenes from more or less non-MR-To-

Text linguisti representations. Some approahes in this lass take as input databases

or knowledge bases (e.g., ontologies) while others assume deep or shallow semanti

representations (e.g., F-strutures, First Order Logi formulae, Minimal Reursion

Semantis formulae, Desription Logi formulae, Disourse Representation Stru-

tures, Dependeny trees). By ontrast, the task of text-to-text generation, suh asText-To-

Text sentene simpli�ation, sentene ompression, text summarisation and paraphrase

generation, maps natural language text to natural language text.

While both lasses of NLG have already been widely studied, muh remains to

be done. This dissertation investigates issues from both MR-to-text generation and

text-to-text generation. Aordingly, we divide this doument into two parts. In the

�rst part (MR-to-text generation, �Generating Sentenes�), we fous on MR-to-text

generation, optimising a large-sale symboli approahes to surfae realisation using

a Feature-based Tree-Adjoining grammar and taking as input shallow strutures

provided in the format of dependeny trees by the Surfae Realisation Shared Task

1



Chapter 1. Introdution

[

Belz et al., 2011

℄

. The seond part of this dissertation (text-to-text generation,

�Simplifying Sentenes�) fouses on the use of rih linguisti information in the form

of deep semanti representation to improve the sentene simpli�ation task.

Motivation behind �Generating Sentenes�

Most urrent approahes to surfae realisation (SR) are statistial

[

Langkilde and

Knight, 1998; Ratnaparkhi, 2000; Bangalore and Rambow, 2000a; Bangalore and

Rambow, 2000b; Langkilde, 2002; Nakanishi and Miyao, 2005; Zhong and Stent,

2005; Cahill and Van Genabith, 2006; White and Rajkumar, 2009; Konstas and La-

pata, 2012a; Konstas and Lapata, 2012b

℄

. In ontrast, symboli SR approahes are

usually brittle (low overage) and/or ine�ient (they are either slow or timeout on

longer sentenes)

[

Shieber et al., 1990; Elhadad, 1993a; Elhadad and Robin, 1996;

Bateman, 1997; Lavoie and Rambow, 1997; Butt et al., 2002; White, 2004; Carroll

and Oepen, 2005; Gardent and Kow, 2007b; Gardent and Perez-Beltrahini, 2010

℄

.

However, hand-written grammar based SR (i) is a glass-box approah, i.e., there

is a diret relation between the grammar and output hanges; (ii) is linguistially

rih, i.e., it assoiates generated sentenes with detailed linguisti information, e.g.,

derivation and derived trees, morphosyntati features, and syntati information

(e.g., used grammar rules for subjet, objet, transitive verb et); and (iii) is useful

for preision foused appliations, e.g., language learning

[

Gardent and Perez-Bel-

trahini, 2012; Perez-Beltrahini et al., 2012; Perez-Beltrahini, 2013

℄

or knowledge-

based query generation

[

Perez-Beltrahini et al., 2014

℄

.

In this thesis, we explore how to make symboli grammar based surfae realisation

robust and e�ient. We propose an e�ient and large sale symboli approah to

surfae realisation using a Feature-based Tree-Adjoining grammar and taking as

input shallow strutures provided in the format of dependeny trees. To improve

overage, we further propose two error mining algorithms to identify errors in our

generation system. Finally, we extend our generation system for representing and

generating more omplex linguisti phenomena suh as ellipti oordination. In what

follows, we situate and motivate our researh deisions and hoies.

Grammar. Grammar is an essential omponent of surfae realization, irrespe-

tive of whether statistial or symboli. Statistial approahes either ombine the

use of handwritten rules with a language model (Nitrogen

[

Langkilde and Knight,

1998

℄

,

[

Ratnaparkhi, 2000

℄

and HALogen

[

Langkilde, 2002

℄

), use probabilisti gram-

mars (HPSG

[

Nakanishi and Miyao, 2005

℄

, TAG

[

Bangalore and Rambow, 2000a;

Bangalore and Rambow, 2000b

℄

, CCG

[

White and Rajkumar, 2009

℄

and CFG

[

Cahill

2



and Van Genabith, 2006; Konstas and Lapata, 2012a; Konstas and Lapata, 2012b

℄

),

or learn a generation grammar automatially from orpora

[

Zhong and Stent, 2005

℄

.

Similarly, symboli approahes either use NLG-geared symboli grammars (FUF/

SURGE

[

Elhadad, 1993a; Elhadad and Robin, 1996

℄

, KPML

[

Bateman, 1997

℄

and

RealPro

[

Lavoie and Rambow, 1997

℄

) or general purpose reversible grammars (TAG

[

Koller and Striegnitz, 2002; Gardent and Kow, 2007b; Gardent and Perez-Beltra-

hini, 2010

℄

, CCG

[

White, 2004

℄

, HPSG

[

Carroll and Oepen, 2005

℄

and LFG

[

Butt

et al., 2002

℄

).

Following Koller and Striegnitz (2002), Gardent and Kow (2007b) and Gardent

and Perez-Beltrahini (2010), our surfae realisation algorithm builds on a hand-

written non-probabilisti FB-LTAG

[

Vijay-Shanker and Joshi, 1988; Vijay-Shanker

and Joshi, 1991

℄

. We use a large sale FB-LTAG

[

Alahverdzhieva, 2008

℄

for English

onsisting of roughly 1000 trees and whose overage is similar to XTAG

[

The XTAG

Researh Group, 2001

℄

.

Input Representation. Despite the fat that the reent surfae realisers learn

their grammar from the Penn Treebank, beause of their dependene on di�erent

grammar formalisms, eah realiser uses di�erent meaning representations as in-

put. Depending on the loseness to the surfae sentene, some approahes

[

Gar-

dent and Kow, 2007b; Gardent and Perez-Beltrahini, 2010; Callaway, 2003; Carroll

and Oepen, 2005; White, 2004; Basile and Bos, 2013

℄

take as input deep, seman-

tially oriented representations (F-strutures, First Order Logi formulae, Desrip-

tion Logi formulae, Disourse Representation Strutures) while others

[

Lavoie and

Rambow, 1997; Bangalore and Rambow, 2000a; Bangalore and Rambow, 2000b;

Narayan, 2011

℄

assume more shallow strutures suh as, for instane, dependeny

strutures. This reates a major hallenge towards a large sale evaluation.

In order to overome the above desribed problem and to provide a ommon-

ground input representation for the wide range of surfae realisers, Belz et al. (2011)

organised a Surfae Realisation Shared Task and hose dependeny strutures as

their ommon-ground input representation. They extrated dataset from Penn Tree-

bank with two di�erent representations: shallow dependeny trees (with syntati

labels) and deep dependeny graphs (with semanti labels). For both representa-

tions, relations were arbitrarily ordered.

In this dissertation, our generator takes shallow dependeny trees from Surfae

Realisation Shared Task

[

Belz et al., 2011

℄

as their meaning representation. We

desribe the dataset in more detail in Chapter 2. Example (3) shows an input of

this shared task and an output of the MR-to-text generation task. The input is an

unordered shallow dependeny tree (3Input) and the output is a sentene verbalising

3



Chapter 1. Introdution

this input (3Output).

(3) Input: Shallow dependeny struture

SROOT 1 0 donate pos=vbd

SBJ 2 1 Sumitomo bank pos=nn

OBJ 3 1 $500,000 pos=d

d o n a t e

Sumitomo bank

SBJ

$ 5 0 0 , 0 0 0

OBJ

Output: Sumitomo bank donated $500,000.

Improving Effiieny. Symboli surfae realisation is very prone to the ombi-

natorial problem

[

Kay, 1996

℄

. Every surfae realiser tries to deal with this bottlenek

one way or another. Depending on the type of meaning representation enoded by

the grammar, two main types of algorithms have been proposed for generating sen-

tenes with symboli grammars: head-driven and lexialist approahes. For reursive

semanti representations suh as �rst-order logi formulae, head-driven algorithms

[

Shieber et al., 1990

℄

have been argued to perform best in avoiding the ombina-

toris problem by using lexial items to guide the searh. On the other hand, for �at

semanti representations suh as MRSs (Minimal Reursion Semantis,

[

Copestake

et al., 2001

℄

), lexialist approahes

[

Espinosa et al., 2010; Carroll and Oepen, 2005;

Gardent and Kow, 2005

℄

have been used extensively beause they impose fewer on-

straints on the grammar.

We propose an algorithm whih ombines tehniques and ideas from the head-

driven and the lexialist approahes. On the one hand, rule seletion is guided,

as in the lexialist approah, by the elementary units present in the input rather

than by its struture. On the other hand, the struture of the input is used to

provide top-down guidane for the searh and thereby restrit the ombinatoris.

To further improve e�ieny, the algorithm integrates three additional optimisation

tehniques: (i) polarity �ltering from the lexialist approah

[

Bonfante et al., 2004;

Gardent and Kow, 2007b

℄

; (ii) the use of a language model to prune ompeting

intermediate substrutures; and (iii) simultaneous rather than sequential parallelised

top-down preditions.

Improving Coverage using Error Mining. In reent years, error mining

approahes

[

van Noord, 2004; Sagot and de la Clergerie, 2006; de Kok et al., 2009

℄

were developed to help identify the most likely soures of parsing failures in parsing

systems using handrafted grammars and lexions. However the tehniques they use

to enumerate and ount n-grams builds on the sequential nature of a text orpus

and do not easily extend to strutured data. In addition, they generate a �at list of

suspiious forms ranked by dereasing order of suspiion. There is no lear overview

of how the various suspiious forms interat and as a result, the linguist must analyse

4



all error ases one by one instead of fousing on improving sets of related error ases

in a linguistially meaningful way.

To improve our overage, we propose two error mining algorithms: one, an algo-

rithm for mining trees whih we apply to detet the most likely soures of generation

failure and two, an algorithm that strutures the output of error mining into a tree

(alled, suspiion tree), highlighting the relationships between suspiious forms. We

show that these error mining algorithms permit identifying not only errors in the

generation system (grammar, lexion) but also mismathes between the strutures

ontained in the input and the input strutures expeted by our generator as well

as a few idiosynrasies/error in the input data. We illustrate how the suspiion tree

built by our algorithm helps to present the errors identi�ed by error mining in a

linguistially meaningful way thus providing better support for error analysis.

Generating Ellipti Coordination. Our symboli generator together with

error mining initiatives leads to the spiral development of our generation system. We

improve in both overage and BLEU sores. The global improvement of our genera-

tion system helps us to narrow down our fous towards the intriaies of representing

and generating a more omplex linguisti phenomenon suh as ellipti oordination.

In ellipti sentenes, there is meaning without sound. Thus the usual form/meaning

mappings that in non-ellipti sentenes allow us to map sounds onto their orre-

sponding meanings, break down. We extrat from the data provided by the Surfae

Realisation Task

[

Belz et al., 2011

℄

2398 inputs whose orresponding output sentene

ontain an ellipsis. We show that a signi�ant amount of the data ontains an ellipsis

and that both overage and BLEU sore markedly derease for ellipti input. We

argue that elided material should be represented using phonetially empty nodes and

we introdue a set of rewrite rules whih permits adding these empty ategories to

the dependeny tree representation. Finally, we evaluate our surfae realiser on the

resulting dataset. We show that, after rewriting, the generator improves both on the

overage and the BLEU sore for the elliptial data.

Motivation behind �Simplifying Sentenes�

The seond part of this dissertation fouses on text-to-text generation in partiular

sentene simpli�ation. Sentene simpli�ation maps a sentene to a simpler, more

readable one approximating its ontent. For example, it takes the omplex sentene

(4Complex) as input and generates the simpli�ed version shown in (4Simple).

(4) Complex: In 1964 Peter Higgs published his seond paper in Physial Review Letters

desribing Higgs mehanism whih predited a new massive spin-zero boson for the �rst

5
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time.

Simple: Peter Higgs wrote his paper explaining Higgs mehanism in 1964. Higgs mehanism

predited a new elementary partile.

Earlier work on sentene simpli�ation relied on handrafted rules to apture syn-

tati simpli�ation

[

Chandrasekar and Srinivas, 1997; Siddharthan, 2002; Canning,

2002; Siddharthan, 2006; Siddharthan, 2010; Siddharthan, 2011; Bott et al., 2012;

Siddharthan and Mandya, 2014

℄

. More reent approahes, however, use a paral-

lel dataset formed by aligning sentenes from Simple English Wikipedia and tradi-

tional English Wikipedia

[

Zhu et al., 2010; Woodsend and Lapata, 2011; Coster and

Kauhak, 2011; Wubben et al., 2012

℄

.

To the best of our knowledge, all existing mahine-learning approahes (i) starts

from the input sentene

[

Coster and Kauhak, 2011; Wubben et al., 2012

℄

or its parse

tree

[

Zhu et al., 2010; Woodsend and Lapata, 2011

℄

and (ii) train on the aligned

orpus of omplex and simple sentenes. In ontrast, we ontribute to sentene

simpli�ation in two ways. First, we fous on using rih linguisti information in the

form of deep semanti representation to improve the sentene simpli�ation task.

We use the Disourse Representation Strutures

[

Kamp, 1981

℄

assigned by Boxer

[

Curran et al., 2007

℄

for the deep semanti representations. Seond, we propose two

methods for sentene simpli�ation: a supervised approah to hybrid simpli�ation

using deep semantis and mahine translation; and an unsupervised approah to

sentene simpli�ation using the omparable Wikipedia orpus.

Supervised Approah. On one hand, the mahine-learning approahes based

on parse trees

[

Zhu et al., 2010; Woodsend and Lapata, 2011

℄

fae the problems

of identifying the split boundary, of reonstruting the shared element in split sen-

tenes and of avoiding the deletion of obligatory arguments. On the other hand, the

mahine-learning approahes based on monolingual mahine translation with input

sentenes as soure

[

Coster and Kauhak, 2011; Wubben et al., 2012

℄

do not ahieve

a signi�ant amount of deletion or splitting at all.

Our supervised approah is trained on the parallel aligned dataset formed by

Simple English Wikipedia and traditional English Wikipedia. It di�ers from previ-

ous approahes in two main ways. First, it is a hybrid approah whih ombines

a model enoding probabilities for splitting and deletion with a monolingual ma-

hine translation module whih handles reordering and substitution. In this way,

we exploit the ability of statistial mahine translation (SMT) systems to apture

phrasal/lexial substitution and reordering while relying on a dediated probabilisti

module to apture the splitting and deletion operations whih are less well (deletion)

or not at all (splitting) aptured by SMT approahes. Seond, the splitting and

6



deletion probabilities are learned using the deep semanti representation of omplex

sentenes. This permits a linguistially prinipled aount of the splitting opera-

tion in that semantially shared elements are taken to be the basis for splitting

a omplex sentene into several simpler ones. This failitates ompletion (the re-

reation of the shared element in the split sentenes). And this provides a natural

means to avoid deleting obligatory arguments. When ompared against urrent

state of the art supervised methods

[

Zhu et al., 2010; Woodsend and Lapata, 2011;

Wubben et al., 2012

℄

, our model yields a signi�antly simpler output that is both

grammatial and meaning preserving.

Unsupervised Approah. Construting a good quality aligned orpus of om-

plex and simple sentenes for supervised simpli�ation methods is not an easy task

but it easily a�ets the performane of systems trained on them. In fat, Woodsend

and Lapata (2011) debate the issue and try to improve the performane by using

the edit history of Simple Wikipedia. We also found that beause of the orpus used

for training, our supervised approah lags behind the gold standard in terms of the

number of times it splits the input sentene.

We present an unsupervised approah to sentene simpli�ation whih requires

neither hand written rules nor a training orpus of aligned standard and simpli�ed

sentenes. Instead, we exploit non-aligned Simple and traditional English Wikipedia

to learn the probability of lexial simpli�ations, of the semantis of simple sentenes

and of optional phrases i.e., phrases whih may be deleted when simplifying. Again,

sentene splitting is semantially based in that it operates on deep semanti struture.

We show (i) that the unsupervised framework we propose is ompetitive with state-

of-the-art supervised systems and (ii) that our semantially based approah allows

for a prinipled and e�etive handling of sentene splitting.

Roadmap of the thesis

We divide this thesis into two parts: �Generating Sentenes� and �Simplifying Sen-

tenes�. Eah part then follows a standard format: �rst a bakground hapter and

then our ontribution hapters. In what follows, we summarise the ontent of the

remaining hapters of this thesis.

Part I: Generating Sentenes

Chapter 2 (Bakground) desribes various resoures related to this part suh

as input representations of the Generation Challenge: Surfae Realisation Shared

Task

[

Belz et al., 2011

℄

used for generation (Setion 2.1), Feature-based Lexialised

7
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Tree-Adjoining Grammar (Setion 2.2.1) and its variant Feature-based Regular Tree

Grammar (Setion 2.2.2). Beause of the self-ontained nature of researh addressed

in the hapters of this part, we do not disuss related works here as a whole, instead

we reate a setion for related work in eah hapter separately.

Chapter 3 (Optimising Surfae Realisation) desribes our e�ient surfae re-

alisation algorithm. In Setion 3.2, we desribe key onepts used for optimization in

head-driven approahes, lexialist approahes and statistial approahes. Setion 3.3

presents the surfae realisation algorithm we developed. Setion 3.4 desribes the

evaluation setup and the results obtained. Setion 3.5 onludes with pointers for

future researh.

Chapter 4 (Error Mining for Improving Symboli Generation) presents

our error mining approahes to improve the overage of our generator. In Se-

tion 4.2, we disuss existing error mining approahes in parsing

[

van Noord, 2004;

Sagot and de la Clergerie, 2006; de Kok et al., 2009

℄

in detail. Setion 4.3 presents

our algorithm to error mine dependeny trees. In Setion 4.3.1, we give a brief

overview of the HybridTreeMiner algorithm, a omplete and omputationally e�-

ient algorithm developed by Chi et al. (2004) for disovering frequently ourring

subtrees in a database of labelled unordered trees. Setion 4.3.2 shows how to adapt

this algorithm to mine the dependeny trees for subtrees with high suspiion rate.

Setion 4.3.3 shows how it permits mining the data for tree patterns of arbitrary size

using di�erent types of labelling information (POS tags, dependenies, word forms

and any ombination thereof). Setion 4.4 presents our seond algorithm whih

strutures the output of error mining into a suspiion tree. We disuss in detail the

error analysis using suspiion trees and their advantages over the ranked �at list of

suspiious forms (Setion 4.4.4). In Setion 4.5, we show how these error mining

algorithms help improving our surfae realiser. Setion 4.6 onludes with pointers

for future researh.

Chapter 5 (Generating Ellipti Coordination) desribes how surfae realisation

handles elliptial sentenes given an input where repeated material is omitted. We

extrat from the SR data 2398 inputs whose orresponding output sentene ontains

an ellipsis. Based on previous work on how to annotate and to represent ellipsis,

we argue that elided material should be represented using phonetially empty nodes

(Setion 5.2). In Setion 5.3, we introdue a set of rewrite rules whih permits adding

these empty ategories to the SR data. We then evaluate our surfae realiser on the

resulting dataset (Setion 5.4). Setion 5.5 disusses related work on generating

ellipti oordination. Setion 5.6 onludes.

8



Part II: Simplifying Sentenes

Chapter 6 (Bakground and Related Work) starts with introduing the sen-

tene simpli�ation task (Setion 6.1) and its potential soietal

1

and NLP appli-

ations (Setion 6.1.1). In Setion 6.2, we desribe related work surrounding our

researh. In partiular, we disuss handrafted rules for syntati simpli�ation (Se-

tion 6.2.1) and four statistial frameworks

[

Zhu et al., 2010; Coster and Kauhak,

2011; Woodsend and Lapata, 2011; Wubben et al., 2012

℄

for sentene simpli�a-

tion (Setion 6.2.2). In Setion 6.2.2.1, we desribe Zhu et al. (2010)'s Parallel

Complex-Simple sentene-aligned Wikipedia (PWKP) Corpus and its onstrution

from Simple English Wikipedia and traditional English Wikipedia. Our supervised

method uses the PWKP orpus for training and evaluation purposes.

Chapter 7 (Hybrid Simpli�ation using Deep Semantis and Mahine

Translation) desribes our supervised simpli�ation framework with an example

(Setion 7.2). In Setion 7.2.2, we formally de�ne our simpli�ation model ombin-

ing probabilities from a DRS simpli�ation model and an SMT based simpli�ation

model. Setion 7.3 desribes our automati and human evaluation. We ompare

our outputs with the outputs of existing state-of-the-art methods on the PWKP

evaluation orpus. Setion 7.4 onludes with pointers for future researh.

Chapter 8 (Unsupervised Sentene Simpli�ation usingWikipedia) presents

our unsupervised framework for sentene simpli�ation (Setion 8.2). It has three

dediated modules: lexial simpli�ation, splitting and deletion. In Setion 8.2.1, we

show an example desribing these three modules in funtion. Setions 8.2.2, 8.2.3

and 8.2.4 desribe all three modules in detail. Setion 8.3 ompares our approah

with other state-of-the-art methods on the PWKP evaluation orpus. Setion 8.4

onludes with pointers for future researh.

Chapter 9 (Conlusions) draws our onlusions on both parts �Generating Sen-

tenes� and �Simplifying Sentenes� in Setion 9.1. In Setion 9.2, we give pointers

for future researh.

1

Sentene simpli�ation for people with reading disabilities, individuals with low-literay, hil-

dren and non-native speakers.
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Chapter 2

Bakground

Contents

2.1 The Surfae Realisation Shared Task . . . . . . . . . 13

2.1.1 Shallow Dependeny Strutures . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14

2.2 Lexialised Tree-adjoining Grammar . . . . . . . . . 17

2.2.1 Feature-based Lexialized Tree-adjoining Grammar . . 19

2.2.2 Feature-based Regular Tree Grammar . . . . . . . . . . 20

In this hapter, we desribe the linguisti resoures that we will use through-

out Part I of this thesis. As desribed in Chapter 1, our generator takes shallow

dependeny trees from the Generation Challenge: Surfae Realisation Shared Task

[

Belz et al., 2011

℄

as their input meaning representation. We start this hapter

by explaining these dependeny trees. Later, we disuss the Feature-based Lexi-

alised Tree-Adjoining Grammar formalism and its variant, Feature-based Regular

Tree Grammar, used by our symboli generator. We do not disuss related work in

this hapter. This will be disussed separately in eah of the following hapters.

2.1 The Surfae Realisation Shared Task

Belz et al. (2011) organised The Generation Challenge: Surfae Realisation Shared

Task (SR Task, in short) to provide a ommon-ground input representation for sur-SR Task

fae realisers. They onstruted two datasets of input representations: one, shallow

dependeny strutures (where relations are syntati labels) and deep dependeny

strutures (where relations are semanti labels). For both representations, relations

were arbitrarily ordered. The shallow input representation is a more syntati rep-

resentation of the sentene. In ontrast, the deep input representation is loser to a

13



Chapter 2. Bakground

semanti representation of the meaning of the orresponding sentene.

The SR Task datasets were onstruted by post-proessing the CoNLL 2008

Shared Task data

[

Surdeanu et al., 2008

℄

. The CoNLL 2008 Shared Task data was

prepared by onverting the Penn Treebank

[

Marus et al., 1993

℄

to syntati depen-

denies using the LTH Constituent-to-Dependeny Conversion Tool for Penn-style

Treebanks (PennConverter,

[

Johansson and Nugues, 2007

℄

). The SR shallow depen-

deny strutures are then derived from the Pennonverter dependenies. For deep

dependeny strutures, the Pennonverter dependenies are merged with the Nom-

Bank

[

Meyers et al., 2004

℄

and the PropBank

[

Palmer et al., 2005

℄

dependenies.

Here we assume as input to surfae realisation, the shallow dependeny strutures

provided by the SR task. In what follows, we desribe these shallow dependeny

strutures in more detail.

t h e

mos t

t roublesome

AMOD

repor t

NMODNMOD

may

SBJ

b e

VC

.

P

deficit

PRD

t h e

NMOD

augus t

NMOD

t r a d e

NMOD

out

APPO

merchandise

NMOD

d u e

AMOD

tomorrow

TMP

Figure 2.1: Shallow dependeny tree from the SR Task for Sentene 5.

2.1.1 Shallow Dependeny Strutures

The shallow dependeny strutures provided by the SR task are unordered syntati

dependeny trees. All words inluding puntuation markers of the original sentene

are represented by a node in the tree. An example of the shallow dependeny trees

for the sentene (5) is given in Figure 2.1.
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2.1. The Surfae Realisation Shared Task

(5) The most troublesome report may be the August merhandise trade de�it due

out tomorrow.

Nodes of the shallow dependeny trees are labelled with lemmas, part of speeh

tags, partial morphosyntati information suh as tense and number and, in some

ases, a sense tag identi�er. The part of speeh tag set is almost the same as the

Penn Treebank POS tag set (Table 2.1) exept that the tags VBP (Verb, non-3rd

person singular present) and VBZ (Verb, 3rd person singular present) are treated

indi�erently and the agreement deision is left for the realisers to deide.

Penn Tag Desription

CC Coordinating onjuntion

CD Cardinal number

DT Determiner

EX Existential there

FW Foreign word

IN Preposition or subordinating onjuntion

JJ Adjetive

JJR Adjetive, omparative

JJS Adjetive, superlative

LS List item marker

MD Modal

NN Noun, singular or mass

NNS Noun, plural

NNP Proper noun, singular

NNPS Proper noun, plural

PDT Predeterminer

POS Possessive ending

PRP Personal pronoun

PRP$ Possessive pronoun

RB Adverb

RBR Adverb, omparative

RBS Adverb, superlative

RP Partile

SYM Symbol

TO to

UH Interjetion

VB Verb, base form

VBD Verb, past tense

VBG Verb, gerund or present partiiple

VBN Verb, past partiiple

VBP Verb, non-3rd person singular present

VBZ Verb, 3rd person singular present

WDT Wh-determiner

WP Wh-pronoun

WP$ Possessive wh-pronoun

WRB Wh-adverb

Table 2.1: The Penn Treebank tag set.
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Syntati Label Desription

ADV General Adverbial

AMOD Modi�er of adjetive or adverbial

APPO Apposition

BNF Benefator omplement (for) in dative shift

CONJ Seond onjunt (dependent on onjuntion)

COORD Coordination

DEP Unlassi�ed

DIR Adverbial of diretion

DTV Dative ompelent (to) in dative shift

EXT Adverbial of extent

EXTR Extraposed element in left

HMOD Token inside a hyphenated word (dependent on the head of the hyphen-

ated word)

HYPH Token part of a hyphenated word (dependent on the preeeding part of

the hyphenated word)

IM In�nitive verb (dependent on in�nitive marker to

LGS Logial subjet of a passive verb

LOC Loative adverbial or nominal modi�er

MNR Adverbial of manner

NAME Name-internal link

NMOD Modi�er of nominal

OBJ Objet

OPRD Prediative omplement of raising/ontrol verb

P Puntuation

PMOD Modi�er of preposition

POSTHON Posthonori� modi�er of nominal

PRD Prediative omplement

PRN Parenthetial

PRP Adverbial of purpose or reason

PRT Partile (dependent on verb)

PUT Complement of the verb put

SBJ Subjet

SUB Subordinated lause (dependent on subordinating onjuntion)

SUFFIX Possessive su�x (dependent on possessor)

SROOT Root

TITLE Title (dependent on name)

TMP Temporal adverbial or nominal modi�er

VC Verb Chain

VOC Voative

Table 2.2: Atomi syntati labels produed by the Pennonverter.

Edges or relations of the shallow dependeny trees are labeled with syntati

labels. Table 2.2 shows the list of atomi syntati labels produed by the Pennon-

verter. In general, edges are labeled with these atomi syntati labels. However,

edges an be labeled with non-atomi syntati labels, whih onsists of multiple

atomi labels or an atomi label marked with an additional information suh as

GAP (used to mark a gapping, f. Chapter 5).

Belz et al. (2011) divided the SR data into three sets: the training set is taken

from Setions 02-21 of the Penn Treebank, the development set from Setion 24 and

16



2.2. Lexialised Tree-adjoining Grammar

the test set is a randomly seleted subset of 100 sentenes from Setion 24.

The training set is obviously muh larger ompared to the test set. In our ex-

periments, we do not need any training data to train our generator as it is a sym-

boli generator based on a hand-written non-probabilisti feature-based lexialised

Tree-Adjoining grammar. Instead, to failitate the study of the overage and the

development of our grammar, we try to generate the whole training set of the SR

data. In what follows, we just use the term �SR data� to refer to the training set ofSR Data

the SR data.

2.2 Lexialised Tree-adjoining Grammar

Tree-adjoining Grammar (TAG,

[

Joshi and Shabes, 1997

℄

- originally introdued inTAG

[

Joshi et al., 1975

℄

and

[

Joshi, 1985

℄

) is a tree generating system whih onsists of

elementary trees (initial trees and auxiliary trees) and two ompositional operations

- substitution and adjuntion. The Lexialised Tree-adjoining Grammar (LTAG)

variant of TAG, in addition, anhors eah elementary tree with a lexial item (lex-

ialisation). Derivation in TAG yields two trees: a derived tree whih is, like for

ontext free grammars, the tree produed by ombining the grammar rules (here,

the elementary trees) liensed by the input; and a derivation tree whih indiates

how the derived tree was built i.e., whih elementary trees were used and how they

were ombined.

NP

Det NP*

whih

t1

NP

fruit

t2

NP

John

t3

S

V S*

have

t4

S

NP↓ S

NP↓ VP

V NP

eat ǫ

t5

Figure 2.2: A toy lexialised tree-adjoining grammar.

Formally, a tree-adjoining grammar is a tuple (Σ, N, I,A, S) where Σ is a �nite

set of terminals; N is a �nite set of non-terminals (Σ∩N = ∅); I is a �nite set of �nite
trees, alled initial trees; A is a �nite set of �nite trees, alled auxiliary trees and S

is a distinguished non-terminal symbol (S ∈ N). Initial trees are trees whose interior

nodes are labelled with non-terminals and leaves are marked with substitution nodes

(non-terminals marked with a down arrow ↓) or terminals. Auxiliary trees are trees
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NP

Det NP*

whih

t1

NP

fruit

t2

=⇒
NP

Det NP

whih fruit

Figure 2.3: TAG adjuntion operation.

NP

John

t3

S

NP↓ S

NP↓ VP

V NP

eat ǫ

t5

=⇒

S

NP↓ S

NP VP

John V NP

eat ǫ

Figure 2.4: TAG substitution operation.

whose interior nodes are labelled with non-terminals, one leaf node is marked with a

foot node (non-terminal with a star ∗) with the same ategory as its root node and

the rest of the leaves are labelled with terminals.

S eat-t5

NP S fruit-t2 John-t3 have-t4

Det NP V S whih-t1

whih fruit have NP V P

John V NP

eat ǫ

Figure 2.5: Derived and Derivation trees for the sentene Whih fruit has John eaten?.

Figure 2.2 shows elementary trees from a toy lexialised tree-adjoining grammar.

Trees t2, t3 and t5 are initial trees whereas trees t1 and t4 are auxiliary trees. Figure

2.4 shows a substitution operation in TAG where the initial tree t3 gets substituted at

one of the substitution site of the elementary tree t5. Figure 2.3 shows an adjuntion

operation where the auxiliary tree t1 adjoins at the root of the elementary tree t2.
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2.2. Lexialised Tree-adjoining Grammar

Figure 2.5 shows derived and derivation trees for the sentene Whih fruit has John

eaten?.

2.2.1 Feature-based Lexialized Tree-adjoining Grammar

NPwh:+

Det NP*

NA

whih

t1

NP

fruit

t2

NP

John

t3

S

V S*

NA

have

t4

S

NP↓wh:+
S

NP↓ VP

V NP

NA

eat ǫ

t5

Figure 2.6: A toy feature-based lexialised tree-adjoining grammar.

Feature-based Lexialised Tree-adjoining Grammar (FB-LTAG,

[

Vijay-ShankerFB-LTAG

and Joshi, 1988

℄

) is a variant of TAG where the nodes in the elementary trees are

deorated with two feature strutures alled top and bottom whih are uni�ed during

derivation. Figure 2.6 shows an example FB-LTAG version of the TAG grammar

shown in Figure 2.2. Note that some of the features in Figure 2.6 are abbreviated for

the larity of representation. Figure 2.7 and Figure 2.8 show the feature uni�ations

arried out along during substitution and adjuntion respetively. Substitution uni-

�es the top feature struture of a substitution node with the top feature struture of

the root node of the tree being substituted in. The adjuntion of an auxiliary tree to

a tree node (adjuntion node) uni�es the top and bottom feature strutures of the

adjuntion node with the top feature struture of the root node of the auxiliary tree

and the bottom feature struture of its foot node respetively. Finally, at the end

of the derivation, the top and bottom feature strutures of all nodes in the derived

tree are uni�ed.

A

tr
br X

A↓t

=⇒

X

A

t∪tr
br

Figure 2.7: Feature uni�ations during substitution in FB-LTAG.
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A

tr
br

A*

tf
bf

X

A

t
b

=⇒

X

A

t∪tr
br

A

tf
b∪bf

Figure 2.8: Feature uni�ations during adjuntion in FB-LTAG.

Features in FB-LTAG enhane the desriptive apaity of the grammar om-

pared to the TAG formalism but retain the formal properties of the TAG formalism.

Hene, an FB-LTAG will be equivalent to a TAG from the point of view of generative

apaity but one with an enhaned desriptive apaity. This enhaned desriptive

apaity forthrightly helps generation by disallowing invalid operations along deriva-

tion whih are restrited by feature uni�ation onstraints.

The grammar

[

Alahverdzhieva, 2008

℄

underlying the surfae realisation algorithm

presented in Chapter 3 is an FB-LTAG for English onsisting of roughly 1000 trees

and whose overage is similar to XTAG

[

The XTAG Researh Group, 2001

℄

.

2.2.2 Feature-based Regular Tree Grammar

Koller and Striegnitz (2002), Gardent and Perez-Beltrahini (2010) and Gardent et

al. (2011) have shown that proessing the derivation trees of a given TAG rather

than its derived trees is more e�ient. Following Gardent and Perez-Beltrahini

(2010) and Gardent and Perez-Beltrahini (2010), we therefore use not the FB-

LTAG grammar desribed in the previous setion, but the Feature-based Regular

Tree Grammar (FB-RTG,

[

Shmitz and Roux, 2008

℄

) of derivation trees that an be FB-RTG

derived from it. That is, the surfae realisation algorithm �rst builds a derivation

tree. The generated sentene is then extrated from the derived tree whih an be

reonstruted from this derivation tree using the original FB-LTAG.

Figure 2.9 shows the FB-RTG orresponding to the FB-LTAG shown in Figure

2.6. The onversion from FB-LTAG to FB-RTG is desribed in detail in

[

Shmitz

and Roux, 2008

℄

. Intuitively, the FB-RTG representation of an FB-LTAG elementary

tree t, is a rule whose LHS desribes the syntati requirement satis�ed by t (e.g.,

SS for an initial tree (subsript S from substitution) rooted in S and V PA for

an auxiliary tree (subsript A from adjuntion) rooted in V P ) and whose RHS

desribes t's requirements. Adjuntion is handled as an optional requirement whih

an be satis�ed by the adjuntion of an empty string and subsripts indiates the
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2.2. Lexialised Tree-adjoining Grammar

r1 NP
[t:T ]
A → which(NP

[t:T,b:[wh:+]]
A )

r2 NP
[t:T ]
S → fruit(NP

[t:T ]
A )

r3 NP
[t:T ]
S → John(NP

[t:T ]
A )

r4 S
[t:T ]
A → have(S

[t:T ]
A )

r5 S
[t:T,b:B]
S → eat(S

[t:T,b:B]
A NP

[t:[wh:+]]
S SA NPS V PA)

r6 X
[t:T,b:T ]
A → ǫ

Figure 2.9: A toy feature-based regular tree grammar orresponding to the grammar

shown in Figure 2.6.

SS

eat-t10

SA NP
t:[wh:+]
S SA NPS V PA

ǫ fruit-t3 have-t5 John-t4 ǫ

NP
t:[wh:+]
A SA NPA

whih-t1 ǫ ǫ

NP
t:[wh:+],b:[wh:+]
A

ǫ

Figure 2.10: The FB-RTG derivation for �Whih fruit has John eaten�.

nature of the requirement (S for a substitution and A for adjuntion). For instane,

the rule r5 in Figure 2.9 desribes the ontribution of the elementary tree t5 in

Figure 2.6 lexialised with the lemma eat to a derivation tree as follows: t5 an

satisfy a requirement for a substitution on a node labelled with the S ategory (LHS

with ategory SS) and requires two substitutions both labelled with the NP ategory

(NPS and NPS) and three optional adjuntions of ategory S, S and VP respetively

(SA, SA, V PA). At the end, the rule r6 (not present in the original FB-LTAG)

implements optional adjuntion for arbitrary ategories with X, a variable ranging

over all syntati ategories.

The derivation proess in FB-RTG produes trees that are almost idential to the

FB-LTAG derivation trees. Figure 2.10 shows the FB-RTG derivation tree for the

sentene �Whih fruit has John eaten?�. When abstrating away from the ategorial

nodes, the FB-RTG derivation tree mirrors the derivation tree of the original FB-
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LTAG. The A and S subsripts indiate whih operation was used for ombining; and

the nodes at whih eah FB-LTAG elementary tree adjoins or substitutes is enoded

by features in these trees. Note that the FB-RTG derivation tree is unordered but

there is a one-to-one orrespondene between the FB-RTG derivation tree (Figure

2.10) and the FB-LTAG derivation tree (Figure 2.5, right) and hene, the FB-LTAG

derived tree (Figure 2.5, left).
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Chapter 3. Optimising Surfae Realisation

In this hapter, we present a novel algorithm for surfae realisation with lexi-

alised grammars. In this algorithm, the struture of the input is used both top-down

to onstrain the seletion of appliable rules and bottom-up to �lter the initial searh

spae assoiated with loal input trees. In addition, parallelism is used to reursively

pursue the realisation of eah hild node in the input tree. We evaluate the algorithm

on the input data provided by the Generation Challenge Surfae Realisation Shared

Task and show that it drastially redues proessing time when ompared with a

simpler, top-down driven, lexialist approah.

3.1 Introdution

Depending on the type of semanti representation enoded by the grammar, two main

types of algorithms have been proposed for generating sentenes with bi-diretional,

uni�ation-based grammars suh as CCG (Combinatory Categorial Grammar,

[

Es-

pinosa et al., 2010

℄

), HPSG (Head-Driven Phrase Struture Grammar,

[

Carroll et

al., 1999a

℄

) and TAG (Tree Adjoining Grammar,

[

Gardent and Kow, 2005

℄

).

For reursive semanti representations suh as �rst-order logi formulae, head-

driven algorithms

[

Shieber et al., 1990

℄

have been argued to be best in restriting

the ombinatoris inherent to bottom-up searh. They avoid non-termination by

using lexial items to guide the searh and they allow for semantially nonmonotoni

grammars (i.e., grammars where the semantis of a rule's left-hand side need not be

subsumed by the semantis of the rule's right-hand side). One main issue with this

approah however is the so-alled logial form equivalene problem

[

Shieber, 1993

℄

where generators fail to produe natural language expressions for all the logially

equivalent formulae. A logi formula may have several logially equivalent but syn-

tatially distint formulae. For instane p ∧ q is logially equivalent to q ∧ p. In

general though, a grammar will assoiate with natural language expressions only

one of these logially equivalent formula. Hene a generator will be able to produe

the natural language expression E only when given the formula φ assoiated by the

grammar with E. For all other formulae logially equivalent to φ, it will fail. Sine

the problem of omputing logial equivalene for e.g., �rst order logi is undeidable,

the problem is quite deep.

For �at semanti representations suh as MRSs (Minimal Reursion Semantis,

[

Copestake et al., 2001

℄

) on the other hand, lexialist approahes

[

Espinosa et al.,

2010; Carroll and Oepen, 2005; Gardent and Kow, 2005

℄

have extensively been used

beause they impose few onstraints on the grammar thereby making it easier to

maintain bi-diretional grammars that an be used both for parsing and for genera-
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3.1. Introdution

tion; and the approah lessens the impat of the logial form equivalene problem �

sine the semanti representations are less strutured, there are fewer logial equiv-

alenes to deal with

[

Copestake et al., 2001

℄

. One known drawbak of lexialist

approahes, however, is that they generally lak e�ieny. Indeed, previous work

[

Gardent and Kow, 2005; Gardent and Kow, 2007b; Gardent et al., 2011

℄

has shown

that the high ombinatoris of lexialist approahes stem from (i) strong lexial am-

biguity (eah input element is usually assoiated with a large number of grammatial

strutures thereby induing a very large initial searh spae); (ii) the lak of order

information in the input (as opposed to parsing where the order of words in the in-

put string restrits the number of ombinations to be explored); and (iii) intersetive

modi�ers (given n modi�ers applying to the same onstituent, there are n! ways to

ombine these together).

In this hapter, we present an algorithm for surfae realisation that ombines

tehniques and ideas from the head-driven and lexialist approahes. On the one

hand, rule seletion is guided, as in the lexialist approah, by the elementary units

present in the input rather than by its struture. On the other hand, the struture

of the input is used to provide top-down guidane for the searh and thereby restrit

the ombinatoris.

To further improve e�ieny, the algorithm integrates three additional opti-

misation tehniques. From the lexialist approah, it adapts two tehniques de-

signed to prune the searh spae, namely a so-alled polarity �lter

[

Moortgat, 1997;

Bonfante et al., 2004

℄

on loal input trees; and the use of a language model to prune

ompeting intermediate substrutures. In addition, the algorithm is parallelised to

explore the possible ompletions of the top-down preditions simultaneously rather

than sequentially.

The algorithm was implemented using a FB-LTAG

[

Alahverdzhieva, 2008

℄

(Chap-

ter 2) for English and tested on the Surfae Realisation Shared Task data (Chapter

2). We ompare our algorithm with a baseline lexialist approah

[

Narayan, 2011

℄

whih proesses the input tree top down. The results show that the algorithm we

propose drastially improves on the baseline, reduing generation time for sentenes

longer than 6 words w.r.t. this baseline.

Setion 3.2 situates our approah with respet to related work. Setion 3.3

presents the surfae realisation algorithm we developed. Setion 3.4 desribes the

evaluation setup and the results obtained. Setion 3.5 onludes with pointers for

future researh.
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Chapter 3. Optimising Surfae Realisation

3.2 Related Work

Most of the reent proposals on optimising surfae realisation with uni�ation gram-

mars fous on lexialist approahes beause as mentioned above, these approahes

plae minimal requirements on the grammar and lessen the impat of the logial

form equivalene problem. We now summarise symboli and statistial optimisation

tehniques that were previously introdued to improve SR e�ieny.

3.2.1 Symboli Approahes to Surfae Realisation

3.2.1.1 Head-driven Approah

Shieber et al. (1990) have proposed a head-driven algorithm for generation from the

reursive semanti representations suh as �rst-order logi formulae. We disuss two

salient features of their algorithm.

Lexially guided searh. Shieber et al. (1990) avoid non-termination by using

lexial items to guide the searh. For example, the verb gets generated before any of

its omplements. This makes full information of the subjet to be available before it

was generated. This avoids the nondeterminism inherent to left-to-right proessing

in bottom-up Earley based generators.

Semantially nonmonotoni grammars. Earlier, Shieber (1988) proposed a

uniform approah to parsing and generation using semantially monotoni gram-

mar

2

. Shieber et al. (1990) improve on Shieber (1988) by proposing a weaker on-

straint on the grammar and allowing semantially nonmonotoni grammars. With

the new algorithm, the sentene John alls him up ould be generated even though

information for up appears nowhere in the goal semantis all(john, him).

3.2.1.2 Lexialist Approahes

HPSG Grammars. Carroll and Oepen (2005) present an hart-based bottom-up,

lexialist, surfae realiser for wide-overage uni�ation-based HPSG grammars. In

addition to multiple small re�nements in their generation algorithm, they introdue

two novel tehniques: the integration of subsumption-based loal ambiguity fa-

toring, and a proedure to seletively unpak the generation forest aording to a

probability distribution given by a onditional, disriminative model.

2

Semanti monotoni grammars are grammars in whih the semanti omponent of eah right-

hand-side nonterminal subsumes some portion of the semanti omponent of the left-hand-side.

[

Shieber et al., 1989

℄
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Subsumption-based loal ambiguity fatoring and Seletive unpaking

Chart parsers with ontext-free grammars ompute the parse forest in polynomial

time by paking the sub-parses dominated by same nonterminal and overing the

same segment of the input sentene into a single unitary representation. Carroll and

Oepen (2005) adapted this tehnique to uni�ation grammar based, hart-based re-

alisation. They used feature struture subsumption to pak derivations whih over

the same segment of input MRS semantis and have feature strutures standing in a

subsumption relation. For example the phrases in (6) would have equivalent feature

strutures and therefore paked into one representation.

(6) �young Polish athlete� and �Polish young athlete�

The seletive unpaking proedure allows Carroll and Oepen to extrat a small

set of n-best realizations from the generation forest at minimal ost. The global rank

order is determined by a onditional, disriminative Maximum Entropy (ME) model.

Carroll and Oepen's algorithm is evaluated on the hike treebank, a olletion of

330 sentenes of instrutional text taken from Norwegian tourism brohures with an

average length of 12.8 words. Pratial generation times average below or around

one seond for outputs of 15 words

[

Carroll and Oepen, 2005

℄

.

TAG Grammars. Gardent and Kow (2007b) propose a three step surfae reali-

sation algorithm for FB-LTAG where �rst, a so-alled polarity �lter is used to prune

the initial searh spae; seond, substitution is applied to ombine trees together;

and third, adjuntion is applied.

Polarity �ltering The notion of polarity omes from the Categorial Grammar

�ount invariant� on argument and results

[

Moortgat, 1997

℄

. Later, Bonfante et al.

(2004) used polarisation for the abstration of grammatial formalisms and showed

how an abstrat formalism an be used e�iently for lexial disambiguation. Fol-

lowing Bonfante et al. (2004), in our ase, polarity �ltering �lters out ombinationsPolarity

Filtering of FB-LTAG elementary trees whih over the input semantis but annot yield a

valid parse tree either beause a syntati requirement annot be satis�ed or beause

a syntati resoure annot be used. In this way, the exponential impat of lexial

ambiguity an be redued.

For example, Figure 3.1 shows the initial searh spae after lexial seletion.

Eah tree is assoiated with polarity signature desribing its syntati resoures or

syntati requirements. The tree for the piture is a syntati resoure of the ategory

NP, hene has polarity (+np), whereas the tree for the ost of is itself a syntati

resoure of the ategory NP but also requires an NP, hene has polarity (+np -np).
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+np

NP

Det N

the piture

+np -np

NP

Det N NP

the ost P NP↓

of

-np

S

NP↓ VP

V Adj

is high

+np

NP

Det N

the painting

-np -np

S

NP↓ VP

V NP↓

osts

+np

NP

a lot

Figure 3.1: TAG elementary trees with their polarities.

Polarity �ltering only lets through those ombinations of elementary trees whose

polarity signature is empty syntati requirements. All other ombinations of the

elementary trees are dropped out beause suh ombinations an never lead to the

syntatially omplete derived trees. The generator will allow generating �the ost of

the piture is high� (∅) but it will not allow the derivation for �the ost of the piture

a lot� ([+2np℄).

Delayed adjuntion Applying substitution before adjuntion means that �rst

a skeleton sentene is built before modi�ers are adjoined. This permits reduing

the ombinatoris introdued by intersetive modi�ers as the multiple intermediate

strutures they may liense do not propagate to the rest of the sentene tree.

Gardent and Kow (2007b) and Gardent and Kow (2005) use this approah to gen-

erate paraphrases from �at semantis. In pratie however, evaluation is restrited

to short input and the algorithm fails to sale up

[

Gardent and Perez-Beltrahini,

2010

℄

.

Exploring derivation trees for generation For �at semantis, Koller and Strieg-

nitz (2002) present a surfae realisation algorithm where (i) the XTAG FB-LTAG

grammar

[

The XTAG Researh Group, 2001

℄

is onverted to a dependeny gram-

mar apturing the derivation trees of XTAG and (ii) a onstraint-based dependeny

parser is used to onstrut derivation trees from semanti representations. The parser

used was spei�ally developed for the e�ient parsing of free word order languages
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and is shown to e�iently handle both the lexial ambiguity and the lak of order

information in the input that are harateristi of surfae realisation from a �at se-

mantis. The evaluation however is restrited to a few hand onstruted example

inputs; and the grammar onversion ignores feature struture information.

To address these shortomings, Gardent and Perez-Beltrahini (2010) present an

approah whih makes use of the proedure for onverting an FB-LTAG to an FB-

RTG introdued by Shmitz and Roux (2008). As in

[

Koller and Striegnitz, 2002

℄

,

the initial FB-LTAG is onverted to a grammar of its derivation trees. However in

this ase, the grammar onversion and the resulting feature-based RTGs aurately

translates the full range of uni�ation mehanisms employed in the initial FB-LTAG.

An Earley, bottom-up algorithm is developed and the approah is tested on a large

benhmark of arti�ially onstruted examples illustrating di�erent levels of linguisti

omplexity (di�erent input lengths, di�erent numbers of lauses and of modi�ers).

The approah is shown to outperform the algorithm presented by Gardent and Kow

(2007b) in terms of spae. Speed is not evaluated however and the algorithm is not

evaluated on real life data.

3.2.2 Probabilisti Approahes to Surfae Realisation

Probabilisti tehniques have been proposed in surfae realisation to improve e.g.,

lexial seletion, the handling of intersetive modi�ers and the seletion of the best

output.

Integrating n-gram sores In CCG based White's system

[

White, 2004

℄

, the best

paraphrase is determined on the basis of n-gram sores. To address the fat that

there are n! ways to ombine any n modi�ers with a single onstituent, White (2004)

proposes to use a language model to prune the hart of idential edges representing

di�erent modi�er permutations, e.g., to hoose between �ere blak at and blak

�ere at. Similarly, Bangalore and Rambow (2000b) assume a single derivation tree

that enodes a word lattie (a {�ere blak, blak �ere} at), and uses statistial

knowledge to selet the best linearisation.

Adapting supertagging to generation Bangalore and Rambow (2000b) adapted

the supertagging tehniques �rst proposed for parsing

[

Bangalore and Joshi, 1999

℄

to surfae realisation. While generating from dependeny trees using FB-TAG, Ban-

galore and Rambow (2000b) used a tree model to produe a single most probable

lexial seletion for words in a tree. The tree model made an assumption that the

hoie of a tree for a node only depends on its hildren nodes. Later, Espinosa et
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al. (2008) adapted the supertagging for CCG based realisers. Given a treebank

in the appropriate format, this tehnique permits �ltering the initial searh spae

by using a model trained on that treebank. Only the most probable sequenes of

FB-LTAG elementary trees are onsidered. Although supertagging improves the per-

formane of symboli parsers and generators signi�antly, hanes of assigning the

wrong ategories and failing to explore the best output remains.

In sum, various symboli and statistial tehniques have been developed to im-

prove the e�ieny of surfae realisation. The algorithm we propose departs from

these approahes in that it does not require training data; it is optimised by ombin-

ing parallel proessing, top-down predition and loal bottom-up polarity �ltering;

and it was evaluated on a large sale using the input data provided by the Generation

Challenge SR Task.

3.3 Optimising a TAG-based Surfae Realisation Algo-

rithm

Taking inspiration from

[

Gardent et al., 2011

℄

, our surfae realisation algorithm

builds on an FB-RTG grammar

[

Shmitz and Roux, 2008

℄

derived from an FB-

LTAG Grammar

[

Alahverdzhieva, 2008

℄

. In what follows, we start with presenting

an example input shallow dependeny tree and an example FB-RTG along with its

FB-LTAG. We then go on to present the surfae realisation algorithm.

3.3.1 Input, Grammar and Example Derivation

We have already disussed both FB-RTG and shallow dependeny trees in detail in

Chapter 2. Here, we show an example input shallow dependeny tree (Figure 3.2)

from the SR Task data and an example FB-RTG along with its FB-LTAG (Figure

3.3). These are used throughout this hapter to explain the various optimisations

integrated in our SR algorithm.

Our surfae realisation algorithm builds on an FB-RTG desribing the derivation

trees of an FB-LTAG rather than the FB-LTAG itself. Given the input (Figure

3.2), our surfae realisation algorithm �rst builds a derivation tree (Figure 3.4, top)

using the FB-RTG (Figure 3.3, bottom). The generated sentene is then extrated

from the derived tree whih an be reonstruted from this derivation tree using the

original FB-LTAG. Morphologial realisation is arried out in a post-proessing step

from the list of lemmas and feature strutures deorating the yield of the FB-LTAG

derived tree.
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e a t

fruit

OBJ

John

SBJ

h a s

VC

which

NMOD

Figure 3.2: Shallow dependeny tree for �Whih fruit has John eaten�.

Note that ontrary to the �at semanti representations often used by surfae

realisers, the SR data has a lear tree struture. It has two advantages. One, the

ombinatoris indued by the lak of order in �at semanti representations is less in

this task. Indeed, the algorithm we present exploits this struture to minimize the

ombinatoris. Similarly,

[

White, 2006

℄

applies hunking onstraints to the graph

struture of �at semanti representation to onstrain the generation of oordinate

strutures and address the issue of semantially inomplete phrases. Seond, the

nodes at whih eah FB-LTAG elementary tree adjoins or substitutes is enoded by

features in these trees: for instane, the subjet node of t9 will have the feature sub-

jet while its objet node will have the feature objet. By omparing the dependeny

relations present in the input dependeny tree with the feature values given by the

grammar, it is thus possible to determine on whih nodes of the parent tree in the

derivation tree, its hildren trees should ombine.

3.3.2 The Surfae Realisation Algorithm

Our surfae realisation starts from the root node of the input tree and proesses

all hildren nodes in parallel by spreading the lexial seletion onstraints top-down

and ompleting the FB-RTG rules bottom-up. Figure 3.5 shows the arhiteture

of the surfae realiser. The ontroller provides the interfae to our surfae realiza-

tion system. It takes a shallow dependeny tree as input and produes a ranked

list of sentenes as output. More spei�ally, the ontroller de�nes a proess pool

suh that eah proess present in this pool represents a node (a lemma) in the input

dependeny tree and the ommuniation sheme among proesses re�ets the depen-

deny relations among nodes in the input dependeny tree. In this way, generation

is guided by the struture of the input dependeny tree. Eah proess node exeutes

Algorithm 1 at its ore. In Algorithm 1, the funtion listen(N1, N2, ...) listens to the

messages from the nodes N1, N2, ... and the funtion send(N1, N2, ...) sends messages
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NPwh:+

Det NP*

NA

whih

t1

NPwh:−

Det NP*

NA
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t2

NP

fruit

t3

NP

John

t4

S

V S*

NA

have

t5

VP
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t6
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t7

S

NP↓wh:−
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V
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t8

S

NP↓wh:−
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V NP↓
eat

t9

S

NP↓wh:+
S

NP↓ VP

V NP

NA

eat ǫ

t10

r1 NP
[t:T ]
A → whih(NP

[t:T,b:[wh:+]]
A )

r2 NP
[t:T ]
A → the(NP

[t:T,b:[wh:−]]
A )

r3 NP
[t:T ]
S → fruit(NP

[t:T ]
A )

r4 NP
[t:T ]
S → John(NP

[t:T ]
A )

r5 S
[t:T ]
A → have(S

[t:T ]
A )

r6 V P
[t:T ]
A → have(V P

[t:T ]
A )

r7 S
[t:T,b:B]
S → have(S

[t:T,b:B]
A NP

[t:[wh:−]]
S V PA NPS)

r8 S
[t:T,b:B]
S → eat(S

[t:T,b:B]
A NP

[t:[wh:−]]
S V PA)

r9 S
[t:T,b:B]
S → eat(S

[t:T,b:B]
A NP

[t:[wh:−]]
S V PA NPS)

r10 S
[t:T,b:B]
S → eat(S

[t:T,b:B]
A NP

[t:[wh:+]]
S SA NPS V PA)

r11 X
[t:T,b:T ]
A → ǫ

Figure 3.3: An example FB-LTAG and the orresponding FB-RTG.

to the nodes N1, N2, .... The ontroller initiates the generation proess by sending a

start message to the root node.

The algorithm proeeds in �ve major steps as follows.
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SS

eat-t10

SA NP
t:[wh:+]
S SA NPS V PA

ǫ fruit-t3 have-t5 John-t4 ǫ

NP
t:[wh:+]
A SA NPA

whih-t1 ǫ ǫ

NP
t:[wh:+],b:[wh:+]
A

ǫ

S eat-t10

NP [t:[wh:+]] S fruit-t3 John-t4 have-t5

Det NP V S whih-t1

whih fruit has NP V P

John V NP

eat ǫ

Figure 3.4: The FB-RTG derivation for �Whih fruit has John eaten� and the orrespond-

ing FB-LTAG derived and derivation trees.
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Figure 3.5: A parallel arhiteture for Surfae Realisation.
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listen(parent-node)
Top-Down Rule Seletion and Filtering

if leaf-node then

Leaf Closure

else

send(hild-nodes)
listen(hild-nodes)
Loal Polarity Filtering

Bottom-up Generation

N-gram Filtering using a Language Model

end if

send(parent-node)

Algorithm 1: Surfae Realisation Algorithm: Steps taken at eah Node

Top-Down Rule Seletion and Filtering. Starting from the root node, the

input dependeny tree is traversed top-down to assoiate eah node in the input

tree with a set of FB-RTG grammar rules. This step orresponds to the lexial

lookup phase of lexialist approahes whereby eah literal in the input selets the

grammar rules whose semantis subsumes this literal. Our approah di�ers from

existing lexialist approahes however in that it uses the top-down information given

by the struture of the input to �lter out some possibilities that annot possibly

lead to a valid output. More preisely, for eah input node n with lemma w, only

those rules are seleted whih are assoiated with w in the lexion. In addition, the

left-hand side (LHS) ategory of eah seleted rule must our at least one in the

right-hand side (RHS) of the rules seleted by the parent node.

For instane, given the input dependeny tree shown in Figure 3.2 for the sentene

�Whih fruit has John eaten?�, and the grammar given in Figure 3.3, all rules r8,

r9 and r10 assoiated with the lemma `eat' will be seleted

3

beause all of them

orresponds to the S4

rooted initial trees

5

.

√
r8 S

[t:T,b:B]
S → eat(S

[t:T,b:B]
A NP

[t:[wh:−]]
S V PA)√

r9 S
[t:T,b:B]
S → eat(S

[t:T,b:B]
A NP

[t:[wh:−]]
S V PA NPS)√

r10 S
[t:T,b:B]
S → eat(S

[t:T,b:B]
A NP

[t:[wh:+]]
S SA NPS V PA)

The parent proess reates a new lexial seletion onstraint message onsisting of

its RHS requirements in seleted RTG rules and passes it to its hildren proesses. In

3

The symbols

√
and × before rules mark the suessful and failed operations respetively.

4

The ontroller triggers the root proess �eat� with the initial lexial seletion onstraint (SS , S
rooted initial trees) to generate omplete sentenes.

5

The grammar is lexialised with lemmas rather than forms. The appropriate forms are generated

at the end of the generation proess based on the lemmas and on the feature strutures deorating

the yield of the trees output by the generator.
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3.3. Optimising a TAG-based Surfae Realisation Algorithm

Figure 3.2, the proess assoiated with the node `eat' will send a message onsisting

of SA, NPS and V PA (RHS requirements of rules r8, r9 and r10) to its hildren

proesses assoiated with `fruit', `John' and `have'.

Starting from the trigger initiated by the ontroller, the proess of message

spreading happens in a reursive and parallel manner throughout the proess pool

re�eting the input dependeny tree in a top-down fashion. It eliminates all RTG

rules whih annot possibly lead to a valid output well before arrying out any sub-

stitution and adjoining operation on the RTG rules.

For instane, the rule r7 for `have' will not be seleted beause its left-hand side

is SS whih does not satisfy the lexial seletion onstraints (SA, NPS and V PA)

sent by its parent `eat'.

√
r5 S

[t:T ]
A → have(S

[t:T ]
A )

√
r6 V P

[t:T ]
A → have(V P

[t:T ]
A )

× r7 S
[t:T,b:B]
S → have(S

[t:T,b:B]
A NP

[t:[wh:−]]
S V PA NPS)

Leaf Closure. When reahing the leaf nodes of the input tree, the top and bottom

feature strutures of the rules seleted by these leaf nodes are uni�ed. The ompleted

rules of a leaf node are sent bak to its parent.

× NP
t:[wh:+],b:[wh:+]
S SA NPS V PA

SS fruit-t3 have-t5 John-t4 have-t6

eat-t8 NP
t:[wh:+],b:[wh:+]
A SA NPA V PA

SA NP
t:[wh:−]
S V PA whih-t1 ǫ ǫ ǫ

NP
t:[wh:+],b:[wh:+]
A

ǫ

Figure 3.6: Loal polarity �ltering in FB-RTG derivation.

Loal Polarity �ltering. As mentioned in Setion 3.2, polarity �ltering

[

Gardent

and Kow, 2005

℄

eliminates from the searh spae those sets of rules whih over the

input but annot possibly lead to a valid derivation either beause a substitution

node annot be �lled or beause a root node fails to have a mathing substitution

site

6

. While Gardent and Kow (2005) applies polarity �ltering to the initial searh

6

Sine it only eliminates ombinations that annot possibly lead to a valid parse, polarity �ltering

does not a�et ompleteness. Nor does it plae any partiular onstraint in the grammar. All that
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spae (the set of rules seleted by all literals in the input), we apply polarity �ltering

to eah loal tree while going up the input tree . Thus, this �ltering will weed Loal Po-

larity Fil-

tering

out all ombinations of parent rules and ompleted immediate hildren rules whih

annot possibly yield a omplete tree either beause some hild rule annot be used

or beause some requirement of the parent rule annot be satis�ed. For instane,

after proessing the hildren of the `eat' node in the input dependeny tree shown

in Figure 3.2, all ombinations of r8 (intransitive `eat') with the hildren trees will

be exluded. This is beause at this stage of proessing, the trees built bottom

up for `whih fruit', 'John' and 'have' inludes two NPs with LHS ategory NPS

(Figure 3.6) while the r8 rule only requires one suh NP. That is, for this rule, the

ompleted hild rule for whih fruit will show up as a super�uous syntati resoure.

× r8 S
[t:T,b:B]
S → eat(S

[t:T,b:B]
A NP

[t:[wh:−]]
S V PA)√

r9 S
[t:T,b:B]
S → eat(S

[t:T,b:B]
A NP

[t:[wh:−]]
S V PA NPS)√

r10 S
[t:T,b:B]
S → eat(S

[t:T,b:B]
A NP

[t:[wh:+]]
S SA NPS V PA)

By restriting polarity �ltering

7

to loal input trees, we avoid the omputation

of the very large automaton required when �ltering the global initial searh spae

as done in

[

Gardent and Kow, 2005

℄

. In pratie, automaton onstrution in this

approah leads to very high runtimes on medium size input and to timeouts on

larger (more than 10 literals) or more omplex input (multiple adjuntion ases).

The ombined e�et of top-down �ltering and loal polarity �ltering avoids on-

sidering most of RTG rules whih an never lead to valid output well before arrying

out any substitution and adjoining operation on the RTG rules to try to omplete

them. The Earley, bottom-up algorithm desribed in

[

Gardent and Perez-Beltrahini,

2010

℄

also ahieves some amount of top-down �ltering during its predition stage but

the lexial seletion onstraint is limited to the top of the RHS requirements of

the RTG rule being proessed, hene it may try ompleting the RTG rules whih

annot possibly lead to a valid output whereas in our proposed approah all RHS re-

quirements of the seleted RTG rules are available as the lexial seletion onstraint

information during both top-down �ltering and loal polarity �ltering steps.

is required is that the grammar enodes a notion of resoures and requirements i.e., of items that

anel eah other out. Typially, grammar rules support this onstraint in that e.g., the left-hand

side of a rule and one ategory in the right-hand side of another rule an be viewed as aneling

eah other out if they math.

7

As noted by one of our reviewers on the paper

[

Narayan and Gardent, 2012b

℄

, supertagging

models an probably approximate loal polarity �ltering. For instane, a supertagger model might

learn that an intransitive ategory is very unlikely whenever the input dependeny tree ontains

more than one ore arguments.
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Bottom-up Generation. For eah loal tree in the input, the rule sets passing

the loal polarity �lter are tried out for ombination. The ompleted hild RTG

rules are ombined with the rules seleted by the parent node using substitution and

adjoining operations. During the ompletion, a parent rule fails to omplete if any

feature on�its are found.

SS

eat

SA NP
t:[wh:+]
S SA NPS V PA

ǫ × John have

NPA V PA

ǫ ǫ

Figure 3.7: Loal polarity �ltering for the input tree eat(john, has).

Note that for eah rule set let through by polarity �ltering, the ategory and

the number of hildren trees exatly math the requirement of the assoiated parent

rule. For instane, as explained above, the rule r8 representing an intransitive use

of the verb `eat' is ruled out by polarity �ltering sine it does not permit �onsum-

ing� the NPS resoure provided by one of NPs `whih fruit' or `John'. Conversely,

given an input tree of the form eat(john, has), the rules r9 and r10 representing

a transitive use of the verb `eat' would be �ltered out by polarity �ltering. As a

result, the intermediate struture shown in Figure 3.7 will not be omputed beause

it annot be ompleted given the input. That is, while the global polarity �ltering

used in

[

Gardent and Kow, 2005

℄

permits weeding out global ombination of trees

that are invalid, loal polarity �ltering additionally permits reduing the number of

intermediate strutures built �rst, beause there is no need for predition i.e., for

ative hart items and seond, beause intermediate strutures that annot possibly

lead to a valid derivation are not built.

N-gram Filtering using a Language Model. To further prune the searh spae

and to appropriately handle word order, the SR algorithm also integrates a language

model and an be parametrized for the number of best soring n-grams let through

after eah bottom-up generation step. In this way, not all possible orderings of

intersetive modi�ers are produed, only those that are most probable aording to

the language model. In our experiments, we used a language model trained on the
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Penn Treebank.

3.4 Evaluations

We now report on the results obtained when running the algorithm and the gram-

mar desribed above on the shallow input data provided by the Generation Challenge

Surfae Realisation Task. Beause we are presenting an algorithm for surfae real-

isation rather than a surfae realiser, the main fous of the evaluation is on speed

(not overage or auray). Nevertheless, we also report overage and BLEU sore

as an indiation of the apabilities of the surfae realiser i.e., the algorithm ombined

with the grammar and the lexion.

Note that the results reported in this hapter is with the lexion and the grammar

[

Alahverdzhieva, 2008

℄

whih have not been tested before at a large sale. Hene, as

we might expet overage and auray of the surfae realisation algorithm presented

are low. The average BLEU sore is reported only for the overed sentenes by taking

the average of the BLEU sore for eah overed sentene. For eah sentene, the top

ranked generated sentene is taken as the �nal output. We use the SR Task sripts

for the omputation of the BLEU sore.

In Chapter 4, we propose to mine the shallow dependeny trees for the errors in

our symboli generation system. We show that after improvements in our lexion

and grammar, we ahieve a large boost in both overage and auray.

3.4.1 Runtimes

The SR data on whih we evaluate our surfae realisation algorithm are the shallow

dependeny trees desribed in Setion 3.3.1.

We use as a baseline the FB-RTG based lexialist approah (BASELINE) de-

sribed in

[

Narayan, 2011

℄

. In this approah, FB-RTG rules are seleted top-down

following the struture of the input dependeny tree and all FB-RTG rules seleted

for a given loal input tree are tried out for ombination using a hart-based ap-

proah. This baseline thus permits observing the impat of the various optimisations

desribed below. In future work, it would be interesting to obtain time information

from the systems partiipating in the SR hallenge and to ompare them with those

of our system.

TDBU-PAR (top-down, bottom-up and parallelised) is the algorithm presented

here running on a 4 ore system. To evaluate the impat of parallelism on runtimes,

we also omputed runtimes for a sequential version of the same algorithm (TDBU-

SEQ). In TDBU-SEQ, hildren subtrees (proesses) of the input dependeny tree
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Algorithm

Sentenes (Length L)

S(0− 5) S(6− 10) S(11− 20) S(All)
Total Su Total Su Total Su Total Su

1084 985 2232 1477 5705 520 13661 2744

BASELINE 0.85 0.87 10.90 10.76 110.07 97.52 − −
TDBU-SEQ 1.49 1.63 2.84 3.64 4.36 6.03 4.52 3.18

TDBU-PAR 1.53 1.66 2.56 3.28 2.66 4.14 2.57 2.78

Table 3.1: Comparison between generation times (seonds).

are proessed sequentially.

Algorithm

TDBU-SEQ TDBU-PAR

S

e

n

t

e

n



e

s

(

A

r

i

t

y

)

S(1)

Total 190 0.89 0.97

Su 178 0.94 1.03

S(2)

Total 1218 2.52 2.35

Su 964 2.63 2.50

S(3)

Total 3619 3.65 2.63

Su 1039 3.39 3.10

S(4)

Total 5320 5.07 2.91

Su 605 4.54 3.77

S(5)

Total 2910 5.24 2.86

Su 137 4.62 3.88

S(6)

Total 1093 8.20 3.09

Su 18 7.29 4.76

Table 3.2: Comparison between generation times (seonds) with varying arities.

Table 3.1 shows the runtimes for the three surfae realisation algorithmsBASELINE,

TDBU-SEQ and TDBU-PAR. For the TDBU algorithms, the n-gram �ltering is set

to 10 that is, for eah loal input tree, the 10 best n-grams are passed on. We split

the data into 4 sets aording to the input length where the input length is the

number of nodes (or words) in the input dependeny tree. The average number of

words in a sentene in the �rst set S(0 − 5) is 4, in the seond set S(6 − 10), 7,

in the third set S(11 − 20), 15, and in the �nal set S(All) (all lengths), 17. The

maximum length of a sentene in the �nal set S(All) is 74. To make omparisons

between BASELINE, TDBU-SEQ and TDBU-PAR possible, the maximum arity of

words present in the input dependeny trees is set to 3 (beause BASELINE mostly

fails on input ontaining nodes with higher arity).

BASELINE turns out to be faster than TDBU-PAR and TDBU-SEQ for sen-

tenes of smaller length (≤ 5). It an be explained beause of the parallelism
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and the multiproessing overhead. But TDBU-PAR and TDBU-SEQ leaves behind

BASELINE for longer sentenes. For input longer than 10, the simple BASELINE

algorithm times out whereas TDBU-PAR remains stable. For S(All), TDBU-PAR

ahieves a reasonable average of 2.57 seonds for all sentenes (Total) and 2.78 se-

onds for suessful sentenes (Su).

Top (#) n-grams

TDBU-PAR

Generation time (seonds) Coverage (%) Timeout (%)

L

M

b

a

s

e

d

n

-

g

r

a

m

�

l

t

e

r

i

n

g

3 3.17 40 0

4 3.44 40 0

5 4.16 40 0

6 4.19 40 0

7 4.39 40 0

8 4.51 40 0

9 4.66 40 0

10 4.76 40 0

15 7.78 40 0

20 10.06 39 1

30 10.82 39 1

50 13.50 38 2

Table 3.3: Comparison between average generation times, overage (%) and timeout (%)

with varying number of seleted top ranked n-grams.

Table 3.1 does not show a big di�erene in performane between TDBU-PAR

and TDBU-SEQ beause the maximum arity of the input dependeny trees is kept

low (maximum 3). In Table 3.2, we split the data by arity whereby the dataset

S(i) onsists of input dependeny trees with maximum arity i. As an be seen, the

di�erene between the two algorithms steadily inreases with the arity of the input

thereby demonstrating the impat of parallelism.

Table 3.1 and 3.2 show results where the n-gram �ltering is set to 10 that is,

for eah loal input tree, the 10 best n-grams are passed on. Table 3.3 presents a

study

8

of the impat of n-gram �ltering over average generation times, overage per-

entage and timeout perentage. For this study, we randomly seleted 100 shallow

dependeny trees with an average sentene length of 24.41 (varying from a minimum

sentene length of 4 to a maximum sentene length of 59). We ran TDBU-PAR

with various settings of the n-gram �ltering. With the inreasing number of seleted

top ranked n-grams for the n-gram �ltering, the average generation time gradu-

ally inreases. When the n-gram �ltering is set for 20 or more, it auses timeouts.

8

This experiment was onduted on a request by a rapporteur. We ould not repliate the exat

setup of Table 3.1 and 3.2, numbers shown in Table 3.3 di�er from that of Table 3.1 and 3.2.
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However, it is interesting to note that the failure perentage (other than timeouts)

remains onstant aross all the n-gram �ltering setups. The average blue sore for

the overed sentenes also remains onstant to a value of 0.68. This study suggests

that TDBU-PAR is able to generate best outputs permitted by the grammar with

the n-gram �ltering set to a lower value. In fat, later in Chapter 5, we set the

n-gram �ltering to 5 to generate from the SR data without losing the preision.

3.4.2 Coverage and Auray

The grammar and lexion used to test the surfae realisation algorithm presented in

this hapter had not been tested before and as the evaluation shows their overage

and auray are still low. Table 3.4 shows the overage and auray (on the overed

sentenes) results obtained for sentenes of size 6 (S-6), 8 (S-8) and all (S-All). The

dataset S-All di�ers from the dataset S(All) disussed in previous setion. S-All

onsiders all sentenes without any restrition over the maximum arity in the input

dependeny trees. S-All onsists of 26725 sentenes with the average length of 22

and the maximum length of 134. The maximum arity in these sentenes varies from

1 to 18 with an average of 4.

Data Type Total

Coverage (#)

Coverage (%)

BLEU Sore

(Covered)

Covered Unovered

S-6 3877 3506 371 90.43 0.835

S-8 3583 3038 545 84.79 0.800

S-All 26725 10351 16374 38.73 0.675

Table 3.4: Coverage and Bleu Sores for overed sentenes.

As an be seen overage markedly dereases for longer sentenes. Error min-

ing (Chapter 4) on this data indiates that failure to generate is mostly due to

mismathes between the dependeny tree input and the struture expeted by the

grammar; to disrepanies in the lexion; and to omplex sentene oordinations

(e.g., verb oordination, gapping phenomenon) whih ould be very ommon in sen-

tenes of average length 22 in S-All. Other failure auses are inadequate treatments

of multiword expressions and foreign words. In the next hapter, we demonstrate

how error mining permits rapidly addressing these issues ausing under-generation

and improving both overage and auray.

We also did a small manual error analysis

9

for ases where generation sueeds

but where the output may still have errors. We randomly seleted 25 sentenes

and graded them for A (orret and the GOLD sentene), B (orret but not the

9

This experiment was onduted on a request by a rapporteur.
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S1 Gold. ms. haag plays elianti.

Output. ms. haag plays elianti. [A℄

S2 Gold. the luxury auto maker last year sold 1,214 ars in the u.s.

Output. last year the luxury auto maker sold 1,214 ars in the u.s. [B ℄

S3 Gold. bell industries in. inreased its quarterly to 10 ents from seven

ents a share.

Output. bell industry in. inreased its quarterly from seven ents a share

to 10 ents. [B ℄

S4 Gold. It would exempt many middle - management exeutives from re-

porting trades in their own ompanies ' shares.

Output. It would exempt many middle - management exeutives from

reporting in their own ompanies ' shares trades. [C ℄

S5 Gold. bell , based in los angeles , makes and distributes eletroni , om-

puter and building produts.

Output. based in los angeles, bell makes and distributes eletroni, om-

puter and building produts. [B ℄

S6 Gold. the ageny has reeived sine the hanges were proposed aug. 17.

Output. the ageny has reeived sine the hanges were proposed aug. 17.

[A℄

S7 Gold. the proposed rules also would be tougher on the insiders still required

to �le reports , he said.

Output. also the proposed rules on the insiders still required to �le reports,

he said would be tougher. [B ℄

S8 Gold. ompanies would be ompelled to publish in annual proxy statements

the names of insiders who fail to �le reports on time.

Output. in annual proxy statement ompany would be ompel to publish

the name of insiders who fail to �le report on time. [B ℄

S9 Gold. many investors wrote asking the se to require insiders to report

their purhases and sales immediately , not a month later .

Output. many investors wrote asking the se not immediately, to require

insiders to report their purhases and sales a month later. [C ℄

Figure 3.8: Suessful generation outputs.

Gold sentene) and C (problemati output)

10

. Table 3.8 shows the graded sample

sentenes from this experiment. Out of 25 sentenes, 12 sentenes were graded A,

8 B and 5 C. The study suggests that our grammar does very good in general.

Even sentenes with the grade C (e.g., S4 and S9) have their sub-phrases orretly

generated, errors appear mostly beause of a few disordering. Careful analysis of

these sentenes reveals that the input dependeny trees were not orret, but still

somehow the grammar was able to generate whih lead to over-generation. It would

10

More detailed error analysis suh as analysing syntati errors is left for the future work.
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be interesting to identify those trees by judging the output sentenes with low BLEU

sores. Improving these trees ould lead to better preision.

3.5 Conlusion

We presented a novel algorithm for surfae realisation with lexialised grammar whih

takes advantage of the input struture (a tree) to �lter the initial searh spae both

top-down and bottom up. To further improve e�ieny, the algorithm integrates

three additional optimisation tehniques: the loal polarity �ltering, the use of a

language model and the parallelised proesses. We evaluated this algorithm on large

sale SR Task data and showed that it drastially redues runtimes for sentenes

longer that 6 words ompared to a simple lexialist approah whih explores the

whole searh spae.

As mentioned in Setion 3.3.1, the input data provided by the SR task di�ers

from the �at semanti representations assumed by most existing surfae realisers in

that it displays a lear tree struture. The algorithm presented here makes use of

that struture to optimize performane. It would be interesting to see whether the

hybrid top-down, bottom-up approah we developed to guide the SR searh an be

generalised to the graph struture of semanti representations. We put some more

light on this area in the future work setion in Chapter 9.
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4.1. Introdution

In this hapter, we introdue two novel error mining algorithms: �rst, for mining

trees to detet the most likely soures of generation failure while generating from

shallow dependeny trees; and seond, for struturing the output of error mining

into a tree (alled, suspiion tree) highlighting the relationships between suspiious

forms. We show how these error mining algorithms permit us to address shortomings

of our generation system and to improve its overage and auray.

4.1 Introdution

In reent years, error mining tehniques have been developed to help identify the

most likely soures (alled, Suspiious forms) of parsing failure

[

van Noord, 2004;

Sagot and de la Clergerie, 2006; de Kok et al., 2009

℄

. First, the input data (text) is

separated into two suborpora, a orpus of sentenes that ould be parsed (PASS)

and a orpus of sentenes that failed to be parsed (FAIL). For eah n-gram of words

(and/or part of speeh tag) ourring in the orpus to be parsed, a suspiion rate

is then omputed whih, in essene, aptures the likelihood that this n-gram auses

parsing to fail.

van Noord (2004) initiated error mining on parsing results with a very simple

approah omputing the parsability rate of eah n-grams in a very large orpus. The

parsability rate of an n-gram is the proportion of sentenes in whih this n-gram

ours and for whih parsing sueeds. An n-gram then, is a suspiious form if it has

a low parsability rate. van Noord's approah was extended and re�ned in

[

Sagot and

de la Clergerie, 2006

℄

and

[

de Kok et al., 2009

℄

as follows. Sagot and de la Clergerie

(2006) de�ned a suspiion rate for n-grams whih takes into aount the number of

ourrenes of a given word form and iteratively de�nes the suspiion rate of eah

word form in a sentene based on the suspiion rate of this word form in the orpus.

Further, de Kok et al. (2009) extended this iterative error mining to n-grams of

words and POS tags of arbitrary length.

These error mining tehniques have been applied with good results on parsing

output and shown to help improve the large sale symboli grammars and lexions

used by the parser. However these approahes have two major shortomings.

First, the tehniques they use (e.g., su�x arrays) to enumerate and ount n-

grams builds on the sequential nature of a text orpus and annot easily extend

to strutured data. There are some NLP appliations though where the proessed

data is strutured data suh as trees or graphs and whih would bene�t from error

mining. For instane, when generating sentenes from dependeny trees, as was

proposed reently in the Generation Challenge SR Task

[

Belz et al., 2011

℄

, it would
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Chapter 4. Error Mining for Improving Symboli Generation

be useful to be able to apply error mining on the input trees to �nd the most likely

auses of generation failure.

Seond, all these error mining approahes generates a �at list of suspiious forms

ranked by dereasing order of suspiion. Suh kind of list often presents related and

distint error ases in a interleaved fashion. There is no lear overview of how the

various suspiious forms interat and as a result, the linguist must �hop� from one

error ase to another instead of fousing on improving sets of related error ases. In

short, the output of these error mining approahes laks struture thereby making it

di�ult to handle errors in a linguistially meaningful way.

In this hapter, we address these issues and propose two new algorithms: (i)

we propose an approah that supports error mining on trees; we adapt an existing

algorithm for tree mining whih we then use to mine the SR Task dependeny trees

and identify the most likely auses of generation failure; and (ii) we propose another

algorithm whih strutures the output of error mining into a suspiion tree making

expliit both the ranking of the main distint error ases and their subases. The

suspiion tree is a binary tree struture whose internal nodes are labelled with suspi-

ious forms and whose leaf nodes represent the lusters of error mined data grouped

aording to the suspiious forms haraterizing their elements. Like in a deision

tree, eah luster in the suspiion tree is haraterized by the set of attributes (sus-

piious forms) labelling its anestors; and the tree itself represents a disjuntion of

mutually exlusive error ases.

We illustrate the impat of our error mining algorithms on error analysis by

applying it to detet and analyse the most likely soures of failure in our surfae

realiser; and we show how this error mining algorithm permits improving the surfae

realiser. Moreover, we illustrate the impat of struturing the error mining output

on how it helps handling errors in a linguistially meaningful way.

This hapter is strutured as follows. Setion 4.2 disusses related work

[

van

Noord, 2004; Sagot and de la Clergerie, 2006; de Kok et al., 2009

℄

. Setion 4.3

presents our algorithm to error mine dependeny trees. In Setion 4.3.1, we give a

brief overview of the HybridTreeMiner algorithm, a omplete and omputationally

e�ient algorithm developed by Chi et al. (2004) for disovering frequently ourring

subtrees in a database of labelled unordered trees. Setion 4.3.2 shows how to adapt

this algorithm to mine the SR dependeny trees for subtrees with high suspiion rate.

Setion 4.3.3 shows how it permits mining the data for tree patterns of arbitrary

size using di�erent types of labelling information (POS tags, dependenies, word

forms and any ombination thereof). Setion 4.4 presents our seond algorithm

whih strutures the output of error mining into a suspiion tree. In essene, this
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algorithm adapts Quinlan (1986)'s ID3 algorithm to build a suspiion tree suh that

the lusters obtained group together sets of input data that share similar soures

of failure (alled suspiious forms); and the attributes labelling these lusters are

the suspiious forms indiating whih are these most likely auses of failure. We

disuss in detail the error analysis using suspiion trees and their advantages over

the ranked �at list of suspiious forms (Setion 4.4.4). Finally, in Setion 4.5, we show

how these error mining algorithms help improving the overage and the auray of

the surfae realiser desribed in Chapter 3. Setion 4.6 onludes with pointers for

further researh.

4.2 Related Work

Various error mining tehniques have been developed to help identify the most likely

soures of parsing failure

[

van Noord, 2004; Sagot and de la Clergerie, 2006; de Kok

et al., 2009

℄

. In this setion we go through them in detail and also investigate if suh

tehniques have been used to identify generation failures. We relate our proposal to

the existing proposals.

4.2.1 Error Mining for Parsing

4.2.1.1 Global Parsability Metri for N-grams

van Noord (2004) initiated error mining on parsing results with a very simple ap-

proah omputing the parsability rate of eah n-gram in a very large orpus. The

parsability rate of an n-gram wi . . . wn is de�ned as the ratio:

R(wi . . . wn) =
count(wi . . . wn | OK)

count(wi . . . wn)

where count(wi . . . wn) is the number of sentenes in whih the n-gram wi . . . wn

ours and count(wi . . . wn | OK) the number of sentenes ontaining wi . . . wn whih

ould be parsed. The orpus is stored in a su�x array and the sorted su�xes are

used to ompute the frequeny of eah n-grams in the total orpus and in the orpus

of parsed sentenes.

van Noord (2004) presents the result of the error mining as a �at list of suspiious

n-grams by inreasing order of the parsability rate. The n-gram with the lowest

parsability rate, i.e., it seldom ours with sentenes that ould be parsed, is the

most suspiious form and tops the list.
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4.2.1.2 Combining Global and Loal Suspiion Rates

van Noord (2004) tries to �nd suspiious forms that are more frequent in sentenes

that ould not be parsed. It does not take into aount the fat that there is at least

one ause of error in eah unparsable sentene. Instead, Sagot and de la Clergerie

(2006) de�nes a suspiion rate for n-grams whih takes into aount the number of

ourrenes of a given word form and iteratively de�nes the suspiion rate of eah

word form in a sentene based on the suspiion rate of this word form in the orpus.

Sagot and de la Clergerie (2006) de�nes the loal and the global suspiion rates

of a form as follows. Let Sf,t be the suspiion rate of the form e in sentene t (loal)

and Sf , the mean suspiion rate of e in the overall orpus (global). Sf and Sf,t are

iteratively de�ned as follows:

S0
f,t =

error(t)

count(t)

Sn+1
f = smooth(count(f),

∑

t∈T count(f |t)Sn
f,t

count(f)
)

Sn+1
f,t = error(t)

Sn+1
f

∑

f ′∈F count(f ′|t)Sn+1
f ′

where T is the orpus of sentenes; F is the set of suspiious forms; error(t) is

a funtion whih return 1 if sentene t fails or 0 otherwise; count(f |t) returns the
ount of the suspiious form f in the sentene t; count(t) returns the ount of all

suspiious forms in the sentene t; count(f) returns the ount of the suspiious form

f in the orpus; and smooth(x, y) is a smoothing funtion de�ned as smooth(x, y) =

λy + (1 − λ)S′
where λ = 1 − e−βx

and S′
is the mean suspiion rate of the orpus

and de�ned as S′ =
∑

t∈T error(t)

count(F ) where count(F ) returns the ount of all suspiious

forms in the orpus.

Sagot and de la Clergerie (2006) aim to identify suspiious forms in the orpus

along with suspiious forms for eah sentene whih fails. In our experiment, we

are also more interested in identifying suspiious forms in the orpus, hene our

algorithms build upon

[

van Noord, 2004

℄

rather than

[

Sagot and de la Clergerie,

2006

℄

.

4.2.1.3 Generalized Suspiious Forms

Previous approahes has foused on n-grams of words as their suspiious forms.

de Kok et al. (2009) ombined the iterative error mining proposed by Sagot and
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de la Clergerie (2006) with expansion of forms to n-grams of words and POS tags

of arbitrary length. An inherent problem of inorporating longer n-grams is data

sparseness. The proposed method takes sparseness into aount, produing n-grams

that are as long as neessary to identify problemati forms, but not longer. A longer

n-gram is only onsidered if its suspiion rate if higher than eah of its subgrams.

4.2.2 Error Mining for Generation

Not muh work has been done on mining the results of surfae realisers. Nonetheless,

Gardent and Kow (2007a) desribes an error mining approah whih works on the

output of surfae realisation (the generated sentenes), manually separates orret

from inorret output and looks for derivation items whih systematially our in

inorret output but not in orret ones. In ontrast, our approah works on the

input to surfae realisation, automatially separates orret from inorret items

using surfae realisation and targets the most likely soures of errors rather than the

absolute ones.

4.2.3 Disussion

In this hapter, we propose two algorithms for error mining. In the best of our

knowledge, they are �rst for mining a surfae realiser for undergeneration. Indeed,

apart from

[

Gardent and Kow, 2007a

℄

, most previous work on surfae realisation

evaluation has foused on evaluating the performane and the overage of surfae

realisers. Approahes based on reversible grammars

[

Carroll et al., 1999a

℄

have used

the semanti formulae output by parsing to evaluate the overage and performane of

their realiser; similarly, Gardent et al. (2010) developed a tool alled GenSem whih

traverses the grammar to produe �at semanti representations and thereby provide a

benhmark for performane and overage evaluation. In both ases however, beause

it is produed using the grammar exploited by the surfae realiser, the input produed

an only be used to test for overgeneration (and performane) . Callaway (2003)

avoids this shortoming by onverting the Penn Treebank to the format expeted by

his realiser. However, this involves identifying the mismathes between two formats

muh like symboli systems did in the Generation Challenge SR Task

[

Belz et al.,

2011

℄

. The error mining approahes we propose help identifying suh mismathes

automatially.

To summarise, our approahes di�er from these previous approahes in several

ways. First, our �rst proposal allows error mining to be performed on trees. Seond,

our seond proposal extends the �rst proposal and strutures the output of error min-
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Chapter 4. Error Mining for Improving Symboli Generation

ing into a suspiion tree. Third, these approahes an be parameterised to use any

ombination of POS tag, dependeny and/or word form information. And fourth,

they are applied to generation input rather than parsing output. Typially, the input

to surfae realisation is a strutured representation (i.e., a �at semanti representa-

tion, a �rst order logi formula or a dependeny tree) rather than a string. Mining

these strutured representations thus permits identifying auses of undergeneration

in surfae realisation systems.

4.3 Error Mining on Dependeny Trees

In this setion, we propose an approah that supports error mining on trees. We

adapt an existing algorithm

[

Chi et al., 2004

℄

for frequent subtree mining whih

we then use to mine the SR Task dependeny trees and identify the most likely

auses of generation failure. We start with a brief overview of the HybridTreeMiner

algorithm

[

Chi et al., 2004

℄

, a omplete and omputationally e�ient algorithm for

disovering frequently ourring subtrees in a database of labelled unordered trees

(Setion 4.3.1). In Setion 4.3.2, we show how to adapt this algorithm to mine the SR

dependeny trees for subtrees with high suspiion rate. Finally, Setion 4.3.3 shows

how it permits mining the data for tree patterns of arbitrary size using di�erent types

of labelling information (POS tags, dependenies, word forms and any ombination

thereof).

4.3.1 Mining Trees using HybridTreeMiner

Mining for frequent subtrees is an important problem that has many appliations

suh as XML data mining, web usage analysis and RNA lassi�ation. The Hy-

bridTreeMiner (HTM) algorithm

[

Chi et al., 2004

℄

provides a omplete and ompu- HybridTreeMiner

tationally e�ient method for disovering frequently ourring subtrees in a database

of labelled unordered trees and ounting them. We now sketh the intuition under-

lying this algorithm. We refer the reader to

[

Chi et al., 2004

℄

for a more omplete

de�nition.

Given a set of trees T , the HybridTreeMiner algorithm proeeds in two steps.

First, the unordered labelled trees ontained in T are onverted to a anonial form

alled BFCF (Breadth-First Canonial Form). In that way, distint instantiations

of the same unordered trees have a unique representation. Seond, the subtrees of

the BFCF trees are enumerated in inreasing size order using two tree operations

alled join and extension and their support (the number of trees in the database that

ontains eah subtree) is reorded. In e�et, the algorithm builds an enumeration
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4.3. Error Mining on Dependeny Trees

tree whose nodes are the possible subtrees of T and suh that, at depth d of this

enumeration tree, all possible frequent subtrees onsisting of d nodes are listed.

A

B

CD

B

C

A

B

DC

B

C

A

B

C

B

CD

A

B

C

B

DC

Figure 4.1: Unordered labelled trees with the rightmost in Breadth-First Canonial Form.

The BFCF anonial form of an unordered tree is an ordered tree t suh that t has

the smallest breath-�rst anonial string (BFCS) enoding aording to lexiographi

order. The BFCS enoding of a tree is obtained by breadth-�rst traversal of the tree,

reording the string labelling eah node, �$� to separate siblings with distint parents

and �#� to represent the end of the tree. We assume that �#� sorts greater than �$�

and both sort greater than any other alphabeti symbols in node labels. For instane,

the BFCS enodings of the four trees shown in Figure 4.1 are �A$BB$C$DC#�,

�A$BB$C$CD#�, �A$BB$DC$C#� and �A$BB$CD$C#� respetively. Hene, the

rightmost tree is the BFCF of all four trees.

The join and extension operations used to iteratively enumerate subtrees are

depited in Figure 4.2 and an be de�ned as follows.

• A leg is a leaf of maximal depth.

• Extension: Given a tree t of height ht and a node n, extending t with n yields

a tree t′ (a hild of t in the enumeration tree) with height ht′ suh that n is a

hild of one of t's legs and ht′ is ht + 1.

• Join: Given two trees t1 and t2 of same height h di�ering only in their right-

most leg and suh that t1 sorts lower than t2, joining t1 and t2 yields a tree t
′
(a

hild of t1 in the enumeration tree) of same height h by adding the rightmost

leg of t2 to t1 at level h− 1.

For the set of trees T , the HybridTreeMiner algorithm initialises the enumeration

tree with subtrees with one and two nodes. The join and extension operations are

then applied on the BFCF anonial forms of these subtrees to produe subtrees

with three nodes. This proess is repeated until we produe all trees in T . The

nodes (subtrees) in the enumeration trees are ordered with respet to their BFCF

anonial forms. This allows us to apply the join and extension operations in an

e�ient manner and to disover all subtrees.
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A A

B C + →Extension B C

D E D

E

A A A

B C + B C →Join B C

D E D E

Figure 4.2: HybridTreeMiner: Join and Extension operations.

To support ounting, the algorithm additionally reords for eah subtree a list

(alled ourrene list) of all trees in whih this subtree ours and of its position in

the tree (represented by the list of tree nodes mapped onto by the subtree). Thus for

a given subtree t, the support of t is the number of elements in that list. Ourrene

lists are also used to hek that trees that are ombined our in the data. For the

join operation, the subtrees being ombined must our in the same tree at the same

position (the intersetion of their ourrene lists must be non-empty and the tree

nodes must math exept the last node). For the extension operation, the extension

of a tree t is liensed for any given ourrene in the ourrene list only if the

planned extension maps onto the tree identi�ed by the ourrene.

4.3.2 Mining Dependeny Trees for Errors

We develop an algorithm (alled ErrorTreeMiner, ETM) whih adapts the HybridTreeM-

iner algorithm to mine soures of generation errors in the Generation Challenge SR

shallow input data . The main modi�ation is that instead of simply ounting trees, Error-

TreeMinerwe want to ompute their suspiion rate. Following de Kok et al. (2009), we take

the suspiion rate of a given subtree t to be the proportion of ases where t ours

in an input tree for whih generation fails:

Sus(t) =
count(t|FAIL)

count(t)

where count(t) is the number of ourrenes of t in all input trees and count(t|FAIL)
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is the number of ourrenes of t in input trees for whih no output was produed.

Note: D onsists of Dfail and Dpass

F1 ← {Frequent 1-trees}

F2 ← ∅
for i← 1, ..., |F1 | do
for j ← 1, ..., |F1| do
q ← fi plus legfj
if Noord-Validation(q,minsup) then
F2 ← F2 ∪ q

end if

end for

end for

F ← F1 ∪ F2

PUSH: sort(F2)→ LQueue

Enum-Grow(LQueue, F,minsup) return F

Algorithm 2: ErrorTreeMiner(D,minsup)

Sine we work with subtrees of arbitrary length, we also need to hek whether

onstruting a longer subtree is useful that is, whether its suspiion rate is equal or

higher than the suspiion rate of any of the subtrees it ontains. In that way, we

avoid omputing all subtrees (thus saving time and spae). As noted in

[

de Kok et

al., 2009

℄

, this also permits bypassing suspiion sharing that is the fat that, if t1

is the ause of a generation failure, and if t1 is ontained in larger trees t2 and t3,

then all three trees will have high suspiion rate making it di�ult to identify the

atual soure of failure namely t1. Beause we use a milder ondition however (we

aept bigger trees whose suspiion rate is equal to the suspiion rate of any of their

subtrees), some amount of suspiion sharing remains. As we shall see in Setion

4.3.3.3, relaxing this hek allows us to extrat frequent larger tree patterns and

thereby get a more preise piture of the ontext in whih highly suspiious items

our.

Finally, we only keep subtrees whose support is above a given threshold where

the support Sup(t) of a tree t is de�ned as the ratio between the number of times

it ours in an input for whih generation fails and the total number of generation

failures:

Sup(t) =
count(t|FAIL)
count(FAIL)

The modi�ed algorithm we use for error mining is given in Algorithms 2, 3 and

4. It an be summarised as follows.
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while LQueue 6= empty do
POP: pop(LQueue)→ C
for i← 1, ..., |C| do
⋄The join operation

J ← ∅
for j ← i, ..., |C| do
p← join(ci, cj)
if Noord-Validation(p,minsup) then

J ← J ∪ p
end if

end for

F ← F ∪ J
PUSH: sort(J)→ LQueue

⋄The extension operation

E ← ∅
for possible leg lm of ci do
for possible new leg ln(∈ F1) do

q ← extend ci with ln at position lm
if Noord-Validation(q,minsup) then
E ← E ∪ q

end if

end for

end for

F ← F ∪E
PUSH: sort(E)→ LQueue

end for

end while

Algorithm 3: Enum-Grow(LQueue, F,minsup)

Note: tn, tree with n nodes

if Sup(tn) ≥ minsup then
if Sus(tn) ≥ Sus(tn−1),∀tn−1 in tn then
return true

end if

end ifreturn false

Algorithm 4: Noord-Validation(tn,minsup)

First, dependeny trees are onverted to Breadth-First Canonial Form whereby

lexiographi order an apply to the word forms labelling tree nodes, to their part

of speeh, to their dependeny relation or to any ombination thereof

11

.

Next, the algorithm iteratively enumerates the subtrees ourring in the input

11

For onveniene, the dependeny relation labelling the edges of dependeny trees is brought

down to the daughter node of the edge.
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data in inreasing size order and assoiating eah subtree t with two ourrene

lists namely, the list of input trees in whih t ours and for whih generation was

suessful (PASS(t)); and the list of input trees in whih t ours and for whih

generation failed (FAIL(t)).

This proess is initiated by building trees of size one (i.e., one-node tree) and

extending them to trees of size two. It is then ontinued by extending the trees using

the join and extension operations. As explained in Setion 4.3.1 above, join and

extension only apply provided the resulting trees our in the data (this is heked

by looking up ourrene lists). Eah time an n-node tree tn, is built, it is heked

that (i) its support is above the set threshold and (ii) its suspiion rate is higher

than or equal to the suspiion rate of all (n− 1)-node subtrees of tn.

In sum, the ETM algorithm di�ers from the HTM algorithm in two main ways.

First, while HTM explores the enumeration tree depth-�rst, ETM proeeds breadth-

�rst to ensure that the suspiion rate of (n-1)-node trees is always available when

heking whether an n-node tree should be introdued. Seond, while the HTM

algorithm uses support to prune the searh spae (only trees with a minimum support

bigger than the set threshold are stored), the ETM algorithm drastially prunes the

searh spae by additionally heking that the suspiion rate of all subtrees ontained

in a new tree t is smaller or equal to the suspiion rate of t . As a result, while ETM

looses the spae advantage of HTM by a small margin

12

, it bene�ts from a muh

stronger pruning of the searh spae than HTM through suspiion rate heking. In

pratie, the ETM algorithm allows us to proess e.g., all NP hunks of size 4 and 6

present in the SR data (roughly 60,000 trees) in roughly 20 minutes on a single ore

PC.

4.3.3 Error Analysis

In this setion, we show that our tree mining algorithm permits identifying not

only errors in the grammar and the lexion used by generation but also a few

idiosynrasies/errors (inonsistenies, missing information and questionable depen-

deny strutures) in the input data as well as mismathes between the strutures

ontained in the SR input and the input strutures expeted by our generator. The

latter is an important point sine, for symboli approahes, a major hurdle to par-

tiipation in the SR hallenge is known to be preisely these mismathes i.e., the

fat that the input provided by the SR task fails to math the input expeted by the

symboli generation systems

[

Belz et al., 2011; Rajkumar et al., 2011

℄

. One feature

12

ETM needs to store all (n-1)-node trees in queues before produing n-node trees.
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of our approah is that it permits mining the data for tree patterns of arbitrary size

using di�erent types of labelling information (POS tags, dependenies, word forms

and any ombination thereof).

In what follows, in Setion 4.3.3.1, we reap the input data and the generator. In

the later setions, we show how our error mining algorithm permits mining the SR

data for tree patterns of arbitrary size using di�erent types of labelling information.

4.3.3.1 Experiment Setup

As desribed in the introdution, using the input data provided by the Generation

Challenge SR Task, we applied the error mining algorithm desribed in the preed-

ing setion to debug and extend our symboli surfae realiser. We have disussed

our input the shallow dependeny trees from the Generation Challenge SR Task in

Chapter 2 and the symboli surfae realiser in Chapter 3 in detail.

play/VB

football/NNjohn/NNP

sbj obj

sroot

word: (play, (john), (football))

POS: (VB, (NNP), (NN))

dep: (sroot, (sbj), (obj))

word/POS: (play/VB, (john/NNP), (foot-

ball/NN))

dep-POS: (sroot-VB, (sbj-NNP), (obj-NN))

Figure 4.3: An example shallow dependeny tree from the SR Task and the orresponding

representations used for error mining.

The dataset to be error mined are these shallow dependeny trees (Figure 4.3)

provided by the SR Task organisers and used as input for surfae realisation. In

this hapter, we represent a tree by an n-tuple with the root node of the tree as

its �rst element followed by (n − 1) elements (tuples) representing its dependent

subtrees. Dependeny relations are lowered to the orresponding daughter node. Our

error mining algorithms onsider as suspiious forms, subtrees labelled with arbitrary

onjuntions of lemmas (word), part-of-speeh tags (POS), dependeny relations

(dep). For example, when the suspiious forms only onsider lemma information, the

tree shown in Figure 4.3 ould be represented as (play, (john), (football)).

The data used for generation is preproessed whereby named entities and hy-

phenated words are grouped into a single word and puntuation is removed so as to

�rst fous on lexial and grammatial issues.

In the beginning, the overage of the generator was very low on large sentenes

(Chapter 3). Hene, to failitate error analysis, we �rst hunked the input data in

NPs, PPs and Clauses and performed error mining on the resulting sets of data.
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The hunking was performed by retrieving from the Penn Treebank (PTB), for eah

phrase type, the yields of the onstituents of that type and by using the alignment

between words and dependeny tree nodes provided by the organisers of the SR

Task. For instane, given the sentene �The most troublesome report may be the

August merhandise trade de�it due out tomorrow�, the NPs �The most troublesome

report� and �the August merhandise trade de�it due out tomorrow� will be extrated

from the PTB and the orresponding dependeny strutures from the SR Task data.

Using this hunked data, we then ran the generator on the orresponding SR

Task dependeny trees and stored separately, the input dependeny trees for whih

generation sueeded and the input dependeny trees for whih generation failed.

Using information provided by the generator, we then removed from the failed data,

those ases where generation failed either beause a word was missing in the lexion

or beause a TAG tree/family was missing in the grammar but required by the

lexion and the input data. These ases an easily be deteted using the generation

system and thus do not need to be handled by error mining.

Finally, we performed error mining on the data using di�erent minimal support

thresholds, di�erent display modes (sorted �rst by size and seond by suspiion rate

vs sorted by suspiion rate) and di�erent labels (part of speeh, words and part of

speeh, dependeny, dependeny and part of speeh).

4.3.3.2 Mining on single labels (Word Form, POS Tag or Dependeny)

Mining on a single label permits (i) assessing the relative impat of eah ategory

in a given label ategory and (ii) identifying di�erent soures of errors depending on

the type of label onsidered (POS tag, dependeny or word form).

Mining on POS tags Table 4.1 illustrates how mining on a single label (in this

ase, POS tags) gives a good overview of how the di�erent ategories in that label

type impat generation: two POS tags (POSS and CC) have a suspiion rate of 0.99

indiating that these ategories almost always lead generation to fail. Other POS

tag with muh lower suspiion rate indiate that there are unresolved issues with,

in dereasing order of suspiion rate, ardinal numbers (CD), proper names (NNP),

nouns (NN), prepositions (IN) and determiners (DT).

The highest ranking ategory (POSS

13

) points to a mismath between the rep-

resentation of genitive NPs (e.g., John's father) in the SR Task data and in the

13

In the Penn Treebank, the POSS tag is the ategory assigned to possessive 's. In fat, the atual

representation is POS not POSS. We renamed it to avoid onfusion with POS as an abbreviation

for part-of-speeh.
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POS Sus Sup Fail Pass

POSS 0.99 0.38 3237 1

CC 0.99 0.21 1774 9

CD 0.39 0.16 1419 2148

NNP 0.35 0.32 2749 5014

NN 0.30 0.81 6798 15663

IN 0.30 0.16 1355 3128

DT 0.09 0.12 1079 10254

Table 4.1: Error Mining on POS tags with frequeny uto� 0.1 and displaying only trees

of size 1 sorted by dereasing suspiion rate (Sus).

grammar. While our generator expets the representation of `John's father' to be

(father, (�s�, (john))), the struture provided by the SR Task is (father, (john,

(�s�))). Hene whenever a possessive appears in the input data, generation fails. This

is in line with

[

Rajkumar et al., 2011

℄

's �nding that the logial forms expeted by

their system for possessives di�ered from the shared task inputs.

The seond highest ranked ategory is CC for oordinations. In this ase, error

mining unveils a bug in the grammar trees assoiated with onjuntion whih made

all sentenes ontaining a onjuntion fail. Beause the grammar is ompiled out of

a strongly fatorised desription, errors in this desription an propagate to a large

number of trees in the grammar. It turned out that an error ourred in a lass

inherited by all onjuntion trees thereby bloking the generation of any sentene

requiring the use of a onjuntion.

Next but with a muh lower suspiion rate ome ardinal numbers (CD), proper

names (NNP), nouns (NN), prepositions (IN) and determiners (DT). We will see

below how the riher information provided by mining for larger tree patterns with

mixed labelling information permits identifying the ontexts in whih these POS tags

lead to generation failure.

Mining on Word Forms Beause we remove from the failure set all ases of

errors due to a missing word form in the lexion, a high suspiion rate for a word

form usually indiates a missing or inorret lexial entry: the word is present in

the lexion but assoiated with either the wrong POS tag and/or the wrong TAG

tree/family. To apture suh ases, we therefore mine not on word forms alone

but on pairs of word forms and POS tag. In this way, we found for instane, that

ardinal numbers indued many generation failures whenever they were ategorised

as determiners but not as nouns in our lexion. As we will see below, larger tree
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patterns help identify the spei� ontexts induing suh failures.

One interesting ase stood out whih pointed to idiosynrasies in the input data:

The word form $ (Sus=1) was assigned the POS tag $ in the input data, a POS tag

whih is unknown to our system and not doumented in the SR Task guidelines. The

SR guidelines speify that the Penn Treebank tagset is used modulo the modi�ations

whih are expliitly listed. However for the $ symbol, the Penn treebank used SYM

as a POS tag and the SR Task $, but the modi�ation is not listed. Similarly, while

in the Penn treebank, puntuations are assigned the SYM POS tag, in the SR data

�,� is used for the omma, �(� for an opening braket and so on.

Mining on Dependenies When mining on dependenies, suspets an point to

syntati onstrutions (rather than words or word ategories) that are not easily

spotted when mining on words or parts of speeh. Thus, while problems with o-

ordination ould easily be spotted through a high suspiion rate for the CC POS

tag, some onstrutions are linked neither to a spei� POS tag nor to a spei�

word. This is the ase, for instane, for apposition (appo) with a suspiion rate of

0.19 (286F/1148P) identi�ed as problemati. Similarly, a high suspiion rate (0.54,

183F/155P) on the tmp dependeny indiates that temporal modi�ers are not or-

retly handled either beause of missing or erroneous information in the grammar

or beause of a mismath between the input data and the fomat expeted by the

surfae realiser.

Interestingly, the underspei�ed dependeny relation dep whih is typially used

in ases for whih no obvious syntati dependeny omes to mind shows a suspiion

rate of 0.61 (595F/371P).

4.3.3.3 Mining on Trees of Arbitrary Sizes and Complex Labelling Pat-

terns

While error mining with tree patterns of size one permits ranking and qualifying

various soures of errors, larger patterns often provide more detailed ontextual in-

formation about these errors. For instane, Table 4.1 shows that the CD POS tag

has a suspiion rate of 0.39 (1419F/2148P). The larger tree patterns identi�ed be-

low permits a more spei� haraterization of the ontext in whih this POS tag

o-ours with generation failure:

TP1 (CD, (IN),(RBR)) more than 10

TP2 (IN, (CD)) of 1991

TP3 (NNP, (CD)) November 1

TP4 (CD, (NNP, (CD))) Nov. 1, 1997
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Two patterns learly emerge: a pattern where ardinal numbers are parts of a

date (tree patterns TP2-TP4) and a more spei� pattern (TP1) involving the om-

parative onstrution (e.g., more than 10). All these patterns in fat point to a

missing ategory for ardinals in the lexion: they are only assoiated with deter-

miner TAG trees, not nouns, and therefore fail to ombine with prepositions (e.g.,

of 1991, than 10) and with proper names (e.g., November 1).

For proper names (NNP), dates also show up beause months are tagged as

proper names (TP3,TP4) as well as addresses (TP5):

TP5 (NNP, (�,�),(�,�)) Brooklyn, n.y.,

For prepositions (IN), we �nd, in addition to (TP1-TP2), the following two main

patterns:

TP6 (DT, (IN)) those with, some of

TP7 (RB, (IN)) just under, little more

Pattern TP6 points to a missing entry for words suh as those and some whih

are ategorised in the lexion as determiners but not as nouns. TP7 points to a

mismath between the SR data and the format expeted by the generator: while the

latter expets the struture (IN, (RB)), the input format provided by the SR Task

is (RB, (IN)).

4.4 Error Mining with Suspiion Trees

In this setion, we propose another error mining algorithm whih strutures the

output of error mining into a suspiion tree making expliit both the ranking of the

main distint error ases and their subases. The suspiion tree is a binary tree

struture whose internal nodes are labelled with suspiious forms and whose leaf

nodes represent the lusters of error mined data grouped aording to the suspiious

forms haraterizing their elements. Like in a deision tree, eah luster in the

suspiion tree is haraterized by the set of attributes (suspiious forms) labelling

its anestors; and the tree itself represents a disjuntion of mutually exlusive error

ases.

We start with introduing the Suspiion Tree Algorithm in Setion 4.4.1. In

essene, this algorithm adapts Quinlan (1986)'s ID3 algorithm to build a suspiion

tree suh that the lusters obtained group together sets of input data that share

similar soures of failure (alled suspiious forms); and the attributes labelling these

lusters are the suspiious forms indiating whih are these most likely auses of

failure. Later in the setion, we do a omparison with the ID3 algorithm (Setion

4.4.2). In Setion 4.4.3, we present the omplexity analysis of our algorithm.
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4.4.1 The Suspiion Tree Algorithm

As mentioned above, our error mining algorithm resembles Quinlan (1986)'s ID3

deision tree learning algorithm, in that it reursively partitions the data by �rst,

seleting the attribute (here, a suspiious form) that best divides the data into more

homogeneous subsets (attribute seletion) and seond, using this attribute to split

the data into two subsets: a subset ontaining that attribute and a subset exluding

that attribute (dataset division).

In what follows, we de�ne the metri used to reursively selet a suspiious form

and partition the data, namely the Suspiion Sore metri. We speify the termi-

nation onditions. We illustrate by means of examples how suspiion trees help

struture the output of error mining. And we ontrast the suspiion tree algorithm

with Quinlan (1986)'s ID3 deision tree learning algorithm.

The Suspiion Sore Metris. Let D be the dataset to be error mined and F

be the set of attributes used to partition the data. Here, D is a set of dependeny

trees provided for the Surfae Realisation Task by the Generation Challenge; and F

is the set of subtrees of D whose frequeny is above a given threshold. This algorithm

builds over the algorithm shown in Setion 4.3 in that we use the Hybrid Tree Miner

algorithm

[

Chi et al., 2004

℄

to ompute the set of frequent subtrees that are present

in D.

Let D be divided into two disjoint sets: PASS is the set of input dependeny

trees tP ∈ D for whih the generation system sueeds; and FAIL is the set of input

dependeny trees tF ∈ D for whih the generation system fails. Given these two sets,

we de�ne two suspiion rates of a form

14 f : F-Suspiion rate and P-Suspiion

rate.

The F-Suspiion rate of f is de�ned as the proportion of ases where f ours

in an input dependeny tree t for whih the generation system fails:

Fail(f) =
count(f |FAIL)

count(f)

count(f) is the number of input dependeny trees ontaining f and count(f |FAIL)
is the number of input dependeny trees ontaining f for whih generation failed.

Conversely, the P-Suspiion rate of a form f is de�ned as the proportion of

ases not ontaining f and for whih generation sueeds (count(¬f) is the number
of input dependeny trees where f is absent and count(¬f |PASS) is the number of
input dependeny trees not ontaining f for whih generation sueeds):

14

Following the previous Setion 4.3, a suspiious form is a subtree present in the dataset FAIL.
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Pass(¬f) = count(¬f |PASS)
count(¬f)

Having the F-Suspiion and P-Suspiion rates de�ned, the suspiion sore

Sscore(f) of a form f ∈ F is then de�ned as follows: Suspiion

Sore Met-

ri

Sscore(f) =
1

2
(Fail(f) ∗ ln count(f) + Pass(¬f) ∗ ln count(¬f))

Intuitively, this metri aptures the degree to whih a form is assoiated with

failure: it is high whenever a form f is often present in data assoiated with failure

(high F(ail)-Suspiion, Fail(f)) and/or when it is often absent in data assoiated

with suess (high P(ass)-Suspiion, Pass(¬f)).

Attribute Seletion, Dataset Division and Termination. The suspiion tree

algorithm selets at eah step of the tree building proess, the form f with highest

suspiion sore i.e. the form suh that, in the urrent dataset, most input dependeny

trees that ontain f fail to be generated; and most input dependeny trees that

exludes f lead to suessful generation.

Based on this seleted f , the urrent dataset is divided into two subsets: the set

of instanes whih ontain f and the set of instanes whih exlude f .

The form seletion and dataset division proess are alled reursively on the new

subsets until (i) the obtained set of input dependeny trees is fully homogeneous (all

input dependeny trees in that set lead to either suessful or unsuessful genera-

tion); (ii) all forms have been proessed; or (iii) the depth upper bound is reahed.

f1

f2

f4

S6 : (np6 , nf6)S5 : (np5 , nf5)

yes

no

f3

f5

S4 : (np4 , nf4)S3 : (np3 , nf3)

yes

no

S2 : (np2 , nf2)

yes

no

yes

no

S1 : (np1 , nf1)

yes

no

Figure 4.4: An example Suspiion Tree.

Example. Figure 4.4 shows an abstrat suspiion tree whih illustrates how suspi-

ion trees help struturing the output of error mining. Internal nodes of the suspiion
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tree are labeled with suspiious forms and leaves indiate the number of input de-

pendeny trees in the urrent data set Si for whih generation sueeds (npi); and

for whih generation fails (nfi). When the soures of errors are learly identi�able,

npi will be low, nfi will be high and the rightmost leaf (f4) will have a low nfi . The

right frontier highlights the relative importane of the main distint error ases while

subtrees indiate how a given error ase divides into smaller more spei� ases. The

branhes of the tree also indiate the ombinations of forms that frequently oour

in failure ases.

More spei�ally, the root f1 of this suspiion tree is the most suspiious form

present in the orpus D. Starting from the root, following the edges with label �no�

(the right-frontier of the tree i.e., f1, f2 and f4) yields the ranked list of suspi-

ious forms present in D by dereasing order of suspiion. Following branhes yields

datasets labeled with sets (onjuntions) of suspiious forms. For example, the set

S2 with np2 of pass input dependeny trees and nf2 of failed input dependeny trees

has f2 and f3 as their top ranked suspiious forms. The suspiion tree also displays

the relative ranking of the suspiious forms. For example, the set (S2 ∪ S3 ∪ S4)

has f2 as its most suspiious form, and f3, f5 as its next two most suspiious forms.

Moreover, most of the instanes in S1, S4 and S5 fail beause of a single form namely,

f1, f2 and f4 respetively.

4.4.2 Suspiion Tree Algorithm vs. ID3 Algorithm

There are two main di�erenes between Quinlan (1986)'s ID3 deision tree learning

algorithm and the suspiion tree onstrution algorithm.

First, the suspiion tree onstrution algorithm allows for stronger pruning and

termination onditions (Setion 4.4.3). In this way, only the most relevant suspiious

forms are displayed thereby failitating error analysis.

Seond, attribute seletion is determined not by the information gain (IG) but by

the suspiion sore (Sscore) metris. Reall that the information gain

15

metris aims

to identify the attributes whih lead to more homogeneous lasses. In the present

ase, the lasses are either PASS (the inputs for whih generation sueeds) or FAIL

(the inputs for whih generation fails). Thus the IG metris will indi�erently seek

to identify attributes whih predominantly assoiate either with a FAIL or with a

PASS. There is no preferene for either the FAIL or the PASS lass. For error mining

however, what is needed is to identify attributes whih predominantly assoiate with

15

Information gain (IG) is de�ned as IG = H(S)− ((|Sfi |/|S|) ∗H(Sfi)+ (|S¬fi |/|S|) ∗H(S¬fi))
where H(X) is the entropy of set X, S is the set, Sfi is the set with the form fi and S¬fi is the set

without the form fi. [Quinlan, 1986℄
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the FAIL lass. That is, we need a metri whih permits identifying attributes

whih leads to lasses that are homogeneous in terms of FAIL instanes rather than

homogeneous in terms of either FAIL or PASS instanes. The example shown in

Figure 4.5 illustrates the di�erene.

S : (P : 7, F : 1714)

f1

S¬f1 : (P : 3, F : 1638)Sf1 : (P : 4, F : 76)

yes

no

S : (P : 7, F : 1714)

f2

S¬f2 : (P : 2, F : 292)Sf2 : (P : 5, F : 1422)

yes

no

Figure 4.5: Attribute seletion using Information Gain (left) and suspiion sore (right).

In this example, we apply the IG and the Sscore metris to the same input data, a

set ontaining 7 inputs assoiated with generation suess and 1714 inputs assoiated

with generation failure. While Sscore selets f2, an attribute whih assoiates 1422

times with generation failure, IG selets f1, an attribute whih assoiate only 76

times with generation failure. In this ase, the information gain metris inorretly

selet f1 beause its absene from the input, yields a numerially very homogeneous

lass in terms of generation failure. Indeed, the information gain of f1 is lose to but

higher than the information gain of f2 beause the resultant subsets Sfi and S¬fi

are treated equally while omputing the information gain.

4.4.3 Complexity Analysis and Extensions

Let n and m be the size of the dataset D and of the form set F respetively. Then, in

the worst ase, the suspiion tree will be of depth O(log n) with O(n) nodes. Eah

node hooses a suspiious form out of O(m) forms. Thus the worst omputational

omplexity for building the suspiion tree is O(m n log n). But on average, the

algorithm desribed in Setion 4.4.1 performs muh faster than this. The worst ase

happens when the forms used to lassify the orpus into PASS and FAIL are not

very disriminant i.e., when all suspiious forms are equally probable.

The algorithm for building the suspiion tree is diretly proportional to the size

of the set F. Sine |F| an be very large, this an be problemati. Indeed, in the

error mining on sentenes for parsing systems proposed in

[

Sagot and de la Clergerie,

2006

℄

, the authors indiate that, in order to remain omputationally tratable, the

approah must be restrited to n-grams of smaller size (unigrams and bigrams). The

problem is arued of ourse when onsidering tree shaped suspiious forms

[

Gardent
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and Narayan, 2012

℄

. To abate this issue we propose two extensions to prune the

suspiion tree.

First, we redue the form spae F. Following a suggestion from

[

de Kok et al.,

2009

℄

, instead of onsidering all possible forms, we only onsider those forms whose

frequeny is above a given threshold. We also aount for suspiion sharing (i.e.,

the sharing of suspiion by several overlapping forms) by only onsidering a larger

suspiious form if its suspiion rate is larger than the suspiion rate of all smaller

forms it ontains. These two extensions redue the form spae signi�antly and allow

for an e�ient building of the suspiion tree. To enumerate with these extensions,

we use a omplete and e�ient algorithm desribed in Setion 4.3

[

Gardent and

Narayan, 2012

℄

.

Seond, we onstrain the depth of the suspiion tree. Beause error mining is

a yli proess, building the omplete suspiion tree is usually unneessary. The

quantity of information proessed in eah yle depends on the user but in general,

the linguist will fous on the top suspiious forms, use these to improve the generator

and rerun error mining on the improved results. The faster the error mining step is,

the better this is for this development yle. Considering this, we added an extra

onstraint over the depth of the suspiion tree. This depth limit permits pruning the

suspiion tree and a faster improvement yle. In our experiments, we used a depth

limit of 10.

With these extensions, the enumeration proess of suspiious forms takes 10-15

minutes for a dataset onsisting of 123,523 trees on a 4-ore PC. Building a suspiion

tree for the same dataset takes about one minute.

4.4.4 Error Analysis

In this setion, we report on the experiment we did using the suspiion tree algorithm

desribed in the preeding setion to detet and lassify the most likely auses of fail-

ure when running a surfae realiser on the Surfae Realisation Task data. Moreover,

we illustrate the impat of struturing the error mining output on how it helps han-

dling errors in a linguistially meaningful way. We �rst desribe the experimental

setup (Setion 4.4.4.1). We then illustrate by means of examples, how suspiion trees

better support error analysis than ranked lists proposed by previous error mining ap-

proahes (Setion 4.4.4.2). In Setion 4.4.4.3 we show how it helps handling errors

in a linguistially meaningful way.
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4.4.4.1 Experiment Setup

Dataset and Generation System The dataset to be error mined is the set of

shallow dependeny trees used as input for surfae realisation. The data represen-

tation (n-tuples) and the generation system are idential to the one desribed in

Setion 4.3.3.1.

In Setion 4.3.3.1, error mining was done on NP hunks only. In this experiment,

however, we proeed in an inremental way and examine dependeny trees in the SR

data that orrespond to NP and Sentenes of inreasing size. Here we report on error

mining performed on NP-type dependeny trees of sizes 4 (NP-4), 6 (NP-6) and all

(NP-ALL), and S-type dependeny trees of sizes 6 (S-6), 8 (S-8) and all (S-ALL)

(where the size refer to the number of nodes/lemmas in the tree). As desribed in

Setion 4.3.3.1, the data used for generation is again preproessed, generated and

divided into two dataset, PASS and FAIL, for error mining.

Attributes The attributes used to partition the SR data are suspiious trees i.e.,

subtrees of the SR dependeny trees whose frequeny is above a given threshold.

Following our previous error mining approah (desribed in Setion 4.3), we allow

for various views on errors by mining for forms labelled with lemmas only (word);

with parts of speeh (POS); with dependeny relations (dep); with lemmas and parts

of speeh (word/POS); and with dependeny relations and parts of speeh (dep-

POS) (f. Figure 4.3).

Error Mining We iterate several times between error mining and performane

improvement and applied the suspiion tree algorithm to both the NP and the S

data. Iteration stops either when the results are perfet (perfet overage and perfet

BLEU sore) or when the trees fail to be disriminative enough (low number of FAIL

instanes assoiated with the suspiion tree leaves).

4.4.4.2 Suspiion Trees vs. Ranked Lists

We now show how the overall struture of the suspiion tree (right frontier and

subtrees) improves upon ranked lists when analysing the data. We then go on to

show how subtrees in the suspiion tree permit di�erentiating between forms that are

suspiious in all ontexts and require a single orretion; forms that are suspiious

in all ontexts but require several orretions; and forms that are suspiious in some

but not all ontexts.

Figure 4.6 shows a top fragment of the suspiion tree obtained by error mining
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on NP-4. The node labels in this tree desribe suspiious forms with part-of-speeh

information only. The leaves (p, f) represent the luster with PASS (p) and FAIL

(f ) instanes.

(POSS)

(CC)

(DT, (IN))

(TO, (VB))

(NN, (RB))

(ont)(204, 79)

yes

no

(1, 64)

yes

no

(0, 140)

yes

no

(NN)

(DT)

(NNP, (NNP))

(1, 118)(0, 70)

yes

no

(1, 104)

yes

no

(NN, (CC))

(JJ)

(2, 143)(1, 199)

yes

no

(NN, (NN))

(1, 679)(1, 401)

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

(NN)

(NNP, (POSS))

(1, 4)(0, 537)

yes

no

(0, 2818)

yes

no

yes

no

Figure 4.6: Suspiion tree for generation from the NP-4 data.

In that tree, the right frontier indiates that the main distint suspiious forms

are, in that order:

1. Possessive NPs (POSS is the part of speeh tag assigned to possessive 's)

The suspiious form (POSS) points to a mismath between the representation of

genitive NPs (`Oakland's thief') in the SR Task data and in the grammar. We have

disussed this before in the error analysis with tree mining algorithm in Setion

4.3.3.2. To orret these ases, we implemented a rewrite rule that onverts the SR

representation of possessive NPs to onform with the format expeted by our realiser.

2. NPs with oordination (CC with daughter node NN)

The seond top right frontier node unveils a bug (on�iting feature values) in the

grammar trees assoiated with NP onjuntion (e.g., Europe and the U.S.) whih

made all sentenes ontaining an NP onjuntion fail. Again, we have disovered

this before in the error analysis with tree mining algorithm in Setion 4.3.3.2.

3. Determiners (DT) dominating a preposition (IN)

As we shall see below, this points to a disrepany between the SR part of speeh

tag assigned to words like `some' in `some of the audiene' and the part of speeh

tag expeted by our generator. While in the SR data, suh ourrenes are labelled
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as determiners (DT), our generator expets these to be tagged as pronouns (PRP).

4. The omplementizer to (TO) dominating a verb (VB)

As disussed below, this points to ases where the in�nitival verb is a noun modi�er

and the input struture provided by the SR Task di�ers from that expeted by our

realiser.

5. Nouns (NN) dominating an adverb (RB)

This points to a disrepany between the SR part of speeh tag assigned to words like

'alone' in `real estate alone' and the part of speeh tag expeted by our generator.

While in the SR data, suh ourrenes are labelled as adverbs (RB), our generator

expets these to be tagged as adjetives (JJ).

In addition, for eah node n on the right frontier, the subtree dominated by the

yes-branh of n gives further information about the more spei� forms that are

subases of the suspiious form labelling n.

1. (POSS)

2. (NNP, (POSS))

3. (CC)

4. (NN, (POSS))

5. (NN, (NNP, (POSS)))

6. (NN, (NN, (POSS)))

7. (NN, (CC))

8. (NNP, (NNP), (POSS))

9. (NN,(NNP,(NNP),(POSS)))

10. (NN, (NNP, (NNP)))

11. (CC, (JJ))

12. (JJ, (CC))

13. (NNP, (NNP, (POSS)))

14. (NN, (NN), (POSS))

15. (DT, (IN))

16. (JJ, (CC, (JJ)))

17. (NN, (CC), (NN))

18. (NN, (NNP), (POSS))

19. (TO, (VB))

20. (NN,(NNP,(POSS)),(NNP))

21. (NN, (NNP))

22. (NNP, (NNP))

23. (NN, (NN))

24. (NNP)

25. (NN)

26. (NN, (NNP), (NNP))

27. (VB)

28. (NN, (RB))

29. (PRP)

30. (DT)

Figure 4.7: Ranked list of suspiious forms for generation from the NP-4 data.

The suspiion tree gives a strutured view of how the various suspiious forms

relate. In omparison, the ranked lists produed by previous work are �at strutures

whih may fail to adequately display this information. For instane, applying the

error mining algorithm desribed in Setion 4.3

[

Gardent and Narayan, 2012

℄

to the

data used to produe the tree shown in Figure 4.6 yields the list shown in Figure 4.7.

Contrary to the suspiion tree shown in Figure 4.6, this list fails to highlight the main

ulprits and the relations between the various suspiious forms. Thus the 5 main

distint suspets identi�ed by the right frontier of the suspiion tree appears as 1st,

3rd, 15th, 19th and 28th in the ranked list. Furthermore, while subases of the main

suspets are grouped in the yes-branh of these suspets in the suspiion tree, in

the ranked list, they appear freely interspersed throughout. For example, suspiious

forms involving the two main suspets in the suspiion tree approah (POSS and CC

part-of-speeh tags) are sattered throughout the list rather than grouped under the
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�rst two right frontier nodes respetively.

Also the stronger pruning onditions used for building the suspiion tree restrit

the branh exploration as soon as homogeneous lusters are ahieved. For a given

dataset, it only explores those suspiious forms whih are good enough to identify

the problems ausing the failure in that dataset. For example the data ontaining

the suspiious form (POSS) is explored with 3 suspiious forms (POSS), (NN) and

(NNP, (POSS)) in the suspiion tree shown in Figure 4.6 whereas in the ranked

list shown in Figure 4.7, there are 11 suspiious forms assoiated with (POSS). In

general, the number of forms displayed by the suspiion tree algorithm is muh less

than that of the ranked list ones thereby giving a learer piture of the main ulprits

and of their subases at eah stage in the error mining/grammar debugging yle.

4.4.4.3 Reading Error Types o� the Tree Struture

For eah node n labelled with suspiious form fn in a suspiion tree, the subtree

dominated by n gives detailed information about the possible ontexts/auses for

fn. In what follows, we show how the suspiion tree algorithm permits distinguishing

between three main types of suspiious forms namely, forms that are suspiious in

all ontexts and require a single orretion; forms that are suspiious in all ontexts

but require several orretions; and forms that are suspiious in some but not all

ontexts.

Forms that are suspiious independently of ontext and require a single

orretion. When a suspiious form always leads to failure, the node labelled

with that suspiious form has no subtree thereby indiating that all on�gurations

inluding that suspiious form lead to generation failure independent of ontext.

Suh ases are illustrated in Figure 4.8 whih show two views (one with part

of speeh tag only, the other with words and parts of speeh tags) of the suspiion

tree obtained after addressing the two main auses of errors identi�ed in the previ-

ous setion. That is, a rewrite rule was applied to onvert the SR representation of

possessive NPs to onform with the format expeted by our realiser ((POSS) suspi-

ious form); and the grammar was orreted to generate for NP oordination ((CC)

suspiious form).

In eah of these two trees, the yes-branh of the root node has no subtree indi-

ating that all input trees ontaining either the word form `days' with part of speeh

tag NN (days/NN); or a determiner dominating a preposition (DT,(IN)) lead to

generation failure.
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(days/NN)

(all/PDT)

(month/NN, (six/CD), (the/DT))

(standard & poor/NNP, ('s/POSS))

(ont)(0, 22)

yes

no

(0, 27)

yes

no

(the/DT)

(those/DT)

(2, 6)(0, 3)

yes

no

(0, 23)

yes

no

yes

no

(0, 155)

yes

no

(DT, (IN))

(JJ, (DT))

(RB, (IN))

(IN, (DT))

(ont)(0, 30)

yes

no

(0, 38)

yes

no

(IN)

(POSS)

(2, 27)(0, 7)

yes

no

(0, 15)

yes

no

yes

no

(0, 140)

yes

no

Figure 4.8: Suspiion Tree for (word/POS) (top) and (POS) (bottom) for generation

from the NP-4 data (after �xing genitive and oordination ases).

The root node (days/NN) of the suspiion tree shown on the top of Figure 4.8

points to a problem in the lexion. Although days/NN is present in the lexion, it is

not assoiated with the orret TAG family. We modi�ed the entries orresponding

to (days/NN) in the lexion to solve this problem.

As mentioned above, the root node (DT, (IN)) of the suspiion tree shown on

the bottom in Figure 4.8 points to a part-of-speeh tagging problem in the SR Data.

Words like `some' or `all' followed by a preposition (e.g., some of the audiene, all of

�sal 1990, those in other industries) are assigned the determiner part of speeh tag

(DT) where our generator expets a pronoun (PRP) part-of-speeh tag. To orret

these ases, we implemented a rewrite rule that maps DT to PRP in the above

spei�ed ontext.
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As these two examples illustrate, using di�erent views (forms labelled with part of

speeh tags only vs. forms labelled with words and parts of speeh) on the same data

may help identifying problems at di�erent levels. Both suspiion trees in Figure 4.8

are built for generation from same NP-4 dataset. The topmost tree (suspiious forms

labelled with both lemma and part of speeh information) helps identifying problems

in the lexion whereas the bottom tree (suspiious forms labelled with parts of speeh

only) points to problems in the input data.

We reran the generator on the modi�ed input and the lexion. The node (days/NN)

of Figure 4.8(top) and the node (DT, (IN)) of Figure 4.8(bottom) (also marked in

red) disappeared in the newly generated suspiion trees.

Forms that are suspiious independent of ontext but require several or-

retions. It may be that a given form is almost always suspiious but that it ours

in di�erent linguisti ontexts requiring di�erent orretions. In suh ases, the sus-

piion tree will highlight these ontexts. The root of the tree shown in Figure 4.9 is a

ase in point. The suspiious form (im-VB) desribes subtrees whose head is related

to a verb by the im dependeny relation i.e., in�nitival verbs. The subtrees (of the

yes-branh) of that root further desribe several syntati on�gurations whih are

suspet and ontain an in�nitival verb. The node labelled with (oprd-TO) points to

subases where the in�nitival verb is the omplement of a ontrol (7a[i℄) or a raising

verb (7a[ii℄). The node labelled with (im-VB, (prd-JJ)) points to a subase of that

ase namely that of an in�nitival verb whih is the omplement of a ontrol or a

raising verb and subategories for an adjetival omplement e.g., (7b). Finally, the

node labelled with (nmod-TO, (im-VB)) points to ases where the in�nitival verb is

a noun modi�er (7).

(im-VB)

(ont)(oprd-TO)

(nmod-TO, (im-VB))

(13, 188)(0, 14)

yes

no

(im-VB, (prd-JJ))

(1, 264)(0, 11)

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

Figure 4.9: Suspiion tree (dep-POS) for generation from the S-6 data.

(7) a. (oprd-TO)
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i He will try to assuage the fears about �nanes.

(try/VB, (oprd-to/TO, (im-assuage/VB))

ii Many of the morning session winners turned out to be losers.

(turn/VB, (oprd-to/TO, (im-be/VB, (prd-loser/NN)))

b. (im-VB, (prd-JJ))

Amex expets to be fully operational by tomorrow.

(expet/VB, (oprd-to/TO, (im-be/VB, (prd-operational/JJ)))

. (nmod-TO, (im-VB))

The ability to trade without too muh di�ulty has steadily deteriorated.

(ability/NN, (nmod-to/TO, (im-trade/VB))

Although all of these ases are due to a mismath between the SR Task depen-

deny trees and the input expeted by our realiser, they point to di�erent input

on�gurations requiring di�erent modi�ations (rewritings) to ensure ompatibility

with the realiser. The strutured information given by the suspiion tree provides

a lear desription of the main tree on�gurations that need to be rewritten to or-

ret generation failures indued by in�nitival verbs. We used this information to

implement the rewrite rules required to resolve the identi�ed mismathes.

Forms that are suspiious in some but not all ontexts. The suspiion

tree an also highlight forms that are suspiious in some but not all ontexts. For

instane, the right frontier of the suspiion tree in Figure 4.10 shows that the CD

(ardinals) part of speeh ours in several suspiious forms namely, (IN, (CD)) (a

preposition dominating a ardinal), (CD, (IN)) (a ardinal dominating a preposition),

(CD, (CD)) (a ardinal dominating a ardinal), (CD, (DT)) (a ardinal dominating

a determiner) and (CD, (RB)) (a ardinal dominating an adverb). Examples for

these on�gurations and their subases are given in (8).

(8) a. (IN, (CD))

the end of 1991

(end/NN, (the/DT), (of/IN, (1991/CD)))

b. (CD, (IN))

one of the authors

(one/CD, (of/IN, (author/NN, (the/DT))))

. (CD, (CD))

Nov. 1 , 1997

(1/CD, (1997/CD), (Nov./NNP), (,/SYS))

d. (CD, (DT))

A seasonally adjusted 332.000

(332.000/CD, (a/DT), (adjusted/JJ, (seasonally/RB)))
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(IN, (CD))

(CD, (IN))

(JJ, (DT))

(CD, (CD))

(CD, (DT))

(CD, (RB))

(ont)(4, 22)

yes

no

(CD, (NNP))

(11, 28)(1, 12)

yes

no

yes

no

(CD, (CD), (NNP))

(1, 10)(0, 18)

yes

no

yes

no

(IN)

(POSS)

(ont)(0, 7)

yes

no

(0, 21)

yes

no

yes

no

(0, 79)

yes

no

(0, 164)

yes

no

Figure 4.10: Suspiion tree (POS) for generation from the NP-6 data (after �xing genitive,

oordination and determiner ases).

e. (CD, (RB))

1987 and early 1988

(1987/CD, (and/CC, (1988/CD, (early/RB))))

Notieably, the suspiious form (CD) does not appear in the suspiion tree. In

other words, the tree highlights the fat that ardinals lead to generation failure in

the ontexts shown but not in all ontexts. Indeed, in this ase, all suspiious forms

points to a single ause of failure namely, a mismath between grammar and lexion.

In the TAG grammar used, the onstrutions illustrated in (8) all expet ardinals

to be ategorised as nouns. In the lexion however, ardinals are ategorised as

determiners. We modi�ed the lexion to ategorise ardinals as both determiners

and nouns; and rerun the generator on the input. In the newly built suspiion trees,

ardinals no longer indue high generation failure rates. The fat that ardinals are

not always assoiated with failure an be traed bak to the fat that they are often

used as determiners and that for this ontext, the lexion ontains the appropriate

information.
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4.5 Using Error Mining to Improve Generation Results

We now brie�y report on how these error mining algorithms an help improve a

generation system by showing the impat of orretions on undergeneration.

4.5.1 Fixing Grammar and Lexion, and Rewriting Dependeny

Trees

Generating NP Chunks Table 4.2 summarises a run with 6 iterations between

error mining and error orretion on the NP data. The �rst row indiates the type

of NP hunks to be proessed, the seond (Input Data) the number of NP hunks to

be proessed, the third (Init Fail) the number of input on whih generation initially

fails and the last 5 ones the derease in errors (the number of failed ases with the

perentage failure) after �xing error ases identi�ed by the suspiion tree. R(X)

indiates that the orretion is obtained by rewriting the input for phenomena X,

G(X) indiates orretions in the grammar and L(X) indiates orretions in the

lexion.

NP-4 NP-6 NP-ALL

Input Data 23468 10520 123523

Init Fail 5939 (25.3%) 3560 (33.8%) 26769 (21.7%)

G(Coord) 4246 (18.1%) 2166 (20.6%) 21525 (17.4%)

R(Gen) 999 (4.3%) 956 (9.1%) 16702 (13.5%)

R(Dt) 833 (3.6%) 881 (8.4%) 16263 (13.2%)

L(days) 678 (2.9%) 876 (8.3%) 16094 (13%)

R(Adv) 649 (2.7%) 865 (8.2%) 16028 (13%)

Table 4.2: Diminishing the number of errors using information from error mining on NP

data.

The orretions involve rewriting the SR data to the format expeted by our

realiser, grammar orretions and lexion enrihment. Eah time a orretion is

applied, the suspiion tree is reomputed thereby highlighting the next most likely

soures of errors. G(Coord) indiates a �x in the grammar for oordination (disussed

in Setion 4.3.3.2 and Setion 4.4.4.2). R(Gen) involves rewriting dependeny trees

for genitive NPs (e.g., Oakland 's thief ) (Setion 4.3.3.2 and Setion 4.4.4.2) and

R(Dt) rewriting dependeny trees with determiners to map its part-of speeh from

determiner (DT) to pronoun (PRP) (Setion 4.4.4.3) and to noun (NN) (nominal

positions, e.g., That's good). L(days) involves updating the lexion with orret

days/NN to TAG families mapping (Setion 4.4.4.3). R(Adv) involves rewriting de-
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pendeny trees with adverbs to map its part-of speeh from adverb (RB) to adjetive

(JJ) (e.g., real estate alone) (Setion 4.4.4.2).

As the table shows, error mining permits dereasing undergeneration by 22.6, 25.6

and 8.7 points for NPs of size 4, 6 and ALL respetively. This suggests that simple

NPs an be generated but that bigger NPs still ause undergeneration (8.2% and

13% of the ases respetively for NP-6 and NP-ALL) presumably beause of more

omplex modi�ers suh as relative lauses, PPs and multiple determiners. Sine in

partiular, relative lauses also appear in sentenes, we proeeded to error mine the

sentene data so as to provide more data for the error mining algorithm and therefore

get a more global piture of the most important auses of failure.

Generating Sentenes Tables 4.3 show the impat of orretions on generation

for sentenes. The �rst olumn indiates the type of sentenes to be proessed, the

seond (Input Data) the number of sentenes to be proessed, the third (NP-Final)

the number of input (proessed with all improvements from Table 4.2) on whih

generation fails and, the fourth and the �fth error rates after rewriting dependeny

trees for in�nitival ases and auxiliary verb ases respetively.

Input Data NP-Final R(Inf) R(Aux)

S-6 3877 1707 (44.0%) 753 (19.4%) 398 (10.3%)

S-8 3583 1749 (48.8%) 936 (26.1%) 576 (16.1%)

S-ALL 26725 19280 (72.1%) 17862 (66.8%) 16445 (61.5%)

Table 4.3: Diminishing the number of errors using information from error mining on S

data.

During error mining on the S data, in�nitival verbs (disussed in Setion 4.4.4.3)

and auxiliary verbs appear as prominent mismathes between the SR dependeny

trees and the input expeted by our generator. R(Inf) in Table 4.3 involves 3 di�erent

rewriting rules orresponding to dependeny relations im, oprd and prd for rewriting

dependeny trees with in�nitival verbs. R(Aux) indiates rewriting for dependeny

trees with Verb/Auxiliary nulei (e.g., the whole proess might be reversed).

Finally, Table 4.4 summarises results from Table 4.2 and Table 4.3. The �rst

olumn indiates the type of dependeny data to be proessed and the seond (Input

Data) the number of data to be proessed. The rows named (Init Fail), (NP-Final)

and (S-Final) are initial error rates, errors after applying improvements from Ta-

ble 4.2, and errors after applying improvements from Table 4.3. Table 4.4 adds an

extra �nal improvement step (Final-Coling, �nal results reported in

[

Narayan and

Gardent, 2012a

℄

) onsisting of minor grammar improvement (trees for pre-determiner
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Data Init Fail NP-Final S-Final Final-Coling

NP-4 23468 5939 (25.3%) 649 (2.7%) - 503 (2.1%)

NP-6 10520 3560 (33.8%) 865 (8.2%) - 584 (5.5%)

NP-ALL 123523 26769 (21.7%) 16028 (13.0%) - 13967 (11.3%)

S-6 3877 - 1707 (44.0%) 398 (10.3%) 371 (9.5%)

S-8 3583 - 1749 (48.8%) 576 (16.1%) 545 (15.2%)

S-ALL 26725 - 19280 (72.1%) 16445 (61.5%) 16374 (61.2%)

Table 4.4: Overall impat of error mining on generation from di�erent types of dependeny

trees.

PDT added, e.g., all these millions), lexion enrihment (mapping to TAG families

orreted) and rewriting rule (mapping part-of-speeh from onjuntion CC to de-

terminer DT, e.g., neither/CC the Bush administration nor arms-ontrol experts).

The �Final-Coling� olumn in this Table shows the impat of S error redution on

NP error redution. As an be seen reduing S-errors positively impat NP errors

throughout.

In total we de�ned 11 rewrite rules (Gen-1, Dt-4, Adv-1, Inf-3, Aux-1 and Final-

1), made 2 grammar orretions and performed a few lexion updates.

Coverage and auray As the tables show, the orretions arried out after a

few yle of error mining and error orretion helps ahieve a large improvement in

overage for smaller dependeny trees; we notie a large drop of 23.2 points (from

25.3% to 2.1%) in error rates for NP-4, 28.3 points for NP-6, 34.5 points for S-4

and 33.6 points for S-6. For larger dependeny trees however, improvement is more

limited. Thus, the failure rate is redued by 10.4 points for NP-ALL (NPs from

minimum size 1 to maximum size 91 with the average size 4); and by 10.9 points for

S-ALL (sentenes from minimum size 1 to maximum size 134 with the average size

22).

To assess the preision of the surfae realiser after error mining, we omputed the

BLEU sore for the overed sentene data and obtained a sore of 0.835 for S-6, 0.80

for S-8 and 0.675 for S-ALL. The BLEU sore before error mining and orretion

is not reported here sine it has low overage due to the mismathes between the

strutures provided by the SR task and those expeted by the realiser.

4.5.2 Fixing Bug in Realization Algorithm

Symboli generators are very sensitive to disrepanies in the generation system.

Although, we improved signi�antly for all sorts of dependeny trees (NPs and Ss)
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with our vigorous error mining, the overage of our generator was still very low

(38.8%) for S-ALL. At this stage, our error mining tehniques were not able to pin

point any major problem in the grammar or the lexion, or any mismathes in the

input dependeny trees. The reported suspiious forms were somehow uniformly

distributed.

This senario points us to possibility of bugs in our realization algorithm (de-

sribed in Chapter 3). After thorough investigation of our generation system, we

found that muh of the remaining undergeneration was due to how multiple modi-

�ers were represented.

ats

theall

tcat

tthe

tall

0

0

tcat

talltthe

0 0

Shallow dependeny tree Standard (dependent) Derivation Independent Derivation

Figure 4.11: Shallow dependeny tree for the phrase All the ats and its possible deriva-

tions.

Consider an example dependeny tree shown in Figure 4.11 (leftmost) for the

phrase All the ats where both all and the modi�es ats. As shown in Figure 4.11,

there are two possible derivations of this phrase in TAG. Figure 4.11 (middle) is an

standard derivation

[

Vijay-Shanker and Joshi, 1988

℄

where the tree for all adjoins to

the root of the tree for the and the resulting tree then adjoins to the root of the tree

for at. Figure 4.11 (rightmost) is an independent derivation (multiple adjuntion,

[

Shabes and Shieber, 1992; Shabes and Shieber, 1994

℄

) whih allows both trees for

the and all to adjoin simultaneously at the root of the tree for at. Shabes and

Shieber (1994) have shown that multiple adjuntion better aptures dependenies

between words. In fat, SR Task dependeny trees also use suh dependenies quite

frequently for representing multiple auxiliary verbs, multiple intersetive modi�ers,

sentential lauses et.

Given the input shown in Figure 4.11 (leftmost), a generator produing standard

derivations

[

Vijay-Shanker and Joshi, 1988

℄

will fail to generate. The input depen-

deny tree will be onsidered a mismath between the input provided and the input

expeted by the grammar. Hene, the input dependeny tree will require a rewrite

to math it to the standard derivation (Figure 4.11, middle).

Instead, following Shabes and Shieber (1994), for the input shown in Figure 4.11

(leftmost), our generator tries to generate the independent derivation (Figure 4.11,
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rightmost) apturing the exat dependenies.

Shabes and Shieber (1994) have provided an algorithm for TAG whih supports

multiple adjuntion. The urrent version of our realisation algorithm extends Shabes

and Shieber's approah to FB-LTAG. However, our reent researh has shown that

the diret extension of Shabes and Shieber's approah to FB-LTAG fails to derive the

sentene under multiple adjuntion beause of inappropriate feature uni�ations. We

give a muh more detailed explanation of this issue in Appendix A. We also present

a proper extension of multiple adjuntion in TAG to FB-LTAG in Appendix A.

We inorporate these modi�ations to our realization algorithm and regenerate

S-ALL. Note that these modi�ations �x a distint undergeneration problem of the

generator and will not alter the results disussed in Chapter 3 and the previous

setions of this hapter.

Final overage and auray As we disussed before, dependeny trees re�eting

the need for multiple adjuntion are very frequent in the SR Task data. The disussed

modi�ations improves our generation by an unpreedented margin of 42.5 points.

Input Data

Final-Coling Final

Fail (Failed %) BLEU Fail (Failed %) BLEU

S-ALL 26725 16445 (61.5%) 0.675 5078 (19%) 0.72

Table 4.5: Diminishing the number of errors after �xing the realization algorithm.

Table 4.5 shows the �nal results ahieved on S-ALL. Final-Coling are �nal results

shown in Table 4.4. Final shows the �nal results after �xing the algorithm. As we

an see, we drop the error rate from 61.5% to 19% and improve BLEU sore from

0.675 to 0.72 for overed sentenes.

The suspiion tree built after the Final step shows that oordination ases appear

as most suspiious forms. Although the orretions made for oordination in the

grammar G(Coord) permit generating simple oordinations (e.g., John and Mary

likes beans., We played on the roof and in the garden., I ooked beans and she ate

it.), the grammar still fails to generate for more omplex oordination phenomena

(e.g., verb oordination I ooked and ate beans., gapping phenomenon John eat �sh

and Harry hips., I liked beans that Harry ooked and whih Mary ate.)

[

Sarkar and

Joshi, 1996

℄

. Other top suspiious forms are multiword expressions (e.g., at least, so

far) and foreign words (part-of-speeh FW) (e.g., the nazelnik, perestroika, produt

de jour).
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4.6 Conlusion

Previous work on error mining has foused on appliations (parsing) where the input

data is sequential working mainly on words and part of speeh tags. These tehniques

generate a �at list of suspiious forms ranked by dereasing order of suspiion.

In this hapter, we proposed two novel approahes to error mining: �rst, we

proposed a novel approah to error mining whih permits mining trees and seond,

we introdued another novel error mining algorithm to struture the output of error

mining in a way that supports a linguistially meaningful error analysis.

We demonstrated its workings by applying it to the input data provided by the

Generation Challenge SR Task to the analysis of undergeneration in a grammar based

surfae realisation algorithm. And we showed that this supports the identi�ation of

gaps and errors in the grammar and in the lexion; and of mismathes between the

input data format and the format expeted by our realiser. We show that it permits

quikly identifying the main soures of errors while providing a detailed desription

of the various subases of these soures if any.

The approah is generi in that it permits mining trees and strings for suspiious

forms of arbitrary size and arbitrary onjuntions of labelling. It ould be used for

instane to detet and struture the n-grams that frequently indue parsing errors;

or to identify subtrees that frequently our in agrammatial output produed by a

generator.

One interesting diretion would be to explore how these error mining approahes

an be used to detet the most likely soures of overgeneration based on the output

of this surfae realiser on the SR Task data. Using the Penn Treebank sentenes

assoiated with eah SR Task dependeny tree, the two tree sets neessary to support

error mining ould be reated by dividing the set of trees output by the surfae realiser

into a set of trees (FAIL) assoiated with overgeneration (the generated sentenes

do not math the original sentenes) and a set of trees (SUCCESS) assoiated with

suess (the generated sentene mathes the original sentenes). Exatly whih tree

should populate the SUCCESS and FAIL set is an open question. The various

evaluation metris used by the SR Task (BLEU, NIST, METEOR and TER) ould

be used to determine a threshold under whih an output is onsidered inorret

(and thus lassi�ed as FAIL). Alternatively, a strit mathing might be required.

Similarly, sine the surfae realiser is non-deterministi, the number of output trees

to be kept will need to be experimented with.

We ould also investigate whether the approah an be useful in automatially

deteting treebank and parse errors

[

Boyd et al., 2008; Dikinson and Smith, 2011

℄

.
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In this hapter, we fous on the task of generating ellipti sentenes. We extrat

from the data provided by the Surfae Realisation (SR) Task

[

Belz et al., 2011

℄

2398

input whose orresponding output sentene ontain an ellipsis. We show that 9%

of the data ontains an ellipsis and that both overage and BLEU sore markedly

derease for ellipti input (from 82.3% overage for non-ellipti sentenes to 65.3%

for ellipti sentenes and from 0.60 BLEU sore to 0.47). We argue that elided

material should be represented using phonetially empty nodes and we introdue a

set of rewrite rules whih permits adding these empty ategories to the SR data.

Finally, we evaluate an existing surfae realiser on the resulting dataset. We show

that, after rewriting, the generator ahieves a overage of 76% and a BLEU sore of

0.74 on the elliptial data.

5.1 Introdution

To a large extent, previous work on generating ellipsis has assumed a semantially

fully spei�ed input

[

Shaw, 1998; Harbush and Kempen, 2009; Theune et al., 2006

℄

.

Given suh input, ellipti sentenes are then generated by �rst, produing full sen-

tenes and seond, deleting from these sentenes substrings that were identi�ed to

obey deletion onstraints.

In ontrast, reent work on generation often assumes input where repeated mate-

rial has already been elided. This inludes work on sentene ompression whih regen-

erates sentenes from surfae dependeny trees derived from parsing the initial text

[

Filippova and Strube, 2008

℄

; Surfae realisation approahes whih have produed

results for regenerating from the Penn Treebank

[

Langkilde, 2002; Callaway, 2003;

Zhong and Stent, 2005; Cahill and Van Genabith, 2006; White and Rajkumar, 2009

℄

;

and more reently, the SR Task

[

Belz et al., 2011

℄

whih has proposed dependeny

trees and graphs derived from the Penn Treebank (PTB) as a ommon ground in-

put representation for testing and omparing existing surfae realisers. In all these

approahes, repeated material is omitted from the representation that is input to

surfae realisation.

As shown in the literature, modelling the interfae between the empty phonology

and the syntati struture of ellipses is a di�ult task. For parsing, Sarkar and Joshi

(1996), Banik (2004) and Seddah (2008) propose either to modify the derivation

proess of Tree Adjoining Grammar or to introdue elementary trees anhored with

empty ategory in a synhronous TAG to aommodate ellipti oordinations. In

HPSG (Head-Driven Phrase Struture Grammar), Levy and Pollard (2001) introdue

a neutralisation mehanism to aount for unlike onstituent oordination ; in LFG
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(Lexial Funtional Grammar), Dalrymple and Kaplan (2000) employ set values to

model oordination; in CCG (Combinatory Categorial Grammar,

[

Steedman, 1996

℄

),

it is the non-standard notion of onstitueny assumed by the approah whih permits

aounting for oordinated strutures; �nally, in TLCG (Type-Logial Categorial

Grammar), gapping is treated as like-ategory onstituent oordinations

[

Kubota

and Levine, 2012

℄

.

In this hapter, we fous on how surfae realisation handles elliptial sentenes

given an input where repeated material is omitted. We extrat from the SR data 2398

input whose orresponding output sentene ontain an ellipsis. Based on previous

work on how to annotate and to represent ellipsis, we argue that elided material

should be represented using phonetially empty nodes (Setion 5.2) and we introdue

a set of rewrite rules whih permits adding these empty ategories to the SR data

(Setion 5.3). We then evaluate our surfae realiser (desribed in Chapter 3,

[

Narayan

and Gardent, 2012b

℄

) on the resulting dataset (Setion 5.4) and we show that, on

this data, the generator ahieves a overage of 76% and a BLEU sore, for the

generated sentenes, of 0.74. Setion 5.5 disusses related work on generating ellipti

oordination. Finally, Setion 5.6 onludes.

5.2 Representing and Annotating Elided Material

In ellipti sentenes, there is meaning without sound. Thus the usual form/meaning

mappings that in non-ellipti sentenes allow us to map sounds onto their orre-

sponding meanings, break down. We now desribe various phenomena of ellipti

oordination and then brie�y review how elided material is represented in the liter-

ature and in the SR data.

5.2.1 Ellipti Sentenes

Ellipti oordination involves a wide range of phenomena inluding in partiular non-

onstituent oordination (9(a), NCC) i.e., ases where sequenes of onstituents are

oordinated; gapping (9(b), Gapping) i.e., ases where the verb and possibly some

additional material is elided; shared subjets (9(), SS) and right node raising (9(d),

RNR) i.e., ases where a rightmost onstituent is shared by two or more lauses.

Other types of ellipti oordination inlude sluiing

16

and Verb-Phrase ellipsis

17

.

These will not be disussed here beause they an be handled by the generator by

16

Phoebe wants to eat something, but she doesn't know what.

17

You might do it, but I won't.
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having the appropriate ategories in the grammar and the lexion e.g., in a Tree Ad-

joining Grammar, an auxiliary anhoring a verb phrase for VP ellipsis and question

words anhoring a sentene for sluiing.

(9) (a) [It rose℄i 4.8 % in June 1998 and ǫi 4.7% in June 1999. NCC

(b) Sumitomo bank [donated℄i $500, 000, Tokyo prefeture ǫi $15, 000 and the

ity of Osaka ǫi $10, 000. Gapping

() [the state ageny 's �gures℄i ǫi on�rm previous estimates and ǫi leave the

index at 178.9. Shared Subjet

(d) He ommissions ǫi and splendidly interprets ǫi [fearsome ontemporary

sores℄i. RNR

We refer to the non-ellipti lause as the soure and to the ellipti lause as the

target. In the soure, the brakets indiate the element shared with the target while

in the target, the ǫi sign indiate the elided material with o-indexing indiating the

anteedent/ellipsis relation. In gapping lauses, we refer to the onstituents in the

gapped lause, as remnants.

5.2.2 Representing and Annotating Elided Material

We now brie�y review how elided material is represented in the literature and in the

SR data.

5.2.2.1 Linguisti Approahes

While Sag (1976), Williams (1977), Kehler (2002), Merhant (2001) and van Crae-

nenbroek (2010) have argued for a strutural approah i.e., one whih posits syn-

tati struture for the elided material, Keenan (1971), Hardt (1993), Dalrymple et

al. (1991), Ginzburg and Sag (2000) and Culiover and Jakendo� (2005) all de-

fend a non strutural approah. Although no onsensus has yet been reahed on

these questions, many of these approahes do postulate an abstrat syntax for ellip-

sis. That is they posit that elided material lienses the introdution of phonetially

empty ategories in the syntax or at some more abstrat level (e.g., the logial form

of generative linguistis).

5.2.2.2 Treebank Approahes

Similarly, in omputational linguistis, the treebanks used to train and evaluate

parsers propose di�erent means of representing ellipsis.
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Penn Treebank For phrase struture syntax, the Penn Treebank Braketing Guide-

lines extensively desribe how to annotate oordination and missing material in En-

glish

[

Bies et al., 1995

℄

. For shared omplements (e.g., shared subjet and right node

raising onstrutions), these guidelines state that the elided material lienses the

introdution of an empty *RNR* ategory o-indexed with the shared omplement

(f. Figure 5.1) while gapping onstrutions are handled by labelling the gapping

remnants (i.e., the onstituents present in the gapping lause) with the index of their

parallel element in the soure (f. Figure 5.2).

(S

(VP (VB Do)(VP (VB avoid)

(S (VP (VPG punturing(NP *RNR*-5))

(CC or)

(VP (VBG utting)(PP (IN into)

(NP *RNR*-5)))

(NP-5 meats))))

)

Figure 5.1: Penn Treebank annotation for Right Node Raising �Do avoid punturing ǫi or
utting into ǫi [meats℄i.�

(S

(S (NP-SBJ-10 Mary)

(VP (VBZ likes) (NP-11 potatoes)))

(CC and)

(S (NP-SBJ=10 Bill)

(, ,) (NP=11 ostrihes))

)

Figure 5.2: Penn Treebank annotation for gapping �Mary [likes℄i potatoes and Bill ǫi
ostrihes.�

Dependeny Treebanks In dependeny treebanks, headless ellipti onstruts

suh as gapping additionally raise the issue of how to represent the daughters of an

empty head. Three main types of approahes have been proposed. In dependeny

treebanks for German

[

Daum et al., 2004; Haji£ et al., 2009

℄

and in the Czeh tree-

bank

[

�mejrek et al., 2004; Haji£ et al., 2009

℄

, one of the dependents of the headless

phrase is delared to be the head. This is a rather undesirable solution beause it

hides the fat that there the lause laks a head. In ontrast, the Hungarian depen-

deny treebank

[

Vinze et al., 2010

℄

expliitly represents the elided elements in the
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trees by introduing phonetially empty elements that serve as attahment points to

other tokens. This is the leanest solution from a linguisti point of view. Similarly,

Seeker and Kuhn (2012) present a onversion of the German Tiger treebank whih

introdues empty nodes for verb ellipses if a phrase normally headed by a verb is

laking a head. They ompare the performane of two statistial dependeny parsers

on the anonial version and the CoNLL 2009 Shared Task data and show that the

onverted dependeny treebank they propose yields better parsing results than the

treebank not ontaining empty heads.

5.2.2.3 Shallow Dependeny Trees from the SR Data

In the shallow dependeny tree provided by the SR Task, the representation of el-

lipsis adopted in the Penn Treebank is preserved modulo some important di�erenes

regarding o-indexing. Figures 5.3, 5.4, 5.5, 5.6, 5.7 and 5.8 show (simpli�ed) input

trees from the SR data.

d o n a t e

Sumitomo bank

SBJ

a n d

COORD

$ 5 0 0 , 0 0 0

OBJ

Tokyo prefecture

GAP-SBJ

$ 1 5 , 0 0 0

GAP-OBJ

Figure 5.3: Gapping in the SR data. �Sumitomo bank [donated℄i $500, 000 and Tokyo

prefeture ǫi $15, 000.�

Gapping is represented as in the PTB by labelling the remnants with a marker Gapping

indiating the soure element parallel to eah remnant. However while in the PTB,

this parallelism is made expliit by o-indexing (the soure element is marked with

an index i and its parallel target element with the marker = i), in the SR data this

parallelism is approximated using funtions. For instane, if the remnant is parallel

to the soure subjet, it will be labelled gap-sbj (f. Figure 5.3).

This is problemati in ases with several gapped lauses suh as Frane voted the

same as the US 76% of the time, West Germany 79%, Italy 81% and Britain 83%

whose SR input tree is shown in Figure 5.4. Sine the input trees are unordered

and the tree struture is �at, it is impossible to determine whih remnants belong

together i.e., whether the input tree represents the sentene �Frane voted the same
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vo te

France

SBJ

t h e  s a m e
as  the  US

OBJ

76 % of
the  t ime

TMP

,

P

W e s t
Germany

GAP-SBJ

7 9  %

GAP-TMP

,

P

Italy

GAP-SBJ

8 1  %

GAP-TMP

a n d

COORD

Britain

GAP-SBJ

8 3  %

GAP-TMP

Figure 5.4: Problemati gapping ase in the SR data. �Frane [voted℄i the same as the US

76% of the time, West Germany ǫi 79%, Italy ǫi 81% and Britain ǫi 83%.�

confirm

The state agency’s f igures

SBJ

a n d

COORD

previous  es t imates

OBJ

leave

CONJ

the  index  a t  178 .9

OBJ

Figure 5.5: Subjet sharing in the SR data. �[The state ageny 's �gures℄i ǫi on�rm

previous estimates and ǫi leave the index at 178.9�

commission

He

SBJ

a n d

COORD

fearsome contemporary  score

OBJ

splendidly interpret

CONJ

Figure 5.6: Subjet Sharing and RNR in the SR data. �[He℄j ǫj ommissions ǫi and ǫj
splendidly interprets ǫi [fearsome ontemporary sores℄i.�
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as the US 76% of the time, West Germany 79%, Italy 81% and Britain 83%� or

�Frane voted the same as the US 76% of the time, West Germany 81%, Italy 79%

and Britain 83%�.

b e

They

SBJ

s h o w

VC

n o t

ADV

t a k e

OPRD

James Madison

OBJ

or

COORD

a puff

OBJ

light up

CONJ

Figure 5.7: Non-shared Objet �They aren't showing James Madison taking a pu� or

lighting up�

For right-node raising (Figure 5.6, RNR) and shared subjets (Figure 5.5 and RNR

5.6, SS) , the oindexation present in the PTB is dropped in the SR data. That SS

is, while in the PTB, the shared argument is represented by an empty ategory o-

indexed with the realised omplement, in the SR data this o-indexing disappear.

As a result, the SR representation underspei�es the relation between the objet

and the oordinated verbs in RNR onstrutions: the objet ould be shared as

in He ommissions ǫi and splendidly interprets ǫi [fearsome ontemporary sores℄i.

(Figure 5.6) or not as in They aren't showing James Madison taking a pu� or lighting

up (Figure 5.7). In both ases, the representation is the same i.e., the shared objet

(fearsome ontemporary sores) and the unshared objet (a pu�) are both attahed

to the �rst verb.

Finally, non-onstituent oordination (NCC) strutures are handled in the same NCC

way as gapping by having the gapping remnants labelled with a GAP pre�xed fun-

tion (e.g., GAP-SBJ) indiating whih element in the soure the gapping remnant is

parallel to (f. Figure 5.8).
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rise

It

SBJ

a n d

COORD

4.8  %

EXT

in June 1998

TMP

4.7  %

GAP-EXT

in June 1999

GAP-TMP

Figure 5.8: NCC in the SR data. �It rose 4.8 % in June 1998 and 4.7% in June 1999.�

In sum, while some linguists have argued for an approah where ellipsis has no

syntati representation, many have provided strong empirial evidene for positing

empty nodes as plae-holders for ellipti material (Setion 5.2.2.1). Similarly, in

devising treebanks, omputational linguists have osillated between representations

with and without empty ategories (Setion 5.2.2.2).

In ontrast, the SR representation shema underspei�es ellipsis in two ways. For

gapping and non-onstituent oordination, it desribes parallelism between soure

and target elements rather than speifying the syntax of the elided material. For

subjet sharing and right node raising, it fails to expliitly speify argument sharing.

In the following setion, we propose to modify the SR representations by making

the relationship between ellipsis and anteedent expliit using phonetially empty

ategories and o-indexing.

5.3 Rewriting the SR Data

In the previous setion, we disussed how the SR data underspei�es the sentenes

to be generated. To resolve this underspei�ation, we rewrite the SR data using

tree rewrite rules as follows.

Gapping and NCC strutures rewriting For gapping and NCC strutures,

we opy the soure material that has no (gap- marked) ounterpart in the target

lause to the target lause marking it to indiate a phonetially empty ategory.

Figure 5.9 shows the rule a�eting suh strutures. V is a verb; CONJ, a onjuntive

oordination; and X, Y and W, three sets of dependents. The anteedent verb (V)

and the soure material without ounterpart in the gapping lause (W) are opied
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V V

fun oord fun oord

X CONJ W X CONJ W

gap-fun ⇒ onj

Y Vǫ

fun

Y Wǫ

Figure 5.9: Gapping and Non-Constituent Coordination strutures rewriting.

over to the gapping lause and marked as phonetially empty.

V1 V1

subj oord subj oord

X CONJ Y1 X CONJ Y1

onj ⇒ onj

V2 V2

subj

Y2 Xǫ Y2

Figure 5.10: Subjet sharing rewriting.

Subjet sharing rewriting For Subjet sharing, we opy the shared subjet of

the soure lause in the target lause and mark it to be a phonetially empty ategory.

Figure 5.10 shows the subjet sharing rewrite rule. V1 and V2 are verbs; CONJ, a

onjuntive oordination; and X, Y1 and Y2, three sets of dependents. The subjet

dependent X is shared between the verbs V1 and V2. The subjet dependent X is

opied over to the target lause and marked as phonetially empty.

Right-Node-Raising rewriting For Right-Node-Raising, we unfold the ambigu-

ity produing strutures where arguments present in the soure but not in the target
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V1 V1 V1

oord obj oord obj oord obj

X1 CONJ Y X1 CONJ Y X1 CONJ Yǫ

onj ⇒
{

onj , onj

}

V2 V2 V2

obj

X2 X2 X2 Y

Figure 5.11: Right-Node-Raising rewriting.

are optionally opied over to the target. Figure 5.11 shows the right-node-raising

rewrite rule. V1 and V2 are verbs; CONJ, a onjuntive oordination; and X1, X2

and Y, three sets of dependents. The objet dependent Y of the verb V1 ould be

shared with the verb V2. Hene, the objet dependent is optionally opied over to

the target lause and marked as phonetially empty in the soure lause. Generator

tries to generate from both possible strutures.

These rewrite rules are implemented e�iently using GrGen, an e�ient graph

rewriting system

[

Geiÿet al., 2006

℄

.

5.4 Generating Ellipti Coordination

5.4.1 The Surfae Realiser

To generate sentenes from the SR data, we use the surfae realiser desribed in

Chapter 3,

[

Narayan and Gardent, 2012b

℄

. This generator �rst selets the elementary

FB-LTAG trees assoiated in the lexion with the lemmas and part of speeh tags

assoiated with eah node in the input dependeny tree. It then attempts to ombine

the seleted trees bottom-up taking into aount the struture of the input tree (only

trees that are seleted by nodes belonging to the same loal input tree are tried

for ombination). A language model is used to implement a beam searh letting

through only the n most likely phrases at eah bottom up ombination step. In this

experiment, we set n to 5. The generator thus outputs at most 5 sentenes for eah

input.

As mentioned in the introdution, most omputational grammars have di�ulty
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Figure 5.12: Gapping after rewriting �Sumitomo bank [donated℄i $500, 000 and Tokyo

prefeture ǫi $15, 000.�

aounting for ellipses and FB-LTAG is no exeption.

For parsing with TAG, two main methods have been proposed for proessing

elliptial sentenes. Sarkar and Joshi (1996) introdues an additional operation for

ombining TAG trees whih yields derivation graphs rather than trees. Seddah (2008)

uses Multi-Component TAG and proposes to assoiate eah elementary verb tree with

an ellipti tree with di�erent pairs representing di�erent types of ellipses.

We ould use either of these approahes for generation. The �rst approah

[

Sarkar

and Joshi, 1996

℄

however has the drawbak that it leads to a non-standard notion

of derivation (the derivation trees beome derivation graphs). The seond

[

Seddah,

2008

℄

on the other hand, indues a proliferation of trees in the grammar and impats

e�ieny.

Instead, we show that, given an input enrihed with empty ategories as proposed

in the previous setion, neither the grammar nor the tree ombination operation need

hanging. Indeed, our FB-LTAG surfae realiser diretly supports the generation of

ellipti sentenes. It su�es to assume that an FB-LTAG elementary tree may be

anhored by the empty string. Given an input node marked as phonetially empty,

the generator will then selet all FB-LTAG rules that are ompatible with the lexial

and the morpho-syntati features labelling that node. Generation will then proeed

as usual by omposing the trees seleted on the basis of the input using substitution

and adjuntion; and by retrieving from the generation forest those sentenes whose

phrase struture tree overs the input.

For instane, given the rewritten input shown in Figure 5.12, the TAG trees

assoiated in the lexion with donate will be seleted; anhored with the empty
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NP

Tokyo prefeture

S

NP↓ VP

V NP↓
ǫ

NP

$15,000

Figure 5.13: Derivation for �Tokyo prefeture ǫ $15,000�.

string and ombined with the TAG trees built for Tokyo Prefeture and $15,000 thus

yielding the derivation shown in Figure 5.13.

The generator treats oindexed nodes separately and so it may overgenerate by

assigning di�erent TAG trees to these nodes. Despite of overgeneration, it always

generates grammatial sentenes beause oindexed nodes always share same gram-

matial features.

5.4.2 The Data

We use the shallow dependeny trees (26604 sentenes) provided by the SR Task

to evaluate the performane of the surfae realiser on ellipti oordination. This is

omparatively less than the SR data (26725 sentenes) disussed in Chapter 3 and 4.

Sentenes with problemati ases suh as multiword expressions and foreign words

(disussed at the end of Chapter 4) are dropped to fous on omplex oordination

ases.

To fous on ellipsis, we retrieve those sentenes whih were identi�ed by our

rewrite rules as potentially ontaining an ellipti oordination. In essene, these

rewrite rules will identify all ases of non-onstituent oordination and gapping (be-

ause these involve gap-x dependenies with �x� a dependeny relation and are

therefore easily deteted) and of shared-subjets (beause the tree patterns used to

detet are unambiguous i.e., only apply if there is indeed a shared subjet). For

RNR, as disussed in the previous setion, the SR format is ambiguous and onse-

quently, the rewrite rules might identify as objet sharing ases where in fat the

objet is not shared. As noted by one of our anonymous reviewers at ENLG 2013,

the false interpretation ould be dropped out by onsulting the Penn Treebank

18

.

The approah would not generalise to other data however.

In total, we retrieve 2398 sentenes potentially ontaining an ellipti oordination

18

The Penn Treebank makes the RNR interpretations expliit (refer to Figure 5.1), but this will

deter the purpose of the SR Task
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Ellipti Coordination Data

Ellipti Coordination Pass

BLEU Sores

COV ALL

RNR (384)

Before 66% 0.68 0.45

After 81% 0.70 0.57

Delta +15 +0.02 +0.12

SS (1462)

Before 70% 0.74 0.52

After 75% 0.75 0.56

Delta +5 +0.01 +0.04

SS + RNR

(456)

Before 61% 0.71 0.43

After 74% 0.73 0.54

Delta +13 +0.02 +0.11

Gapping

(36)

Before 3% 0.53 0.01

After 67% 0.74 0.49

Delta +64 +0.21 +0.48

NCC (60)

Before 5% 0.68 0.03

After 73% 0.74 0.54

Delta +68 +0.06 +0.51

Total

(2398)

Before 65% 0.72 0.47

After 76% 0.74 0.56

Delta +11 +0.02 +0.09

Table 5.1: Generation results on elliptial data before and after input rewriting.

from the SR data. The number and distribution of these sentenes in terms of ellipsis

types are given in Table 5.1. The number in brakets in the �rst olumn is the number

of ases. Pass stands for the overage of the generator. COV and ALL in BLEU sores

olumn stand for BLEU sores for the overed and the total input data. And, last

but not least, SS stands for Shared Subjet, NCC for Non-Constituent Coordination,

and RNR for Right Node Raising.

5.4.3 Evaluation

We ran the surfae realiser on the SR input data both before and after rewriting

ellipti oordinations. The results are shown in Table 5.2. We present our results

on three sets of sentenes; on the sentenes estimated to ontain ellipsis (+E); on

sentenes devoid of ellipsis (-E); and on all sentenes (T). They indiate overage

and BLEU sore before and after rewriting. Average BLEU sore is given both

with respet to overed sentenes (COV) i.e., the set of input for whih generation

sueeds; and for all sentenes (ALL). While omputing the average BLUE sore for

ALL, BLEU sore for eah unovered sentene was taken to be 0.
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SR Data Pass

BLEU Sores

COV ALL

+E (2398)

(Table 5.1)

Before 65% 0.72 0.47

After 76% 0.74 0.56

Delta +11 +0.02 +0.09

-E (24206)

Before 82% 0.73 0.60

After 82% 0.73 0.60

Delta +0 +0.00 +0.00

T (26604)

Before 81% 0.72 0.58

After 82% 0.73 0.60

Delta +1 +0.01 +0.02

Table 5.2: Generation results on the SR data before and after input rewriting.

The impat of ellipsis on overage and preision. Previous work on parsing

showed that oordination was a main soure of parsing failure

[

Collins, 1999

℄

. Sim-

ilarly, ellipses is an important soure of failure for the TAG generator. Ellipses are

relatively frequent with 9% of the sentenes in the SR data ontaining an ellipti

struture and performane markedly dereases in the presene of ellipsis. Thus, be-

fore rewriting, overage dereases from 82.3% for non-ellipti sentenes to 80.75% on

all sentenes (ellipti and non-ellipti sentenes) and to 65.3% on the set of ellipti

sentenes. Similarly, BLEU sore dereases from 0.60 for non elliptial sentenes to

0.58 for all sentenes and to 0.47 for ellipti sentenes. In sum, both overage and

BLEU sore derease as the number of ellipti input inreases.

The impat of the input representation on overage and preision. Re-

ent work on treebank annotation has shown that the annotation shema adopted

for oordination impats parsing. In partiular, Maier et al. (2012) propose revised

annotation guidelines for oordinations in the Penn Treebank whose aim is to fa-

ilitate the detetion of oordinations. And Dukes and Habash (2011) show that

treebank annotations whih inlude phonetially empty material for representing

elided material allows for better parsing results.

Similarly, Table 5.2 shows that the way in whih ellipsis is represented in the input

data has a strong impat on generation. Thus rewriting the input data markedly

extends overage with an overall improvement of 11 points (from 65% to 76%) for

ellipti sentenes and of almost 1 point for all sentenes.

As detailed in Table 5.1 though, there are important di�erenes between the

di�erent types of ellipti onstruts: overage inreases by 68 points for NCC and

64 points for gapping against only 15, 13 and 5 points for RNR, mixed RNR-Shared
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Subjet and Shared Subjet respetively. The reason for this is that sentenes are

generated for many input ontaining the latter types of onstrutions (RNR and

Shared Subjet) even without rewriting. In fat, generation sueeds on the non-

rewritten input for a majority of RNR (66% PASS), Shared Subjet (70% PASS) and

mixed RNR-Shared Subjet (61% PASS) onstrutions whereas it fails for almost all

ases of gapping (3% PASS) and of NCC (5% PASS). The reason for this di�erene

is that, while the grammar annot ope with headless onstrutions suh as gapping

and NCC onstrutions, it an often provide a derivation for shared subjet sentenes

by using the �nite verb form in the soure sentene and the orresponding in�nitival

form in the target. Sine the in�nitival does not require a subjet, the target sentene

is generated. Similarly, RNR onstrutions an be generated when the verb in the

soure lause has both a transitive and an intransitive form: the transitive form

is used to generate the soure lause and the intransitive for the target lause. In

short, many sentenes ontaining a RNR or a shared subjet onstrution an be

generated without rewriting beause the grammar overgenerates i.e., it produes

sentenes whih are valid sentenes of English but whose phrase struture tree is

inorret.

Nevertheless, as the results show, rewriting onsistently helps inreasing overage

even for RNR (+15 points), Shared Subjet (+5 points) and mixed RNR-Shared

Subjet (+13 points) onstrutions beause (i) not all verbs have both a transitive

and an intransitive verb form and (ii) the input for the ellipti lause may require

a �nite form for the target verb (e.g., in sentenes suh as �[they℄i weren't �red but

instead ǫi were negleted� where the target lause inludes an auxiliary requiring a

past partiipial whih in this ontext requires a subjet).

Preision is measured using the BLEU sore. For eah input, we take the best

sore obtained within the 5 derivations

19

produed by the generator. Sine the BLEU

sore re�ets the degree to whih a sentene generated by the system mathes the

orresponding Penn Treebank sentene, it is impated not just by ellipti oordina-

tion but also by all linguisti onstrutions present in the sentene. Nonetheless,

the results show that rewriting onsistently improves the BLEU sore with an over-

all inrease of 0.09 points on the set of ellipti sentenes. Moreover, the onsistent

improvement in terms of BLEU sore for generated sentenes (COV olumn) shows

that rewriting simultaneously improves both overage and preision that is, that for

those sentenes that are generated, rewriting onsistently improves preision.

19

The language model used in the generator allows only 5 likely derivations (refer to setion 5.4.1).
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Analysing the remaining failure ases. To better assess the extent to whih

rewriting and the FB-LTAG generation system sueed in generating ellipti o-

ordinations, we performed error mining on the ellipti data using our error miner

desribed in Chapter 4

[

Gardent and Narayan, 2012; Narayan and Gardent, 2012a

℄

.

This method permits highlighting the most likely soures of error given two datasets:

a set of suessful ases and a set of failure ases. In this ase, the suessful ases is

the subset of rewritten input data for ellipti oordination ases for whih generation

sueeds. The failure ases is the subset for whih generation fails. If ellipti oor-

dination was still a major soure of errors, input nodes or edges labelled with labels

related to ellipti oordination (e.g., the oord and the gap-x dependeny relations

or the CONJ part of speeh tag) would surfae as most suspiious forms. In pratie

however, we found that the 5 top soures of errors highlighted by error mining all

inlude the dep relation, an unknown dependeny relation used by the Pennon-

verter when it fails to assign a label to a dependeny edge. In other words, most of

the remaining ellipti ases for whih generation fails, fails for reasons unrelated to

ellipsis.

Comparison with other surfae realisers There is no data available on the

performane of surfae realisers on ellipti input. However, the performane of the

surfae realiser an be ompared with those partiipating in the shallow trak of the

SR hallenge. Sine the realiser we are using is not trained on the training data

(the grammar was written manually), we try to generate the omplete training data

(Chapter 2). Using the training data also allows us to gather a larger set of ellipti

sentenes for evaluation while evaluating also on the test data (100 sentenes) allows

omparison with other realisers.

On the SR training data, the TAG surfae realiser has an average run time of

2.78 seonds per sentene (with an average of 20 words per sentene), a overage of

82% and BLEU sores of 0.73 for overed and 0.60 for all. On the SR test data, the

realiser ahieves a overage of 79% and BLEU sores of 0.59 for overed and 0.47 for

all. In omparison, the statistial systems in the SR Tasks ahieved 0.88, 0.85 and

0.67 BLEU sore on the SR test set and the best symboli system 0.25

[

Belz et al.,

2011

℄

.

5.5 Related Work

Previous work on generating ellipti sentenes has mostly foused on identifying

material that ould be elided and on de�ning proedures apable of produing input
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strutures for surfae realisation that support the generation of ellipti sentenes.

Dalianis and Hovy (1996) arried out a study to see how and when people use

aggregation i.e., operations for reduing redundany. Using the result of this study,

they proposed 8 aggregation rules inluding some rules for mapping repetitive syn-

tati strutures to strutures representing shared subjets and gapping.

Shaw (1998) developed a sentene planner whih generates ellipti sentenes in 3

steps. First, input data are grouped aording to their similarities. Seond, repeated

elements are marked. Third, onstraints are used to determine whih ourrenes

of a marked element should be deleted. The approah is integrated in the PLAN-

Do system

[

MKeown et al., 1994

℄

and shown to generate a wide range of ellipti

onstruts inluding RNR, VPE and NCC using FUF/SURGE

[

Elhadad, 1993b

℄

, a

realisation omponent based on Funtional Uni�ation Grammar.

Theune et al. (2006) desribe how ellipti sentenes are generated in a story

generation system. The approah overs onjuntion redution, right node raising,

gapping and stripping and uses dependeny trees onneted by rhetorial relations

as input. Before these trees are mapped to sentenes, repeated elements are deleted

and their anteedent (thesoure element) is related by a SUBORROWED relation to

their governor in the ellipti lause and a SUIDENTICAL relation to their governor

in the anteedent lause. This is then interpreted by the surfae realiser to mean

that the repeated element should be realised in the soure lause, elided in the target

lause and that it lienses the same syntati struture in both lauses.

Harbush and Kempen (2009) have proposed a module alled Elleipo whih takes

as input unredued, non-ellipti, syntati strutures annotated with lexial identity

and oreferene relationships between words and word groups in the onjunts; and

returns as output strutures annotated with elision marks indiating whih elements

an be elided and how (i.e., using whih type of ellipsis). The fous is on developing

a language independent module whih an mediate between the unredued input

syntati strutures produed by a generator and syntati strutures that are en-

rihed with elision marks rih enough to determine the range of possible ellipti and

non-ellipti output sentenes.

In CCG, grammar rules (type-raising and omposition) permit ombining non-

onstituents into a funtor ategory whih takes the shared element as argument;

and gapping remnants into a lause taking as argument its left-hand oordinated

soure lause. White (2006) desribes a hart based algorithm for generating with

CCG and shows that it an e�iently realise NCC and gapping onstrutions.

Our proposal di�ers from these approahes in that it fouses on the surfae re-

alisation stage (assuming that the repeated elements have already been identi�ed)
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and is tested on a large orpus of newspaper sentenes rather than on hand-made

doument plans and relatively short sentenes.

5.6 Conlusion

In this hapter, we showed that ellipti strutures are frequent and an impat the

performane of a surfae realiser. In line with linguisti theory and with some reent

results on treebank annotation, we argued that the representation of ellipsis should

involve empty ategories and we provided a set of tree rewrite rules to modify the

SR data aordingly. We then evaluated the performane of a TAG based surfae

realiser on 2398 ellipti input derived by the SR task from the Penn Treebank and

showed that it ahieved a overage of 76% and a BLEU sore of 0.74 on generated

sentenes. Our approah relies both on the fat that the grammar is lexialised

(eah rule is assoiated with a word from the input) and on TAG extended domain

of loality (whih permits using a rule anhored with the empty string to reonstrut

the missing syntax in the elided lause thereby making it grammatial).

We have released the 2398 input representations

20

we gathered for evaluating the

generation of ellipti oordination so as to make it possible for other surfae realisers

to be evaluated on their ability to generate ellipsis. In partiular, its would be

interesting to examine how other grammar based generators perform on this dataset

suh as White's CCG based generator

[

2006

℄

(whih eshews empty ategories by

adopting a more �exible notion of onstitueny) and Carroll and Oepen's HPSG

based generator

[

2005

℄

(whose domain of loality di�ers from that of TAG).

20

http://www.loria.fr/~narayans/data/ellipsis-enlg2013.tar.gz
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Bakground and Related Work
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6.1 Sentene Simpli�ation

This part of the dissertation fouses on text-to-text generation in partiular sentene

simpli�ation. Sentene simpli�ation maps a sentene to a simpler, more readable

one approximating its ontent. For example, it takes a omplex sentene shown

in (4Complex) as input and generates its simpli�ed version shown in (4Simple).

Typially, a simpli�ed sentene di�ers from a omplex one in that it involves sim-

pler, more usual and often shorter, words (e.g., wrote instead of published); simpler

syntati onstrutions (e.g., no relative lauses or apposition or oordination); and
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fewer modi�ers (e.g., his paper vs. his seond paper). In pratie, simpli�ation is

thus often modeled using four main operations: splitting a omplex sentene into sev-

eral simpler sentenes; dropping and reordering phrases or onstituents; substituting

words/phrases with simpler ones.

(10) Complex: In 1964 Peter Higgs published his seond paper in Physial Review Letters

desribing Higgs mehanism whih predited a new massive spin-zero boson for the �rst

time.

Simple: Peter Higgs wrote his paper explaining Higgs mehanism in 1964. Higgs mehanism

predited a new elementary partile.

6.1.1 Potential Appliations

The popularity of sentene simpli�ation omes from its potential relevane to various

appliations.

Soietal appliation Sine sentene simpli�ation helps users read sentenes eas-

ily and faster, it helps in the development of many soietal appliations. For example,

sentene simpli�ation an be a useful asset for people with reading disabilities

[

Inui

et al., 2003

℄

suh as aphasia

[

Carroll et al., 1999b

℄

, individuals with low-literay

[

Watanabe et al., 2009

℄

, or hildren and non-native speakers learning English

[

Sid-

dharthan, 2002

℄

.

Preproessing step for NLP Appliations Not only humans but also NLP

appliations an bene�t from sentene simpli�ation. Complex sentenes are often

problemati for NLP tasks. Sentene simpli�ation has been used to preproess

the input of those tasks in order to improve their performane. Chandrasekar et

al. (1996) used sentene simpli�ation to failitate parsers and mahine translation

systems; Knight and Maru (2000) and Beigman Klebanov et al. (2004) used it for

summarisation; Filippova and Strube (2008) for sentene fusion; Vikrey and Koller

(2008) for semanti role labelling; Heilman and Smith (2009) for question generation;

Zhao et al. (2009) for paraphrase generation and Jonnalagadda and Gonzalez (2009)

for biomedial information extration.

Instead of assisting by preproessing the omplex input, sentene simpli�ation

has also been used diretly to generate output in a spei� limited format as subtitles

[

Daelemans et al., 2004

℄

.

6.2 Related Work

Shardlow (2014) explores the task of simpli�ation from its very beginning. In this
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setion however, we disuss few related works surrounding our researh.

6.2.1 Handrafted rules for Syntati Simpli�ation

Earlier work on sentene simpli�ation relied on handrafted rules to apture synta-

ti simpli�ation e.g., to split oordinated and subordinated sentenes into several,

simpler lauses or to model ative/passive transformations

[

Chandrasekar and Srini-

vas, 1997; Siddharthan, 2002; Canning, 2002; Siddharthan, 2006; Siddharthan, 2010;

Siddharthan, 2011; Bott et al., 2012

℄

. Systems based on these approahes argue

that rules for syntati simpli�ation are di�ult to learn from orpora, as di�ult

morphology and tense variations have to be learned from spei� instanes seen in

the orpus. They propose to ode these rules diretly into the system.

Some systems worked on �at representations e.g., hunked text

[

Siddharthan,

2002; Chandrasekar and Srinivas, 1997

℄

while others de�ne rules applying to hierar-

hial representations suh as dependeny or phrase-based parses

[

Bott et al., 2012;

Canning, 2002; Siddharthan, 2011

℄

and semanti representations

[

Siddharthan, 2010;

Siddharthan and Mandya, 2014

℄

. Siddharthan (2010) ompared dependeny tree,

phrase-based parse trees and semanti representations and onluded that phrasal

parse trees were inadequate for learning omplex lexio-syntati transformation

rules and that dependeny strutures were better suited to the task.

Rule: Passive2Ative Rule: RelativeClause

1) Delete 1) Delete

a) nsubjpass(?X0, ?X1) a) rmod(?X0, ?X1)

b) auxpass(?x0, ?X2) b) nsubj(?X1, ?X0)

) agent(?X0, ?X3)

2) Insert

2) Insert a) nsubj(?X1, ?X0)

a) nsubj(?X0, ?X3)

b) dobj(?X0, ?X1)

3) Node Operations

a) AGR-TENSE: ?X0 <-- ?X2

b) AGR-NUMBER: ?X0 <-- ?X3

Figure 6.1: Handwritten rules simplifying syntati ases: Passive to Ative and Relative

Clause.

(11) (a) The at was hased by a dog that was barking.

(b) A dog hased the at. A dog was barking.
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det(at-2, The-1) det(at-2, The-1)

nsubjpass(hased-4, at-2) dobj(hased-4, at-2)

auxpass(hased-4, was-3) det(dog-7, a-6)

det(dog-7, a-6) nsubj(hased-4, dog-7)

agent(hased-4, dog-7) aux(barking-10, was-9)

nsubj(barking-10, dog-7) nsubj(barking-10, dog-7)

aux(barking-10, was-9)

rmod(dog-7, barking-10)

Figure 6.2: Typed dependeny strutures of Sentenes 11(a) and 11(b).

In Figure 6.1 and 6.2, we show an example of handrafted rules based on typed

dependeny strutures for syntati simpli�ation. We have borrowed this example

from Siddharthan and Mandya (2014). Figure 6.1 shows rules for passive to ative

onversion and relative lause simpli�ation. Figure 6.2(left) shows the dependeny

struture of the omplex sentene 11(a). The rule for relative lause removes the

embedding �rmod� relation, when there is a subjet available for the verb in the

relative lause. The rule for passive to ative deletes relations �nsubjpass�, �auxpass�

and �agent� and inserts two new relations �nsubj� and dobj� making the sentene

ative. Node operations hanges the tense and number information of words a-

ordingly. After the appliation of these two rules on 6.2(left) we are left with the

dependeny struture shown in 6.2(right) whih generates the simpli�ed sentene

11(b). We refer the reader to

[

de Marne�e et al., 2006

℄

for more detailed explana-

tions of the typed dependeny relations.

While these hand-rafted approahes an enode preise and linguistially well-

informed syntati transformation (using e.g., detailed morphologial and syntati

information), they are limited in sope to purely syntati rules and do not aount

for lexial simpli�ations and their interation with the sentential ontext. Sid-

dharthan and Mandya (2014) therefore proposes an approah where hand-rafted

syntati simpli�ation rules are ombined with lexial simpli�ation rules extrated

from aligned English and simple English sentenes, and revision histories of Simple

Wikipedia. They show that suh a hybrid symboli/statistial approah outperforms

state of the art systems in a human evaluation based on 25 sentenes.

6.2.2 Statistial framework for Sentene Simpli�ation

Using the parallel dataset formed by Simple English Wikipedia (SWKP)

21

and tra- SWKP

21

http://simple.wikipedia.org
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ditional English Wikipedia (EWKP)

22

, more reent work has foused on developingEWKP

mahine learning approahes to sentene simpli�ation. Yatskar et al. (2010) ex-

plore data-driven methods to learn lexial simpli�ations from Wikipedia revision

histories. Zhu et al. (2010) learns a simpli�ation model inspired by syntax-based

mahine translation

[

Yamada and Knight, 2001

℄

whih enodes the probabilities for

four rewriting operations on the parse tree of an input sentenes namely, substi-

tution, reordering, splitting and deletion. Woodsend and Lapata (2011) learn a

quasi-synhronous grammar

[

Smith and Eisner, 2006

℄

desribing a loose alignment

between parse trees of omplex and of simple sentenes. Following Dras (1999), they

then generate all possible rewrites for a soure tree and use integer linear program-

ming to selet the most appropriate simpli�ation. Coster and Kauhak (2011) and

Wubben et al. (2012) view simpli�ation as a monolingual translation task where

the omplex sentene is the soure and the simpler one is the target.

Zhu et al. (2010) onstruted a parallel orpus (PWKP) of omplex/simple

sentenes by aligning sentenes from EWKP and SWKP. PWKP has later been used

for training various state-of-the-art supervised systems

[

Zhu et al., 2010; Woodsend

and Lapata, 2011; Wubben et al., 2012

℄

inluding ours (desribed in Chapter 7).

In what follows, we start with desribing PWKP and then we disuss supervised

systems

[

Zhu et al., 2010; Woodsend and Lapata, 2011; Coster and Kauhak, 2011;

Wubben et al., 2012

℄

one by one in more detail.

6.2.2.1 Parallel Complex-Simple Sentene-Aligned Wikipedia Corpus

Wikipedia de�nes SWKP as a resoure for students, hildren, people who are learning

English and anyone who are unable to understand hard ideas or topis. The authors

of SWKP are advised to use basi English, i.e., use easy words and short sentenes.

This make SWKP a very useful resoure for sentene simpli�ation and has been

used for onstruting parallel orpus of omple-simple sentene pairs by aligning it

with EWKP. The sentenes from EWKP and SWKP are onsidered as �omplex�

and �simple� respetively. Here, we desribe Zhu et al. (2010)'s parallel Wikipedia

orpus.

Zhu et al. (2010) extrated 65,133 paired artiles from EWKP and SWKP using

the Wikipedia dump �les

23

. As a preproessing step, both SWKP and EWKP were

proessed for removing Wiki tags, sentene boundary detetion, tokenisation and

lemmatisation. Zhu et al. then aligned sentenes from EWKP and SWKP using

TF*IDF

[

Nelken and Shieber, 2006

℄

. In order to aount for sentene splitting, they

22

http://en.wikipedia.org

23

http://download.wikimedia.org
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Number of Sentene Pairs

Average Sentene Length Average Token Length

omplex simple omplex simple

108,016 25.01 20.87 5.06 4.89

Table 6.1: Statistis for the PWKP dataset.

Number of Simple Sentenes Aligned to a Complex Sentene

1 2 3 4 5 6 11

Number of Pairs 101,420 6,326 246 16 3 4 1

Table 6.2: Split distribution in the PWKP dataset.

allowed mapping of 1 to n adjaent simple sentenes to one omplex sentene. As

a result, they onstruted a parallel Wikipedia orpus (PWKP) of 108,016/114,924 PWKP

omplex/simple sentenes.

Table 6.1 and 6.2 show the statistis of PWKP. Both the average sentene length

and average token length in simple sentenes are shorter than those in omplex

sentenes whih is in line with the assumption of Simple Wikipedia of using smaller

words and sentenes. Table 6.2 shows the split distribution of PWKP. As we an

see, PWKP has 101,420 pairs whih does not have any split and only 6,596 pairs

have one or more splits.

Zhu et al. (2010) randomly seleted 100 pairs (100/131 omplex-simple sentenes)

from the PWKP orpus for evaluation. Most of the state-of-the-art systems have used

this orpus for their evaluations. Heneforth, we refer this evaluation orpus by the

PWKP Evaluation Corpus . PWKP

Evaluation

Corpus

6.2.2.2 Monolingual tree-based translation model

Zhu et al. (2010) proposed a simpli�ation model inspired by syntax-based mahine

translation

[

Yamada and Knight, 2001

℄

. Given a omplex sentene to simplify, Zhu

et al. (2010) parse the omplex sentene and applies four operations: splitting,

dropping, reordering and substitution; on the parse tree to simplify. We show an

example from

[

Zhu et al., 2010

℄

to explain how the simpli�ation proeeds.

(12) (a) August was the sixth month in the anient Roman alender whih started

in 735BC.

(b) August was the sixth month in the old alender. The old alender started

in 735BC.
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Figure 6.3: Parse tree of the omplex sentene 12(a).
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Figure 6.4: Splitting: Segmentation.

Splitting proeeds in two steps: segmentation and ompletion. The segmentation

step deides if we an split the parse tree by judging the syntati onstituent of the

split boundary word and the length of the omplex sentene. Given the parse tree

of the omplex sentene 12(a) shown in Figure 6.3, it deides if we ould split at the

boundary word �whih� with the syntati onstituent �SBAR�. Figure 6.4 shows the

segmented parse tree in the ase of a suessful split. Splitting operation does not

end here and undergoes through a ompletion step. The ompletion step reonstruts

the sentenes after split; it deides weather to drop or retained the boundary word

using two features: the boundary word and its diret onstituents; and it opies

the neessary parts to omplete the new sentenes. Thy last part is judged by two

features: the dependeny relations and the onstituent. Figure 6.5 shows the most

likely output of the ompletion step where the boundary word �whih� has been

dropped and the whole NP phrase �the anient Roman alender� has been opied to
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Figure 6.5: Splitting: Completion.
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Figure 6.6: Dropping and Reordering.
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Figure 6.7: Substitution.

the sentene on the right.

After the splitting step, we then try to drop and reorder eah non terminal node in

the parse tree from top to bottom. We use the same features for both operations: the

node's diret onstituent and its hildren's onstituent pattern. Dropping deided if

a non-terminal being proessed should be dropped or not, whereas reordering deided

the order among the hildren of the non-terminal. Figure 6.6 shows the most likely
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result of dropping and reordering on the parse trees shown in Figure 6.5.

Substitution step onsiders the parse tree for word and phrase substitutions.

Word substitution happens on the terminal nodes of the parse tree, whereas phrase

substitution happens on the non-terminal nodes. Figure 6.7 shows the �nal results

after the substitution step (replaing �anient� by �old�) produing the �nal simpli�ed

sentenes 12(b).

Zhu et al. (2010) use the PWKP orpus to learn their simpli�ation model whih

enodes the probabilities for four rewriting operations on the parse tree of an input

sentenes. Following Yamada and Knight (2001), EM algorithm has been used for

the estimation of the model parameters. In addition, the simpli�ation model is

ombined with a language model to improve grammatiality. The deoder translates

sentenes into simpler ones by greedily seleting the output sentene with highest

probability.

They evaluate their system on the PWKP evaluation orpus using BLEU and

NIST sores, as well as various readability sores suh as Flesh Reading Ease test

and n-gram language model perplexity. Although their system outperforms several

baselines at the readability sores, they do not perform better at BLEU or NIST

sores.

6.2.2.3 Quasi-synhronous grammar and Integer linear programming

Using both the PWKP orpus and the edit history of Simple Wikipedia, Woodsend

and Lapata (2011) learn a quasi synhronous grammar

[

Smith and Eisner, 2006

℄

de-

sribing a loose alignment between parse trees of omplex and of simple sentenes.

In omparison to Yatskar et al. (2010) who only learn learn lexial simpli�ation

rules, Woodsend and Lapata (2011) learn syntati simpli�ation rules, lexial sim-

pli�ation rules and sentene splitting rules.

Figure 6.8 shows the word alignment (marked by the dotted lines) between the

parse tree of the omplex sentene 13(a) and its simpli�ed version 13(b). Based

on these alignments, two quasi-synhronous grammar rules (Table 6.3) have been

learned: one for lexial simpli�ation and another for sentene splitting.

(13) (a) John Smith walked his dog and afterwards met Mary.

(b) John Smith walked his dog. He met Mary later.

Following Dras (1999), they then generate all possible rewrites for a soure tree

using the learned quasi synhronous grammar and use integer linear programming

to selet the most appropriate simpli�ation.
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Figure 6.8: Word alignment in the parse trees of omplex 13(a) and simple 13(b) sentenes.

Lexial substitution:

〈VP, VP〉 → 〈 [ADVP [RB afterwards℄ VBD3 NP4℄, [VBD3 NP4 ADVP [RB later℄℄〉
Splitting:

〈VP, VP, S〉 → 〈 [VP1 and VP2℄, [VP1℄, [NP [PRP He℄ VP2℄ 〉

Table 6.3: Quasi synhronous grammar learned from the alignment.

They also evaluate their model on the PWKP evaluation orpus and show that

they ahieve better BLEU sore than Zhu et al. (2010). They also onduted a hu-

man evaluation on randomly seleted 64 of the 100 test sentenes and showed again a

better performane in terms of simpliity, grammatiality and meaning preservation.

6.2.2.4 Simpli�ation as monolingual mahine translation

Coster and Kauhak (2011) and Wubben et al. (2012) view simpli�ation as a mono-

lingual translation task where the omplex sentene is the soure and the simpler
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one is the target.

Tuning phrase alignment table. To aount for deletions, reordering and sub-

stitution, Coster and Kauhak (2011) trained a phrase based mahine translation

system on the PWKP orpus while manually modifying the word alignment output

by GIZA++ in Moses to allow for null phrasal alignments. In this way, they allow

for phrases to be deleted during translation. No human evaluation is provided but

the approah is shown to result in signi�ant improvements over a traditional phrase

based approah.

Dissimilarity metri Wubben et al. (2012) use Moses and the PWKP data to

train a phrase based mahine translation system augmented with a post-ho rerank-

ing proedure designed to rank the output based on their dissimilarity from the

soure. A human evaluation on 20 sentenes randomly seleted from the test data

indiates that, in terms of �ueny and adequay, their system is judged to outperform

both Zhu et al. (2010) and Woodsend and Lapata (2011) systems.

6.3 Summary

To summarise, on one hand Zhu et al. (2010) and Woodsend and Lapata (2011)

operate at the syntax level of the input sentene, and on the other hand, Coster and

Kauhak (2011) and Wubben et al. (2012) operate diretly on the input sentene. In

ontrast, we debate on using rih linguisti information in the form of deep semanti

representation to improve the sentene simpli�ation task. In our experiments, we

use the Disourse Representation Strutures

[

Kamp, 1981

℄

assigned by Boxer

[

Curran

et al., 2007

℄

for the deep semanti representations. We propose two methods for

sentene simpli�ation: a supervised approah to hybrid simpli�ation using deep

semantis and mahine translation (Chapter 7); and an unsupervised approah to

sentene simpli�ation using the omparable Wikipedia orpora (Chapter 8). Our

supervised approah is trained on the PWKP orpus and our unsupervised approah

is trained on EWKP and SWKP without any sort of alignment. Both approahes

are evaluated against the PWKP evaluation orpus.
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Shashi Narayan and Claire Gardent. Hybrid Simpli�ation using Deep Seman-

tis and Mahine Translation, in Proeedings of the 52nd Annual Meeting of

the Assoiation for Computational Linguistis (ACL), Baltimore, June 2014.

In this hapter, we present a hybrid approah to sentene simpli�ation whih

ombines deep semantis and monolingual mahine translation to derive simple sen-

tenes from omplex ones. The approah di�ers from previous work in two main

ways. First, it is semantially based in that it takes as input a deep semanti rep-

resentation rather than e.g., a sentene or a parse tree. Seond, it ombines a sim-

pli�ation model for splitting and deletion with a monolingual translation model for

phrase substitution and reordering. When ompared against urrent state of the art

methods, our model yields signi�antly simpler output that is both grammatial and

meaning preserving.

7.1 Introdution

On one hand, the mahine-learning approahes based on parse trees

[

Zhu et al., 2010;

Woodsend and Lapata, 2011

℄

fae the problems of identifying the split boundary,

the re-reating of the shared element in the split sentenes and avoiding the deletion

of obligatory arguments, and on the other hand, the mahine-learning approahes

based on monolingual mahine translation with omplex sentenes as soure and

simple sentenes as target

[

Coster and Kauhak, 2011; Wubben et al., 2012

℄

do not

ahieve signi�ant amount of deletion or splitting at all.

In this hapter, we present a hybrid approah to sentene simpli�ation whih

departs from this previous work in two main ways.

First, it ombines a model enoding probabilities for splitting and deletion with a

monolingual mahine translation module whih handles reordering and substitution.

In this way, we exploit the ability of statistial mahine translation (SMT) systems

to apture phrasal/lexial substitution and reordering while relying on a dediated

probabilisti module to apture the splitting and deletion operations whih are less

well (deletion) or not at all (splitting) aptured by SMT approahes.

Seond, our approah is semantially based. While previous simpli�ation ap-

proahes starts from either the input sentene or its parse tree, our model takes as

input a deep semanti representation namely, the Disourse Representation Struture

(DRS,

[

Kamp, 1981

℄

) assigned by Boxer

[

Curran et al., 2007

℄

to the input omplex

sentene. As we shall see in Setion 7.3, this permits a linguistially prinipled a-

ount of the splitting operation in that semantially shared elements are taken to be
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the basis for splitting a omplex sentene into several simpler ones; this failitates

ompletion (the re-reation of the shared element in the split sentenes); and this

provide a natural means to avoid deleting obligatory arguments.

Our approah is supervised in that it is trained on the PWKP orpus. We

evaluate our approah on the PWKP evaluation orpus. When ompared against

urrent state of the art methods

[

Zhu et al., 2010; Woodsend and Lapata, 2011;

Wubben et al., 2012

℄

, our model yields signi�antly simpler output that is both

grammatial and meaning preserving.

7.2 Simpli�ation Framework

We start by motivating our approah and explaining how it relates to previous pro-

posals w.r.t., the four main operations involved in simpli�ation namely, splitting,

deletion, substitution and reordering. We then introdue our framework.

Sentene Splitting. Sentene splitting is arguably semantially based in that in

many ases, splitting ours when the same semanti entity partiipates in two dis-

tint events. For instane, in example (14) below, the split is on the noun briks

whih is involved in two eventualities namely, �being resistant to old� and �enabling

the onstrution of permanent buildings�.

(14) C. Being more resistant to old, briks enabled the onstrution of permanent

buildings.

S. Briks were more resistant to old. Briks enabled the onstrution of per-

manent buildings.

While splitting opportunities have a lear ounterpart in syntax (i.e., splitting

often ours whenever a relative, a subordinate or an appositive lause ours in the

omplex sentene), ompletion i.e., the reonstrution of the shared element in the

seond simpler lause, is arguably semantially governed in that the reonstruted

element orefers with its mathing phrase in the �rst simpler lause. While our

semantially based approah naturally aounts for this by opying the phrase or-

responding to the shared entity in both phrases, syntax based approah suh as Zhu

et al. (2010) and Woodsend and Lapata (2011) will often fail to appropriately reon-

strut the shared phrase and introdue agreement mismathes beause the alignment

or rules they learn are based on syntax alone. For instane, in example (15), Zhu et

al. (2010) fail to opy the shared argument �The judge� to the seond lause whereas

Woodsend and Lapata (2011) learn a synhronous rule mathing (VP and VP) to
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(VP. NP(It) VP) thereby failing to produe the orret subjet pronoun (�he� or

�she�) for the anteedent �The judge�.

(15) C. The judge ordered that Chapman should reeive psyhiatri treatment in

prison and sentened him to twenty years to life.

S1. The judge ordered that Chapman should get psyhiatri treatment. In

prison and sentened him to twenty years to life.

[

Zhu et al., 2010

℄

S2. The judge ordered that Chapman should reeive psyhiatri treatment in

prison. It sentened him to twenty years to life.

[

Woodsend and Lapata, 2011

℄

Deletion. By handling deletion using a probabilisti model trained on semanti

representations, we avoid deleting obligatory arguments. Thus in our approah,

semanti subformulae whih are related to a prediate by a ore themati roles (e.g.,

agent and patient) are never onsidered for deletion. By ontrast, syntax based

approahes

[

Zhu et al., 2010; Woodsend and Lapata, 2011

℄

do not distinguish between

optional and obligatory arguments. For instane Zhu et al. (2010) simpli�es (16C)

to (16S) thereby inorretly deleting the obligatory theme (gifts) of the omplex

sentene and modifying its meaning to giving knights and warriors (instead of giving

gifts to knights and warriors).

(16) C.Women would also often give knights and warriors gifts that inluded thyme

leaves as it was believed to bring ourage to the bearer.

S.Women also often give knights and warriors. Gifts inluded thyme leaves as

it was thought to bring ourage to the saint.

[

Zhu et al., 2010

℄

We also depart from Coster and Kauhak (2011) who rely on null phrasal align-

ments for deletion during phrase based mahine translation. In their approah, dele-

tion is onstrained by the training data and the possible alignments, independent of

any linguisti knowledge.

Substitution and Reordering SMT based approahes to paraphrasing

[

Barzilay

and Elhadad, 2003; Bannard and Callison-Burh, 2005

℄

and to sentene simpli�a-

tion

[

Wubben et al., 2012

℄

have shown that by utilising knowledge about alignment

and translation probabilities, SMT systems an aount for the substitutions and

the reorderings ourring in sentene simpli�ation. Following on these approahes,

we therefore rely on phrase based SMT to learn substitutions and reordering. In

addition, the language model we integrate in the SMT module helps ensuring better

�ueny and grammatiality.
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((

X0
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)))

Figure 7.1: Disourse Representation Struture of the omplex sentene 17(C) produed

by BOXER.

O1 17 whih/WDT

X12 25, 26, 27
�rst/a, time/n

X11 13 desribe/v, event

X10 18 predit/v, event

X9
19, 20, 21

22, 23

new/a, spin-zero/a

massive/a,boson/n

X8 14, 15, 16
mehanism/n

X7 15 higgs/org

X6 6, 7, 8 −−
X5 2 thing/n, 1964

X4 10, 11, 12
physial/org

review/org, letters/org

X3 5 publish/v, event

X2 6, 7, 8
seond/a,paper/a

X1 6 male/a

X0 3, 4
higgs/per,peter/per

node

pos. in S prediate/type

R11 24 for,X10 → X12

R10 18 patient,X10 → X9

R9 18 agent,X10 → X8

R8 −− nn,X8 → X7

R7 13 patient,X11 → X8

R6 13 agent,X11 → X6

R5 1 in,X3 → X5

R4 9 in,X3 → X4

R3 6 of,X2 → X1

R2 5 patient,X3 → X2

R1 5 agent,X3 → X0

rel

pos. in S prediate

Figure 7.2: Node table and Relation table for DRS graph.
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Figure 7.3: Simpli�ation of the omplex sentene 17(C) to the simple sentenes 17(S).
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7.2.1 An Example

Figure 7.1, 7.2 and 7.3 shows how our approah simpli�es (17C) into (17S). The

simpli�ation model is desribed in the setion below.

(17) C. In 1964 Peter Higgs published his seond paper in Physial Review Letters

desribing the Higgs mehanism whih predited a new massive spin-zero boson

for the �rst time.

S. Peter Higgs wrote his paper explaining the Higgs mehanism in 1964. The

Higgs mehanism predited a new elementary partile.

The DRS for (17C) produed using Boxer

[

Curran et al., 2007

℄

is shown in Figure

7.1. To failitate simpli�ation, we extrat a graph (Figure 7.3, topmost) apturing

the dependenies between the variables of the DRS.

The DRS to graph onversion goes through several preproessing steps: the rela-

tion nn is inverted making modi�er noun (higgs) dependent of modi�ed noun (meh-

anism) to failitate deletion of modi�er noun, named and timex are onverted to

unary prediates, e.g., named(x, peter) is mapped to peter(x) and timex(x) = 1964

is mapped to 1964(x); and nodes are introdued for orphan words (OW) i.e., words

whih have no orresponding material in the DRS (e.g., whih at position 16). After

the preproessing step, a graph, shown in Figure 7.3(topmost), is extrated suh

that eah DRS variable labels a node in the graph and eah edge is labelled with

the relation holding between the variables labelling its end verties. The two tables

in Figure 7.2 show the prediates (left table) assoiated with eah variable and the

relation label (right table) assoiated with eah edge. Boxer also outputs the asso-

iated positions in the omplex sentene for eah prediate (not shown in the DRS

but in the graph tables). Orphan words are added to the graph (node O1 for whih

at position 16) thus ensuring that the position set assoiated with the graph exatly

mathes the positions in the input sentene and thus deriving the input sentene.

Split Candidate isSplit prob.

(agent, for, patient) - (agent, in, in, patient)
true 0.63
false 0.37

Table 7.1: Simpli�ation: SPLIT.

Given the input DRS shown in Figure 7.3, simpli�ation proeeds as follows.

Splitting. The splitting andidates of a DRS are event pairs ontained in that

DRS. More preisely, the splitting andidates are pairs

24

of event variables assoiated

24

The splitting andidates ould be sets of event variables depending on the number of splits

required. Here, we onsider pairs for 2 splits.
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with at least one of the ore themati roles (e.g., agent and patient). The features

onditioning a split are the set of themati roles assoiated with eah event variable.

The DRS shown in Figure 7.3 ontains three suh event variables X3,X11 and X10

with assoiated themati role sets {agent, in, in, patient}, {agent, patient} and

{agent, for, patient} respetively. Hene, there are 3 splitting andidates (X3-X11,

X3-X10 and X10-X11) and 4 split options: no split or split at one of the splitting

andidates. Here the split with highest probability (f. Table 7.1) is hosen and the

DRS is split into two sub-DRS, one ontaining X3, and the other ontaining X10.

After splitting, dangling subgraphs are attahed to the root of the new subgraph

maximizing either proximity or position overlap. Here the graph rooted in X11 is

attahed to the root dominating X3 and the orphan word O1 to the root dominating

X10.

Deletion. The deletion model (f. Table 7.2) regulates the deletion of relations

and their assoiated subgraph; of adjetives and adverbs; and of orphan words. Here,

the relations in betweenX3 andX4 and for betweenX10 andX12 are deleted resulting

in the deletion of the phrases �in Physial Review Letters� and �for the �rst time� as

well as the adjetives seond, massive, spin-zero and the orphan word whih.

Substitution and Reordering. Finally the translation and language model ensures

that published, desribing and boson are simpli�ed to wrote, explaining and elemen-

tary partile respetively; and that the phrase �In 1964� is moved from the beginning

of the sentene to its end.

7.2.2 The Simpli�ation Model

Our simpli�ation framework onsists of a probabilisti model for splitting and drop-

ping whih we all DRS simpli�ation model (DRS-SM), a phrase based translation DRS Sim-

plifiation

Model

model for substitution and reordering (PBMT), and a language model learned on

Simple English Wikipedia (LM) for �ueny and grammatiality. Given a omplex

sentene c, we split the simpli�ation proess into two steps. First, DRS-SM is ap-

plied to dc (the DRS representation of the omplex sentene c) to produe one or

more (in ase of splitting) intermediate simpli�ed sentene(s) s′. Seond, the simpli-

�ed sentene(s) s′ is further simpli�ed to s using a phrase based mahine translation

system (PBMT+LM). Hene, our model an be formally de�ned as:
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relation andidate

isDrop probability

relation word

length range

in 0-2

true 0.22

false 0.72

in 2-5

true 0.833

false 0.167

modi�er andidate

isDrop probability

modi�er word

new

true 0.22

false 0.72

massive

true 0.833

false 0.167

OW andidate

isDrop probability

orphan word isBoundary

and true

true 0.82

false 0.18

whih false

true 0.833

false 0.167

Table 7.2: Simpli�ation: DELETION (Relations, modi�ers and OW respetively).

ŝ = argmax
s

p(s|c)

= argmax
s

∑

s′

p(s, s′|c)

= argmax
s

∑

s′

p(s|s′, c)p(s′|c)

= argmax
s

∑

s′

p(s′|c)p(s|s′)

= argmax
s

∑

s′

p(s′|dc)p(s
′|s)p(s)

where the probabilities p(s′|dc), p(s
′|s) and p(s) are given by the DRS simpli�-

ation model, the phrase based mahine translation model and the language model

respetively.

To get the DRS simpli�ation model, we ombine the probability of splitting with

the probability of deletion:
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p(s′|dc) =
∑

θ:str(θ(dc))=s′

p(dsplit|dc)p(ddel|dsplit)

where θ is a sequene of simpli�ation operations and str(θ(dc)) is the sequene

of words assoiated with a DRS resulting from simplifying dc using θ.

The probability of a splitting operation for a given DRS dc is:

p(dsplit|dc) =











split(sptrue
and

), split at sp
and

∏

sp
and

split(spfalse
and

), otherwise

That is, if the DRS is split on the splitting andidate sp
and

, the probability of

the split is then given by the SPLIT table (Table 7.1) for the isSplit value �true�

and the split andidate sp
and

; else it is the produt of the probability given by the

SPLIT table for the isSplit value �false� for all split andidate onsidered for dc. As

mentioned above, the features used for determining the split operation are the role

sets assoiated with pairs of event variables (f. Table 7.1).

The deletion probability is given by three models: a model for relations deter-

mining the deletion of prepositional phrases; a model for modi�ers (adjetives and

adverbs) and a model for orphan words (Table 7.2). All three deletion models use

the assoiated word itself as a feature. In addition, the model for relations uses the

PP length-range as a feature while the model for orphan words relies on boundary

information i.e., whether or not, the OW ours at the assoiated sentene boundary.

p(ddel|dsplit) =
∏

rel

and

del

rel

(rel
and

)
∏

mod

and

del

mod

(mod

and

)

∏

ow

and

del

ow

(ow
and

)

7.2.3 Estimating the Parameters

7.2.3.1 DRS Simpli�ation Model

We use the EM algorithm

[

Dempster et al., 1977

℄

to estimate our split and deletion

model parameters. For an e�ient implementation of the EM algorithm, we follow

the work of Yamada and Knight (2001) and Zhu et al. (2010); and build training

graphs (Figure 7.4) from the pair of omplex and simple sentene pairs in the training

data. Yamada and Knight (2001) used it for a syntax based translation model

whereas Zhu et al. (2010), later, used it to learn a tree based translation model for
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sentene simpli�ation.

�n

del-ow

∗

del-mod

∗

del-rel

∗

split

root

Figure 7.4: An example training graph. M-nodes are represented by triangles and O-nodes

are represented by irles.

Construt training graph for eah (omplex, simple) sentene(s) pairs in the train-

ing data.

Initialize all probability tables using the uniform distribution.

for multiple iterations do

Reset all ount tables to zero

for eah training graph do

Calulate Inside (β) Probabilities
Calulate Outside (α) Probabilities
Update ount for eah operation features in eah O-node n of the training

graph: count = count+ (αn ∗ βn/βroot)
end for

end for

Algorithm 5: EM Algorithm

Our EM algorithm (as depited in Algorithm 5, 6 and 7) starts with building

training graphs from the training data. Eah training graph represents a �omplex-

simple� sentene pair and onsists of two types of nodes: major nodes (M-nodes)

and operation nodes (O-nodes). An M-node ontains the DRS representation dc of

a omplex sentene c and the assoiated simple sentene(s) si while O-nodes deter-

mine split and deletion operations on their parent M-node. Only the root M-node is

onsidered for the split operations. For example, given the root M-node (dc, (s1, s2)),

multiple suessful split O-nodes will be reated, eah one further reating two M-

nodes (dc1, s1) and (dc2, s2). For the training pair (c, s), the root M-node (dc, s)
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is followed by a single split O-node produing an M-node (dc, s) and ounting all

split andidates in dc for failed split. The M-nodes reated after split operations

are then tried for multiple deletion operations of relations, modi�ers and OW re-

spetively. Eah deletion andidate reates a deletion O-node marking suessful or

failed deletion of the andidate and a result M-node. The deletion proess ontin-

ues on the result M-node until there is no deletion andidate left to proess. The

governing riteria for the onstrution of the training graph is that, at eah step, it

tries to minimize the Levenshtein edit distane between the omplex and the simple

sentenes. Moreover, for the splitting operation, we introdue a split only if the

referene sentene onsists of several sentenes (i.e., there is a split in the training

data); and only onsider splits whih maximises the overlap between split and simple

referene sentenes.

for eah node n from the bottom to the root of training graph do

if node n is a �nal M-node then

βn = 1
else if node n is an O-node then

βn =
∏

n′∈child(n)

βn′

else

βn =
∑

n′∈child(n)

p(oper|n) ∗ βn′

end if

end for

Algorithm 6: Calulate Inside (β) Probability

for eah node n from the root to the bottom of training graph do

if node n is the root M-node then

αn = 1
else if node n is an O-node then

αn = p(oper|parentn) ∗ αparentn

else

αn =
∑

n′∈parent(n)

αn′

∏

n′′∈child(n′)
n′′ 6=n

βn′′

end if

end for

Algorithm 7: Calulate Outside (α) Probability

We initialize our probability tables Table 7.1 and Table 7.2 with the uniform

distribution, i.e., 0.5 beause all our features are binary. The EM algorithms iterates

over training graphs; estimating inside and outside probabilities and ounting model
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features from O-nodes and updating our probability tables. The outside probability

of the root M-node is 1 as it is the starting point. We assume that our supervised

onstrution of the training graph is perfet and hene all �nal M-nodes have been

assigned the inside probability of 1. EM algorithm (as depited in Algorithm 5, 6

and 7) iterates over training graphs and exerises all possible paths. We refer the

reader to

[

Yamada and Knight, 2001

℄

for more detail.

7.2.3.2 Phrase based translation model

Our phrase based translation model is trained using the Moses toolkit

25

[

Koehn et

al., 2007

℄

with its default ommand line options on the PWKP orpus (exept the

sentenes from the test set) onsidering the omplex sentene as the soure and the

simpler one as the target. Our trigram language model is trained using the SRILM

toolkit

26

[

Stolke, 2002

℄

on the SWKP orpus

27

.

7.2.4 Deoding

We explore the deoding graph similar to the training graph but in a greedy approah

always piking the hoie with maximal probability. Given a omplex input sentene

c, a split O-node will be seleted orresponding to the deision of whether to split

and where to split. Next, deletion O-nodes are seleted indiating whether or not

to drop eah of the deletion andidate. The DRS assoiated with the �nal M-node

dfin is then mapped to a simpli�ed sentene s′fin whih is further simpli�ed using

the phrase-based mahine translation system to produe the �nal simpli�ed sentene

ssimple. Also, if Boxer fails to produe the DRS dc for the omplex input sentene c,

the DRS simpli�ation model is bypassed and c is diretly sent to the phrase-based

mahine translation system to produe the �nal simpli�ed sentene ssimple.

7.3 Experiments and Evaluations

We trained our simpli�ation and translation models on the PWKP orpus. To

evaluate performane, we ompare our approah with three other state of the art

systems using the PWKP evaluation orpus and relying both on automati metris

and on human judgments.

25

http://www.statmt.org/moses/

26

http://www.speeh.sri.om/projets/srilm/

27

We downloaded the snapshots of Simple Wikipedia dated 2013-10-30 available at

http://dumps.wikimedia.org/.
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7.3.1 Training and Test Data

The DRS-Based simpli�ation model is trained on PWKP, a bi-text of omplex

and simple sentenes (

[

Zhu et al., 2010

℄

, desribed in Chapter 6). PWKP ontains

108016/114924 omplex/simple sentene pairs. We tokenize PWKP using Stanford

CoreNLP toolkit

28

[

Manning et al., 2014

℄

. We then parse all omplex sentenes in

PWKP using Boxer

29

to produe their DRSs. Finally, our DRS-Based simpli�ation

model is trained on 97.75% of PWKP; we drop out 2.25% of the omplex sentenes

in PWKP whih are repeated in the test set or for whih Boxer fails to produe

DRSs.

We evaluate our model on the PWKP evaluation orpus (

[

Zhu et al., 2010

℄

, de-

sribed in Chapter 6). Boxer produes a DRS for 96 of the 100 input sentenes. These

input are simpli�ed using our simpli�ation system namely, the DRS-SM model and

the phrase-based mahine translation system (Setion 7.2.2). For the remaining four

omplex sentenes, Boxer fails to produe DRSs. These four sentenes are diretly

sent to the phrase-based mahine translation system to produe simpli�ed sentenes.

7.3.2 Automati Evaluation Metris

To assess and ompare simpli�ation systems, two main automati metris have been

used in previous work namely, BLEU and the Flesh-Kinaid Grade Level Index

(FKG).

The FKG index is a readability metri taking into aount the average sentene

length in words and the average word length in syllables. In its original ontext (lan-

guage learning), it was applied to well formed text and thus measured the simpliity

of a well formed sentene. In the ontext of the simpli�ation task however, the

automatially generated sentenes are not neessarily well formed so that the FKG

index redues to a measure of the sentene length (in terms of words and syllables)

approximating the simpliity level of an output sentene irrespetive of the length

of the orresponding input. To assess simpli�ation, we instead use metris that are

diretly related to the simpli�ation task namely, the number of splits in the over-

all (test and training) data and in average per sentenes; the number of generated

sentenes with no edits i.e., whih are idential to the original, omplex one; and

the average Levenshtein distane between the system's output and both the omplex

and the simple referene sentenes.

BLEU gives a measure of how lose a system's output is to the gold standard

28

http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/orenlp.shtml

29

http://svn.ask.it.usyd.edu.au/tra/and, Version 1.00
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simple sentene. Beause there are many possible ways of simplifying a sentene,

BLEU alone fails to orretly assess the appropriateness of a simpli�ation. Moreover

BLEU does not apture the degree to whih the system's output di�ers from the

omplex sentene input. We therefore use BLEU as a means to evaluate how lose

the systems output are to the referene orpus but omplement it with further manual

metris apturing other important fators when evaluating simpli�ations suh as the

�ueny and the adequay of the output sentenes and the degree to whih the output

sentene simpli�es the input.

7.3.2.1 Results and Disussion

Number of Splits Table 7.3 shows the proportion of input whose simpli�ation

involved a splitting operation. We measure perentage of split (% split) in the

training and the test data from all systems; and average split per sentene (average

split / sentene) per system. GOLD is the test data with the gold standard SWKP

sentenes; Zhu, Woodsend, Wubben are the best output of the models of Zhu et al.

(2010), Woodsend and Lapata (2011) and Wubben et al. (2012) respetively; Hybrid

is our model.

While our system splits in proportion similar to that observed in the training

data, the other systems either split very often (80% of the time for Zhu and 63% of

the time for Woodsend) or not at all (Wubben). In other words, when ompared to

the other systems, our system performs splits in proportion losest to the referene

both in terms of total number of splits and of average number of splits per sentene.

Data

Total number

of sentenes

% split

average split /

sentene

PWKP

108,016 6.1 1.06

GOLD 100 28 1.30

Zhu 100 80 1.80

Woodsend 100 63 2.05

Wubben 100 1 1.01

Hybrid 100 10 1.10

Table 7.3: Proportion of Split Sentenes.

Number of Edits Table 7.4 indiates the average Levenshtein edit distane (LD)

of the output sentenes w.r.t. both the omplex and the simple referene sentenes as

well as the number of input for whih no simpli�ation our (No edit) per system.

The right part of the table shows that our system generate simpli�ations whih

are losest to the referene sentene (in terms of edits) ompared to those output
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by the other systems. It also produes the highest number of simpli�ations whih

are idential to the referene. Conversely our system only ranks third in terms

of dissimilarity with the input omplex sentenes (6.32 edits away from the input

sentene) behind the Woodsend (8.63 edits) and the Zhu (7.87 edits) system. This

is in part due to the di�erene in splitting strategies noted above : the many splits

applied by these latter two systems orrelate with a high number of edits.

System BLEU

Edits (Complex to System) Edits (System to Simple)

LD No edit LD No edit

GOLD 100 12.24 3 0 100

Zhu 37.4 7.87 2 14.64 0

Woodsend 42 8.63 24 16.03 2

Wubben 41.4 3.33 6 13.57 2

Hybrid 53.6 6.32 4 11.53 3

Table 7.4: Automated Metris for Simpli�ation.

BLEU sore We used Moses support tools: multi-bleu

30

to alulate BLEU sores.

The BLEU sores shown in Table 7.4 show that our system produes simpli�ations

that are losest to the referene.

In sum, the automati metris indiate that our system produes simpli�ation

that are onsistently losest to the referene in terms of edit distane, number of

splits and BLEU sore.

7.3.3 Human Evaluation

The human evaluation was done online using the LG-Eval toolkit

[

Kow and Belz,

2012

℄

31

. The evaluators were alloated a trial set using a Latin Square Experimental

Design (LSED) suh that eah evaluator sees the same number of output from eah

system and for eah test set item. During the experiment, the evaluators were

presented with a pair of a omplex and a simple sentene(s) and asked to rate this

pair w.r.t. to adequay (Does the simpli�ed sentene(s) preserve the meaning of

the input?) and simpli�ation (Does the generated sentene(s) simplify the omplex

input?). They were also asked to rate the seond (simpli�ed) sentene(s) of the pair

w.r.t. to �ueny (Is the simpli�ed output �uent and grammatial?). Similar to the

Wubben et al. (2012)'s human evaluation setup, we randomly seleted 20 omplex

sentenes from the PWKP evaluation orpus and inluded in the human evaluation

orpus: the orresponding simple (Gold) sentene from the PWKP evaluation orpus,

30

http://www.statmt.org/moses/?n=Moses.SupportTools

31

http://www.nltg.brighton.a.uk/researh/lg-eval/
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the output of our system (Hybrid) and the output of the other three systems (Zhu,

Woodsend and Wubben) whih were provided to us by the system authors. The

evaluation data thus onsisted of 100 omplex/simple pairs

32

. We olleted ratings

from 25 partiipants. All were either native speakers or pro�ient in English, having

taken part in a Master taught in English or lived in an English speaking ountry for

an extended period of time.

7.3.3.1 Results and Disussion

Table 7.5 shows the average ratings of the human evaluation on a slider sale from

0 to 5. Pairwise omparisons between all models and their statistial signi�ane

were arried out using a one-way ANOVA with post-ho Tukey HSD tests and are

shown in Table 7.6. With a signi�ane level of p < 0.05, ♦/� shows if two models

are/not signi�antly di�erent w.r.t. simpliity. �/� shows if two models are/not

signi�antly di�erent w.r.t. �ueny. △/N shows if two models are/not signi�antly

di�erent w.r.t. adequay.

Systems Simpli�ation Flueny Adequay

GOLD 3.52 3.92 3.54

Zhu 2.83 2.42 2.43

Woodsend 1.78 2.97 3.02

Wubben 1.97 3.82 3.91

Hybrid 3.27 3.58 3.46

Table 7.5: Average Human Ratings for simpliity, �ueny and adequay.

Systems GOLD Zhu Woodsend Wubben

Zhu ♦�△
Woodsend ♦�N ♦�N

Wubben ♦�N ♦�△ ��△
Hybrid ��N ��△ ♦�N ♦�N

Table 7.6: Pairwise omparisons between all models and their statistial signi�ane.

With regard to simpli�ation, our system ranks �rst and is very lose to the

manually simpli�ed input (the di�erene is not statistially signi�ant). The low

rating for Woodsend re�ets the high number of unsimpli�ed sentenes (24/100 in

32

The asing of words in output sentenes varied depending on the systems (e.g., output sentenes

were lower ased in Wubben while output sentenes in Zhu and Woodsend were not). To make the

human evaluation independent of asing, all sentenes in the evaluation data were lower ased.
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the test data used for the automati evaluation and 6/20 in the evaluation data

used for human judgments). Our system data is not signi�antly di�erent from the

manually simpli�ed data for simpliity whereas all other systems are.

For �ueny, our system rates seond behind Wubben and before Woodsend and

Zhu. The di�erene between our system and both Zhu and Woodsend system is

signi�ant. In partiular, Zhu's output is judged less �uent probably beause of

the many inorret splits it lienses. Manual examination of the data shows that

Woodsend's system also produes inorret splits. For this system however, the

high proportion of non-simpli�ed sentenes probably ounterbalanes these inorret

splits, allowing for a good �ueny sore overall.

Regarding adequay, our system is against losest to the referene (3.50 for our

system vs. 3.66 for manual simpli�ation). Our system, the Wubben system and the

manual simpli�ations are in the same group (the di�erenes between these systems

are not signi�ant). The Woodsend system omes seond and the Zhu system third

(the di�erene between the two is signi�ant). Wubben's high �ueny, high adequay

but low simpliity ould be explained with their minimal number of edit (3.33 edits)

from the soure sentene.

In sum, if we group together systems for whih there is no signi�ant di�erene,

our system ranks �rst (together with GOLD) for simpliity; �rst for �ueny (together

with GOLD and Wubben); and �rst for adequay (together with GOLD, Wubben

and Woodsend).

7.4 Conlusion

A key feature of our approah is that it is semantially based. Typially, disourse

level simpli�ation operations suh as sentene splitting, sentene reordering, ue

word seletion, referring expression generation and determiner hoie are semanti-

ally onstrained. As argued by Siddharthan (2006), orretly apturing the inter-

ations between these phenomena is essential to ensuring text ohesion. It would be

interesting to see how our framework deals with suh disourse level simpli�ations

i.e., simpli�ations whih involves manipulation of the oreferene and of the dis-

ourse struture. In the PWKP data, the proportion of split sentenes is rather low

(6.1 %) and many of the split sentenes are simple sentene oordination splits. A

more adequate but small orpus is that used in

[

Siddharthan, 2006

℄

whih onsists

of 95 ases of disourse simpli�ation. Using data from the language learning or

the hildren reading ommunity, it would be interesting to �rst onstrut a similar,

larger sale orpus; and to then train and test our approah on more omplex ases
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of sentene splitting.
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Chapter 8. Unsupervised Sentene Simpli�ation using Wikipedia

In this hapter, we present a novel approah to sentene simpli�ation whih de-

parts from previous work in two main ways. First, it requires neither hand written

rules nor a training orpus of aligned standard and simpli�ed sentenes. Seond,

sentene splitting operates on deep semanti struture. We show (i) that the unsu-

pervised framework we propose is ompetitive with four state-of-the-art supervised

systems and (ii) that our semantially based approah allows for a prinipled and

e�etive handling of sentene splitting.

8.1 Introdution

Construting a good quality aligned orpora of omplex and simple sentenes for

supervised simpli�ation methods is not an easy task but it easily a�ets the per-

formane of systems trained on them. In fat, Woodsend and Lapata (2011) debate

on the issue and try to improve the performane by using the edit history of Simple

Wikipedia. We also show that beause of the orpus used for training, our super-

vised approah (

[

Narayan and Gardent, 2014

℄

, desribed in Chapter 8) lags behind

the gold standard in the number of splitting.

In this hapter, we present a novel approah to sentene simpli�ation whih

departs from previous work in two main ways. First, it requires neither hand written

rules nor a training orpus of aligned standard and simpli�ed sentenes. Instead,

we exploit non-aligned Simple and English Wikipedia to learn the probability of

lexial simpli�ations, of the semanti of simple sentenes and of optional phrases

i.e., phrase whih may be deleted when simplifying. Seond, sentene splitting is

semanti based in that it operates on deep semanti struture.

Our approah takes as input a deep semanti representation (rather than e.g., a

sentene or a parse tree) and pipelines three dediated modules for lexial simpli�a-

tion, sentene splitting and sentene ompression. Lexial simpli�ation is handled

using simpli�ation rules aquired from non-aligned Simple and English Wikipedia;

sentene splitting is guided by a probabilisti model learned from Simple wikipedia:

and deletions depend on an objetive funtion enoding the probability of semanti

dependenies and the importane of semanti arguments.

We show (i) that the unsupervised framework we propose is ompetitive with four

state-of-the-art systems

[

Zhu et al., 2010; Woodsend and Lapata, 2011; Wubben et

al., 2012; Narayan and Gardent, 2014

℄

in produing simpler, �uent and meaning

preserving sentenes and (ii) that our semantially based approah allows for a prin-

ipled and e�etive handling of sentene splitting.
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8.2 Simpli�ation Framework

Our simpli�ation framework pipelines three dediated modules inspired from previ-

ous work on lexial simpli�ation, syntati simpli�ation and sentene ompression.

The �rst module replaes standard words with simpler ones using a lexial sim-

pli�ation method

[

Biran et al., 2011

℄

shown to be e�etive for words that our

frequently in a domain. As Biran et al. (2011) remark, �In many senarios, these

are preisely the ases where simpli�ation is most desirable. For rare words, it

may be advisable to maintain the more omplex form, to ensure that the meaning is

preserved�.

The seond module deides whether and, if so, how to split the resulting lexially

simpli�ed sentene into several smaller sentenes. Following Narayan and Gardent

(2014), this module is semantially based. We use Boxer

[

Curran et al., 2007

℄

to map

sentenes to DRSs (Disourse Representation Strutures

[

Kamp, 1981

℄

) and input

this DRS to the sentene splitting module. This module then exploits the fat that

semanti representations give a lear handle on shared elements thereby failitating

the reonstrution of these elements in the sentenes resulting from a split. For in-

stane, as is illustrated by Figure 8.1, the Disourse Representation Struture of the

sentene �In 1964 Peter Higgs published his seond paper in Physial Review Letters

desribing the Higgs mehanism whih predited a new massive spin-zero boson for

the �rst time.� makes lear that the Higgs mehanism is shared between two propo-

sitions thereby failitating a reonstrution after splitting, where the shared element

is repeated in eah sentene resulting from the split. In omparison, as shown in

(18) given the sentenes �Sine then they have hanged their name to Palladium

and played alongside Amy Winehouse.�, Zhu et al. (2010) and Woodsend and La-

pata (2011) fail to identify the shared element and/or to reonstrut the sentenes

resulting from the split.

(18) C. Sine then they have hanged their name to Palladium and played alongside

Amy Winehouse.

S1. Sine then they have hanged their name. To Palladium and played

alongside Amy Winehouse.

[

Zhu et al., 2010

℄

S2. Sine then they have hanged their name to Palladium. It played alongside

Amy Winehouse.

[

Woodsend and Lapata, 2011

℄

Finally, the third module draws on Filippova and Strube (2008)'s unsupervised

sentene ompression proposal to determine whih phrases will be deleted, however

adapts it for the sentene simpli�ation task. As a result, deletion is unsupervised
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requiring only the existene of a large orpus and of the Boxer deep parser; it requires

neither a subategorisation lexion nor hand-rafted rules to deide whih arguments

are obligatory; and it �nds a globally optimal ompression by taking into semanti

dependeny and word simpliity into aount.

8.2.1 An Example Simpli�ation

Figure 8.1 illustrates the suessive simpli�ation of the omplex sentene (19C)

yielding the intermediate and �nal simpli�ed sentenes shown in (19S1-S).

(19) C. In 1964 Peter Higgs published his seond paper in Physial Review Letters desribing the

Higgs mehanism whih predited a new massive spin-zero boson for the �rst time.

S1 (Lex Simp). In 1964 Peter Higgs wrote his seond paper in Physial Review Letters

explaining the Higgs mehanism whih predited a new massive elementary partile for the

�rst time.

S2 (Split). In 1964 Peter Higgs wrote his seond paper in Physial Review Letters explaining

the Higgs mehanism. The Higgs mehanism predited a new massive elementary partile

for the �rst time.

S (Deletion). In 1964 Peter Higgs wrote his paper explaining the Higgs mehanism. The

Higgs mehanism predited a new elementary partile.

First (lexial simpli�ation), (19C) is rewritten as (19S1) and input to Boxer. The

resulting DRS is shown in Figure 8.2 and a graph representation of the dependenies

between its variables is shown immediately below the sentene (19S1) in Figure 8.1.

As also explained in Chapter 7, the DRS to graph onversion goes through sev-

eral preproessing steps: the relation nn is inverted making modi�er noun (higgs)

dependent of modi�ed noun (mehanism), named and timex are onverted to unary

prediates, e.g., named(x, peter) is mapped to peter(x) and timex(x) = 1964 is

mapped to 1964(x); and nodes are introdued for orphan words (OW) i.e., words

whih have no orresponding material in the DRS (e.g., whih at position 16). Eah

DRS variable labels a node in the graph and eah edge is labelled with the relation

holding between the variables labelling its end verties. The two tables in Figure 8.3

show the prediates (left table) assoiated with eah variable and the relation label

(right table) assoiated with eah edge. Boxer also outputs the assoiated positions

in the omplex sentene for eah prediate (not shown in the DRS but in the graph

tables). Orphan words are added to the graph (e.g., node O1 for whih at position

16) thus ensuring that the position set assoiated with the graph exatly generates

the input sentene.

The split and the deletion steps operate on boxer graphs simplifying it to sen-

tenes (19S2) and �nally (19S) respetively.
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In 1964 Peter Higgs published his seond paper in Physial Review Letters desribing

the Higgs mehanism whih predited a new massive spin-zero boson for the �rst time.

w

w

�
Lexial Simpli�ation

In 1964 Peter Higgs wrote his seond paper in Physial Review Letters explaining the

Higgs mehanism whih predited a new massive elementary partile for the �rst time.
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Figure 8.1: Simpli�ation of the omplex sentene 19(C) to the simple sentenes 19(S).
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((

X0

named(X0,higgs, per)

named(X0,peter, per)

∧( X1

male(X1)
∧(

X2

seond(X2)

paper(X2)

of(X2,X1)

∧(

X3

write(X3)

agent(X3,X0)

patient(X3,X2)

;

(

X4

named(X4,physial, org)

named(X4, review, org)

named(X4, letters, org)

∧

X5

thing(X5)

event(X3)

in(X3,X4)

in(X3,X5)

timex(X5) = 1964

) ) ) ) ) ; (
X6 ;

(

X7,X8

mehanism(X8)

nn(X7,X8)

named(X7,higgs, org)

∧

X9,X10,X11,X12

new(X9)

massive(X9)

elementary(X9)

partile(X9)

predit(X10)

event(X10)

explain(X11)

event(X11)

�rst(X12)

time(X12)

agent(X10,X8)

patient(X10,X9)

agent(X11,X6)

patient(X11,X8)

for(X10,X12)

)))

Figure 8.2: Disourse Representation Struture of the omplex sentene 19(S1) produed

by BOXER.

O1 17 whih/WDT

X12 25, 26, 27
�rst/a, time/n

X11 13 explain/v, event

X10 18 predit/v, event

X9
19, 20, 21

22, 23

new/a, elementary/a

massive/a,partile/n

X8 14, 15, 16
mehanism/n

X7 15 higgs/org

X6 6, 7, 8 −−
X5 2 thing/n, 1964

X4 10, 11, 12
physial/org

review/org, letters/org

X3 5 write/v, event

X2 6, 7, 8
seond/a,paper/a

X1 6 male/a

X0 3, 4
higgs/per,peter/per

node

pos. in S prediate/type

R11 24 for,X10 → X12

R10 18 patient,X10 → X9

R9 18 agent,X10 → X8

R8 −− nn,X8 → X7

R7 13 patient,X11 → X8

R6 13 agent,X11 → X6

R5 1 in,X3 → X5

R4 9 in,X3 → X4

R3 6 of,X2 → X1

R2 5 patient,X3 → X2

R1 5 agent,X3 → X0

rel

pos. in S prediate

Figure 8.3: Node table and relation table for DRS Graph.
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8.2.2 Lexial Simpli�ation

To perform lexial simpli�ation, we �rst learn lexial simpli�ation rules from

EWKP and SWKP

33

using a ontext-aware approah desribed by Biran et al.

(2011). We then (i) selet all rules that are appliable to the ontent words ourring

in the input sentene and (ii) identify the best ombination of lexial simpli�ations

using a sore designed to jointly apture grammatiality (using a language model

trained on SWKP) and ontextually appropriate lexial simpli�ations (using osine

similarity between the ontextual vetor of the word in the input sentene and the

ontextual vetor of the simpli�ation rule).

In what follows we give a brief desription of how simpli�ation rules are extrated

and applied. For more details, the reader is referred to Biran et al. (2011).

8.2.2.1 Learning Lexial Simpli�ation Rules

Following Biran et al. (2011), lexial simpli�ation rules are learned from two om-

parable orpora namely, English Wikipedia and Simple English Wikipedia whih are

tokenized, parts-of-speeh tagged and lemmatized using Stanford CoreNLP toolkit

34

[

Manning et al., 2014

℄

. Lexial simpli�ation rules are of the form:

r : lc → (ls, Fls) wr CCVr

They map a omplex lemma lc to a simpler lemma ls whih is assoiated with the

set Fls of its orresponding form/part of speeh pairs (e.g., (sleeps,VBZ), (slept,VBD),

(sleep, NN) et.). To extrat suh rules, we onsider all lemmas (lc ∈ EWKP and

ls ∈ SWKP) exept puntuations, stop words and numbers. First, Context vetors

CVlc for eah lemma lc are built over EWKP and similarly, CVls for eah lemma ls

over SWKP. The dimension of the ontext vetors are the words ourring in both

input orpora (EWKP and SWKP) and the value of eah dimension CVl[i] is the

number of ourrenes of the word wi within a ten token window surrounding an

instane of the lemma l. Puntuation is disregarded also for the vetor dimensions

and numbers are merged into a single dimension.

We onsider all pairs (lc, ls)s as valid lexial simpli�ation rules if the lemma ls

is simpler than the lemma lc. Following Biran et al. (2011), a lemma ls is deemed

simpler than a lemma lc if ls is a WordNet synonym or immediate hypernym of lc;

lc is more omplex than ls; and lc and ls have a ommon POS tag. We use the

33

We downloaded the snapshots of English Wikipedia dated 2013-12-31 and of Simple English

Wikipedia dated 2014-01-01 available at http://dumps.wikimedia.org.

34

http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/orenlp.shtml
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same formula for lexial omplexity introdued by Biran et al. (2011) as the produt

Ll × Cl where Ll is the length of the lemma l and Cl =
fl,EWKP

fl,SWKP
with fl,W , the

frequeny of l in the Wikipedia orpus W .

Eah rule is furthermore assoiated with a weight (wr) re�eting the osine sim-

ilarity between the ontext vetors of the omplex (CVlc) and of the simpli�ed

word (CVls); and with a ommon ontext vetor (CCVr) representing this simi-

larity i.e., a vetor ontaining the lemmas that oour both with lc and with ls

(CCVr[i] = min(CVlc [i], CVls [i])).

8.2.2.2 Applying Simpli�ation Rules

Given an input sentene and a set of simpli�ation rules, this stage determines whih

word to simplify and whih simpli�ation rule to apply. For eah ontent word w

with the lemma lc and the POS p, in the input sentene S and eah simpli�ation

rule r of the form {r : lc → (ls, Fls) wr CCVr}, we onsider (i) the language model

weight lmSw of S in whih w is replaed with a form of ls with POS p, (ii) the osine

similarity between the ommon ontext vetor CCVr of r and the ontext vetor CVlc

of lc in S and (iii) the weight wr of r. Using the produt of these weights, we then

identify the best ombination of lexial simpli�ation using the Viterbi algorithm.

Here, we di�er from Biran et al. (2011) by inluding the language model to boost

grammatiality of the simpli�ed sentenes and using the Viterbi algorithm to explore

the best solution at the sentene level. The simpli�ation deisions are made loally

or on the word by word level by Biran et al. (2011).

More generally, our lexial simpli�ation proess searhes for simpli�ations (i)

whih maximize sentene probability (language model weight of the words in the

simpli�ed sentene); (ii) that are ontext aware (osine similarity between the rule

ommon ontext vetor and the word vetor in the input sentene) and (iii) whih

use highly weighted rules.

8.2.3 Sentene Splitting

One lexial simpli�ation has applied, we input the resulting lexially simpli�ed sen-

tene to Boxer

35

[

Curran et al., 2007

℄

to derive its deep semanti representation in

this ase, a Disourse Representation Struture (DRS,

[

Kamp, 1981

℄

). To determine

whether and where to split the input sentene, we use a probabilisti model trained

on the DRSs of the Simple Wikipedia sentenes and a language model also trained

on Simple Wikipedia. Intuitively, this model helps determine the most probable

35

http://svn.ask.it.usyd.edu.au/tra/and, Version 1.00
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sentene ombination patterns given a set of events and their themati roles. More

spei�ally, given the event variables ontained in the DRS of the input sentene,

we onsider all possible splits between subsets of events and hoose the split(s) with

maximum split sore. For instane, in the sentene shown in Figure 8.1, there are

three event variables X3, X10 and X11 in the DRS. so we will onsider 5 split possibil-

ities namely, no split ({X3,X10,X11}), 2 splits resulting in three sentenes desribing

an event eah ({X3}, {X10}, {X11}) and 1 split resulting in 2 sentenes desribing a

single and two events respetively (i.e., ({X3}, {X10,X11}) , ({X3,X10}, {X11}) and
{X10}, {X3,X11} ). The split {X10}, {X3,X11} gets the maximum split sore and

is hosen to split the sentene (19S1) produing the sentenes (19S2). The orphan

nodes (e.g., whih) are dropped out

36

if they fall at the boundary after split.

Semanti Pattern probability

(agent, patient) 0.059
(agent, in, in, patient) 0.002
(agent, for, patient) 0.002
(agent, patient), (agent, for, patient) 0.020
(agent, patient), (agent, in, in, patient) 0.023
(agent, for, patient), (agent, in, in, patient) 0.009
(agent, patient), (agent, for, patient), (agent, in, in, patient) 0.001

Table 8.1: Split Feature Table (SFT) showing all of the semanti patterns from Figure 8.1.

Formally, the split sore Psplit assoiated with the splitting of a sentene S into

a sequene of sentenes s1...sn is de�ned as:

Psplit =
∑

si

1

n
× Lsplit

Lsplit+ | Lsplit − Lsi |
× lmsi × SFTsi

where n is the number of sentenes produed after split; Lsplit is the average

length of the split sentenes (Lsplit =
LS

n
where LS is length of the sentene S); lmsi

is the probability of si given by the language model and SFTsi is the probability of

the semanti pattern assoiated with si. The Split Feature Table (SFT, Table 8.1)

is derived from the orpus of DRSs assoiated with the SWKP sentenes and ounts

semanti patterns onsisting of events with their themati roles in eah sentene. For

example the sentene after split {X3,X11} in Figure 8.1 has a semanti pattern of

{(agent, in, in, patient), (agent, patient)}. Intuitively, Psplit favors splits involving

frequent semanti patterns and sub-sentenes of roughly equal length.

36

Note that the treatment of orphan words is di�erent here than one desribed in Chapter 7. In

the approah desribed in Chapter 7, they were managed during the deletion step.
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8.2.4 Phrasal Deletion

Following Filippova and Strube (2008), we formulate phrase deletion as an optimi-

sation problem whih is solved using integer linear programming

37

. Given the DRS

K assoiated with a sentene to be simpli�ed, for eah relation r ∈ K, the deletion

module determines whether r and its assoiated DRS subgraphs should be deleted

by maximising the following objetive funtion:

∑

x

xrh,w × P (r|h)× P (w) r 6∈ {agent, patient, theme, eq}

where for eah relation r ∈ K, xrh,w = 1 if r is preserved and xrh,w = 0 otherwise;

P (r|h) is the onditional probability (estimated on the DRS orpus derived from

SWKP) of r given the head label h; and P (w) is the relative frequeny of w in

SWKP.

To aount for modi�ers whih are represented as prediates on nodes rather

than relations, we preproess the DRSs and transform eah of these prediates into a

single node subtree of the node it modi�es. For example in Figure 8.1, the node X2

labeled with the modi�er prediate seond is updated to a new node X ′
2 dominating

a hild labeled with that prediate and related to X ′
2 by a modi�er relation.

Intuitively, the objetive funtion will favor obligatory dependenies over optional

ones and simple (i.e., frequent in SWKP) words over more minor ones. Here, we di�er

from Filippova and Strube (2008) by using the simpliity and not the importane of

the word. We argue that the importane of the word is more relevant for sentene

ompression than sentene simpli�ation. To ensure that some deletion takes plae,

it is subjet to the following length onstraint:

∑

x

Cr(1− xrh,w) ≥ DL r 6∈ {agent, patient, theme, eq}

This onstraint ensures that some deletion takes plae (i.e., that not all nodes

in the original DRS are kept). Cr is the ount of words deleted when deleting the

relation r. DL is the minimum length deletion. We approximate this value from the

derease in average sentene length between sentenes from EWKP and SWKP and

adapt it to the length of the input sentene to allow more or less deletion. We use

the same onnetivity onstraint as Filippova and Strube (2008) to ensure that the

resulting DRS is a well-formed graph.

37

Like Filippova and Strube (2008) , in our implementation we use lp_solve,

http://soureforge.net/projets/lpsolve. lp_solve is a Mixed Integer Linear Program-

ming (MILP) solver.
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8.3 Experiments and Evaluations

We ompare our unsupervised approah with four supervised approahes trained on

the PWKP orpus using the PWKP evaluation orpus (

[

Zhu et al., 2010

℄

, desribed

in Chapter 6). To ompare these systems, we use metris that are diretly related to

the simpli�ation task namely, the number of splits in the overall data, the number of

output sentenes with no edits (i.e., sentenes whih have not been simpli�ed) and the

average Levenshtein distane (LD) between the system output and both the omplex

and the simple referene sentenes. We use BLEU as a means to evaluate how lose

the systems output are to the referene orpus. We arry out a human evaluation

geared at assessing further important aspets when evaluating simpli�ations namely

�ueny, grammatiality and adequay. And, we onduted a qualitative analysis of

splits generated by various systems.

8.3.1 Automati Evaluation

We divide our automati evaluation in two parts. First, we evaluate the impat of

various modules (lexial simpli�ation, deletion and sentene splitting) separately

and in ombinations, on simpli�ation. Seond, we ompare our best results with

four state-of-the-art supervised systems.

8.3.1.1 Modular Evaluation

System

Levenshtein Edit distane (LD)

Complex to System System to Simple

LD No edit LD No edit

omplex 0 100 12.24 3

LexSimpl 2.07 22 13.00 1

Split 2.27 51 13.62 1

Deletion 2.39 4 12.34 0

LexSimpl-Split 4.43 11 14.39 0

LexSimpl-Deletion 4.29 3 13.09 0

Split-Deletion 4.63 4 13.42 0

LexSimpl-Split-Deletion (Unsup) 6.75 3 14.29 0

GOLD (simple) 12.24 3 0 100

Table 8.2: Automated metris for simpli�ation: modular evaluation (A)

To assess the relative impat of eah module, i.e., lexial simpli�ation (LexSimpl),

deletion (Deletion) and sentene splitting (Split) on simpli�ation, we also ondut
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an automated evaluation on eah module separately and in groups. The results are

shown in Tables 8.2 and 8.3. We also show an example in Figure 8.4 showing outputs

from various modules. Complex represents omplex sentenes from the PWKP eval-

uation orpus, whereas, Gold (simple) represents simple (referene) sentenes from

the PWKP evaluation orpus. Others represents outputs from various modules or

their ombinations. In partiular, LexSimpl-Split-Deletion (Unsup) represents our

unsupervised simpli�ation framework ombining all three modules.

System

BLEU Sores

with respet to

Average

sentene

length

Average

token

lengthomplex simple

omplex 100 49.85 27.80 4.62

LexSimpl 82.05 44.29 27.80 4.46

Split 89.70 46.15 29.10 4.63

Deletion 85.15 47.33 25.41 4.54

LexSimpl-Split 73.20 41.18 29.15 4.48

LexSimpl-Deletion 69.84 41.91 25.42 4.38

Split-Deletion 77.82 43.44 26.19 4.55

LexSimpl-Split-Deletion (Unsup) 63.41 38.47 26.22 4.40

GOLD (simple) 49.85 100 23.38 4.40

Table 8.3: Automated metris for simpli�ation: modular evaluation (B)

One �rst observation is that eah module has an impat on simpli�ation. Thus

the average Levenshtein Edit distane (LD) to the soure lause (omplex) is never

null for any module while the number of �No edit� indiates that lexial simpli�ation

modi�es the input sentene in 78%, sentene splitting 49% and deletion 96% of the

ases.

In terms of output quality and in partiular, similarity with respet to the target

lause, deletion is the most e�etive (smallest LD, best BLEU sore w.r.t. target).

Further, the results for average token length indiate that lexial simpli�ation is

e�etive in produing shorter words (smaller average length for this module ompared

to the other two modules).

Preditably, ombining modules yields systems that have stronger impat on

the soure lause (higher LD to omplex, lower number of No Edits) whereby the

full system (i.e., the system ombining the 3 modules) showing the largest LD to

the soures (LD to omplex) and the smallest number of soure sentenes without

simpli�ation (3 No Edits).

However, it is interesting that the original omplex sentenes are more similar to

the GOLD simple sentenes (both in terms of LD to Simple and BLEU sore) than
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Complex. By 1928, the regional government was moved from the old Cossak

apital Novoherkassk to Rostov, whih also engulfed the nearby Armenian

town of Nor Nakhijevan.

LexSimpl. By 1928, the regional government was moved from the old Cossak

apital Novoherkassk to Rostov, whih also absorbed the near by Armenian

town of Nor Nakhijevan. [1℄

Split. By 1928, the regional government was moved from the old Cossak

apital Novoherkassk to Rostov. Rostov also engulfed the nearby Armenian

town of Nor Nakhijevan. [2℄

Deletion. The regional government was moved from the old Cossak apital

Novoherkassk to Rostov, whih also engulfed the nearby Armenian town of

Nor Nakhijevan. [3℄

LexSimpl-Split. By 1928, the regional government was moved from the old

Cossak apital Novoherkassk to Rostov. Rostov also absorbed the nearby

Armenian town of Nor Nakhijevan. [3℄

LexSimpl-Deletion. The regional government was moved from the old Cos-

sak apital Novoherkassk to Rostov, whih also absorbed the nearby Arme-

nian town of Nor Nakhijevan. [4℄

Split-Deletion. The regional government was moved from the old Cossak

apital Novoherkassk to Rostov. Rostov engulfed the nearby Armenian town

of Nor Nakhijevan. [6℄

LexSimpl-Split-Deletion (Unsup). The regional government was moved

from the old Cossak apital Novoherkassk to Rostov. Rostov also absorbed

the nearby town of Nor Nakhijevan. [7℄

Simple. By 1928, the regional government was moved from the old Cossak

apital Novoherkassk to Rostov. The nearby Armenian town of Nor Nakhije-

van beame a part of the ity. [10℄

Figure 8.4: Example Outputs for modular evaluation with their Levenshtein edit distane

with respet to the omplex referene sentene.

any of the outputs from (ombinations of) modules.

8.3.1.2 Comparison with State-of-the-art Methods

Tables 8.4 and 8.5 shows the results of the automati evaluation. Zhu, Woodsend,

Wubben, Narayan are the best output of the models of Zhu et al. (2010), Woodsend

and Lapata (2011), Wubben et al. (2012) and Narayan and Gardent (2014) (Chapter

7) respetively; Unsup is the model desribed in this hapter.

The most notieable result is that our unsupervised system yields results that are

omparable with those of the supervised approahes. In terms of BLEU sore

38

wrt

to the GOLD simpli�ed sentenes, Unsup ranks 4th while in terms of edit distane

38

Moses support tools: multi-bleu http://www.statmt.org/moses/?n=Moses.SupportTools.
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from the original, and to the simpli�ed sentene, it ranks 3rd.

System

Levenshtein Edit distane

Complex to System System to Simple

LD No edit LD No edit

GOLD 12.24 3 0 100

Zhu 7.87 2 14.64 0

Woodsend 8.63 24 16.03 2

Wubben 3.33 6 13.57 2

Narayan 6.32 4 11.53 3

Unsup 6.75 3 14.29 0

Table 8.4: Automati evaluation results (A).

System

BLEU

w.r.t

simple

Sentenes

with

splits

Average

sentene

length

Average

token

length

GOLD 100 28 27.80 4.40

Zhu 37.4 80 24.21 4.38

Woodsend 42 63 28.10 4.50

Wubben 41.4 1 28.25 4.41

Narayan 53.6 10 26.24 4.36

Unsup 38.47 49 26.22 4.40

Table 8.5: Automati evaluation results (B).

The results also show that, in ontrast to Woodsend system whih often leaves

the input unsimpli�ed (24% of the input), our system almost always modi�es the

input sentene (only 3% of the input are not simpli�ed); and that the number of

simpli�ations inluding a split is relatively high (49% of the ases) suggesting a

good ability to split omplex sentenes into simpler ones.

8.3.2 Human Evaluation for Simpliity, Flueny and Adequay

To better ompare the 5 simpli�ation systems, we onduted a human evaluation

geared at omparing the systems w.r.t. simpliity, �ueny and adequay. The evalu-

ation was done online using the LG-Eval toolkit

[

Kow and Belz, 2012

℄

39

and a Latin

Square Experimental Design (LSED) was used to ensure a fair distribution of the

systems and the data aross raters.

39

http://www.nltg.brighton.a.uk/researh/lg-eval/
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Similar to the experiment in the previous hapter (Table 7.5), the raters were

asked to rate input/output pairs w.r.t. to adequay (How muh does the simpli�ed

sentene(s) preserve the meaning of the input?) and to simpli�ation (How muh

does the generated sentene(s) simplify the omplex input?). They were also asked to

rate simpli�ed sentenes w.r.t. to �ueny (how grammatial and �uent the sentenes

are?). We randomly seleted 18 omplex sentenes from the PWKP evaluation or-

pus and inluded in the human evaluation orpus: the orresponding simple (Gold)

sentene from the PWKP evaluation orpus, the output of our system (Unsup) and

the output of the other four systems (Zhu, Woodsend, Narayan and Wubben) whih

were provided to us by the system authors

40

. We olleted ratings from 18 partii-

pants. All were either native speakers or pro�ient in English, having taken part in

a Master taught in English or lived in an English speaking ountry for an extended

period of time.

Systems Simpliity Flueny Adequay

GOLD 3.62 4.69 3.80

Zhu 2.62 2.56 2.47

Woodsend 1.69 3.15 3.15

Wubben 1.52 3.05 3.38

Narayan 2.30 3.03 3.35

Unsup 2.83 3.56 2.83

Table 8.6: Average human ratings for simpliity, �ueny and adequay.

Systems GOLD Zhu Woodsend Wubben Narayan

Zhu ♦�△
Woodsend ♦�N ♦�N

Wubben ♦�N ♦�△ ��N

Narayan ♦�N ��N ��N ��N

Unsup ��△ ��N ♦�N ♦�N ��N

Table 8.7: Pairwise omparisons between all models and their statistial signi�ane.

Table 8.6 shows the average ratings of the human evaluation on a sale from 0

to 5. Pairwise omparisons between all models and their statistial signi�ane were

arried out using a one-way ANOVA with post-ho Tukey HSD tests (Table 8.7). If

we group together systems for whih there is no signi�ant di�erene (signi�ane

40

The asing of words in output sentenes varied depending on the systems (e.g., output sentenes

were lower ased in Wubben while output sentenes in Zhu and Woodsend were not). Like in the

previous hapter, to make the human evaluation independent of asing all sentenes in the evaluation

data were lower ased.
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level: p < 0.05), our system ranks �rst together with Narayan and Zhu for simpliity;

�rst for �ueny; and seond for adequay (together with Woodsend and Zhu). A

manual examination of the results indiates that Unsup ahieves good simpliity

rates through both deletion and sentene splitting. In partiular, the average word

length of simpli�ed sentenes is smaller for W-SUP (26.22) than for Wubben (28.25)

and Woodsend (28.10); omparable with Narayan (26.19) and higher only than Zhu

(24.21).

In this experiment, number of systems (i.e., 6) was di�erent than that (i.e., 5)

of the experiment in the previous hapter (Table 7.5). Hene, to setup the human

evaluation experiment with the LG-Eval toolkit, we ould not work on the same

20 sentenes (Chapter 7, Table 7.5). Instead, we worked on 18 randomly seleted

sentenes. While omparing tables from Chapter 7 (Table 7.5) and this hapter (Ta-

ble 8.6), we register the same pattern of sores for various systems both in Table 7.5

and Table 8.6. However, we notie a pattern in Table 8.6 of soring GOLD system

very high than that of in Table 7.5, ompared to all other systems. As a result, none

of the systems get to rank with GOLD (inluding our supervised system, Table 8.7).

This bias ould be redued by onduting the human evaluation on a larger set of

sentenes.

8.3.3 Analysis of the Split Quality

The examples in Figure 8.5 show some example splits ahieved by systems and their

human annotation sores. It illustrates errors ommonly made by eah system, e.g.,

Zhu often fails to detet the sentene boundary (S1) or to properly reonstrut the

new sentene (S3) whereas Woodsend often over splits (S2) or does mistakes with

reonstrution (S3). Compared to other systems, Unsup onsistently produes better

splits.

8.4 Conlusion

A major limitation for supervised simpli�ation systems is the limited amount of

available parallel standard/simpli�ed data. Even for English where the parallel

EWKP/SWKP orpus is available, learning is limited by the ontent of the orpus.

For instane, Narayan and Gardent (2014) (Chapter 8) note that in that orpus only

6.1% of the simpli�ation involves splitting the input sentene into smaller sentenes.

However, a quik look at the data learly indiates that many more simpli�ations

ould be improved through sentene splitting. For languages other than English, the

lak of parallel data makes supervised approahes redundant.
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S1 Complex. This array distributes data aross multiple disks, but the array

is seen by the omputer user and operating system as one single disk.

Zhu. This array sells data aross multiple disks but the array is seen. The

omputer user and operating as one disk. [0℄

Woodsend. This array distributes data aross several disks. The array is

seen by the omputer user and operating system as one single disk. [4.85℄

Unsup. This array moves data aross disks. The array is seen by the

omputer user and operating system as one disk. [4.83℄

S2 Complex. Here, simulations of evolution using evolutionary algorithms

and arti�ial life started with the work of Nils Aall Barrielli in the 1960s,

and was extended by Alex Fraser, who published a series of papers on

simulation of arti�ial seletion.

Zhu. Here, simulations of evolution using evolutionary algorithms and

arti�ial life started with the work of nils aall barrielli in the 1960s, and

was extended by alex fraser. Alex fraser published a series of papers on

feeling of arti�ial seletion. [3.6℄

Woodsend. It has Geneti algorithms. Evolution is using arti�ial life.

This is Nils Aall Barrielli in the 1960s. Here, simulations started with the

work. He was extended by Alex Fraser. He published a group of papers on

simulation of arti�ial seletion. [0.33℄

Unsup. Here, models of evolution using evolutionary algorithms and arti-

�ial life started with the work in the 1960s, and was led by Alex Fraser.

Alex Fraser wrote a series of papers on model of seletion. [5℄

S3 Complex. By 1928, the regional government was moved from the old

Cossak apital Novoherkassk to Rostov, whih also engulfed the nearby

Armenian town of Nor Nakhijevan.

Zhu. By 1928, the government was moved from the old ossak apital

novoherkassk to rostov. Rostov also of the ity the nearby armenian town

of nor nakhijevan. [2.8℄

Woodsend. By 1928, the regional government was moved from the old

Cossak apital Novoherkassk to Rostov. Both also engulfed the nearby

Armenian town of Nor Nakhijevan. [3℄

Wubben. by 1928 , the regional government was moved from the old

ossak apital novoherkassk to rostov. the nearby armenian town of nor

nakhihevan. [2.7℄

Narayan. by 1928, the regional government was moved from the old os-

sak apital novoherkassk to rostov. rostov that engulfed the nearby ar-

menian town of nor nakhihevan. [2.7℄

Unsup. The regional government was moved from the old Cossak apital

Novoherkassk to Rostov. Rostov also absorbed the nearby town of Nor

Nakhijevan. [4.75℄

Figure 8.5: Example Outputs for sentene splitting with their average human annotation

sores.
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In this hapter, we have shown that it is possible to take an unsupervised ap-

proah to sentene simpli�ation whih requires a large orpus of standard and sim-

pli�ed language but no alignment between the two. Although the approah uses a

deep semanti analyzer to produe the representations being proessed, we believe

that a similar approah ould be developed using either dependeny trees or joint

syntati/semanti role labellers whereby split probabilities would be learned relative

to dependeny trees/ SRL output instead of DRSs. We plan to explore this issue in

the future and to thereby extend the overage of the approah to all languages for

whih either a dependeny parser or an SRL system exists.
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Chapter 9

Conlusions

9.1 Summary and Conlusions

This thesis irles around two main questions: one, how to make symboli grammar

based surfae realisation robust and e�ient, and two, how to exploit rih linguisti

information in the form of deep semanti representation to improve sentene simpli-

�ation. In what follows, we summarize the main ontributions of this thesis.

Improving the E�ieny of Symboli SR. We present a novel algorithm for

surfae realisation with a Feature-based Tree-Adjoining grammar. It takes as input

shallow strutures provided in the format of dependeny trees and ombines teh-

niques and ideas from the head-driven and lexialist approahes. The input struture

(a tree) is used to �lter the initial searh spae both top-down and bottom up; and

to parallelise proesses. We evaluated our algorithm on a large sale data provided

by the SR shared task and showed that our algorithm drastially redues generation

times ompared to a baseline lexialist approah whih explores the whole searh

spae.

Improving the Coverage of Symboli SR. Symboli surfae realisers are very

prone to errors in grammars and lexion and to mismathes in the input struture

and the struture expeted by the grammar. We propose two novel error mining

algorithms to identify these fallaies and onsequently improve the robustness of

our symboli surfae realiser. Our �rst error mining algorithm allows us to mine

for suspiious trees e�iently. It improves over previous error mining algorithms

whih are limited for mining sequential nature of suspiious forms suh as n-grams

of words or parts of speeh tags. Our seond algorithm strutures the output of error

mining into a suspiion tree that supports a linguistially meaningful error analysis.

Previous error mining algorithms are used to produe a �at list of suspiious forms.
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In addition, both of our approahes are generi in that they permit mining trees and

strings for suspiious forms of arbitrary size and arbitrary onjuntions of labelling.

We apply these error mining tehniques on the SR data to identify the auses

of undergeneration by our symboli surfae realiser. We showed that our algorithms

help us to easily identify gaps and errors in the grammar and in the lexion; and

mismathes between the input data format and the format expeted by our realiser.

With the help of these error mining algorithms, we improve the overage of our

realiser by a wide margin. On the SR data, we ahieved a overage of 81% with a

BLEU sore of 0.72 on generated sentenes.

Generating Ellipti Coordination. With our e�ient surfae realiser oupled

with our apable error mining algorithms, we were able to narrow down our fous

towards generating more omplex linguisti phenomena suh as ellipti oordination.

We showed that, in the SR data, ellipti strutures are frequent and an impat the

performane of a surfae realiser. We argued about the representation of ellipsis in

sentenes and provided a set of tree rewrite rules to introdue phonetially empty

nodes in the dependeny trees with ellipsis. We showed that the introdution of

empty nodes for elliptial sentenes improves both overage and auray of our

surfae realiser. On the dataset of 2398 elliptial sentenes, our surfae realiser

ahieved a overage of 76% and a BLEU sore of 0.74 on generated sentenes.

Resoure: Ellipti Coordination Corpus. To evaluate our surfae realiser on

the ability to generate ellipti oordination, we olleted 2398 potential input rep-

resentations from the SR data. It ontains 384 potential ases of right-node raising

(RNR), 1462 potential ases of subjet sharing (SS), 456 potential ases of SS+RNR,

36 ases to gapping and 60 ases of non-onstituent oordination (NCC). We believe

that this dataset ould be very useful for other generators to test their abilities to

generate ellipsis.

Deep Semantis for Sentene Simpli�ation. While simplifying sentenes

using hand-written rules, Siddharthan (2010) have found that phrasal parse trees

were inadequate for learning omplex lexio-syntati transformation rules and that

dependeny strutures were better suited to the task. In omparison, all exist-

ing mahine-learning approahes

[

Zhu et al., 2010; Woodsend and Lapata, 2011;

Coster and Kauhak, 2011; Wubben et al., 2012

℄

to sentene simpli�ation still ei-

ther starts from the input sentene or its phrasal parse tree.

We went one step further than Siddharthan (2010) and proposed using rih lin-

guisti information in the form of deep semanti representations to improve the

sentene simpli�ation task. We use the DRS representation

[

Kamp, 1981

℄

assigned

by Boxer

[

Curran et al., 2007

℄

for the deep semanti representations and we proposed
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two novel algorithms for sentene simpli�ation: supervised and unsupervised. Both

algorithms use the deep semanti representation to learn how to split a omplex sen-

tene into multiple simpler sentenes and how to delete unneessary modi�ers in a

sentene without signi�antly altering its meaning. We show that models learned on

the deep semanti representation failitate ompletion (the re-reation of the shared

element in the split sentenes) and provide a natural means to avoid deleting oblig-

atory arguments.

Hybrid Supervised Approah to Simpli�ation. We proposed a hybrid ap-

proah to sentene simpli�ation whih ombines DRS simpli�ation model for split-

ting and deletion with a monolingual mahine translation system for substitution

and reordering. We trained our system on the PWKP orpus and evaluated on the

PWKP evaluation orpus. We ompared our system against three state-of-the-art

methods

[

Zhu et al., 2010; Woodsend and Lapata, 2011; Wubben et al., 2012

℄

and

we showed that our approah produes signi�antly simpler output that is both

grammatial and meaning preserving.

Comparable Corpora for Sentene Simpli�ation. In addition to our hybrid

approah, we proposed another novel approah to sentene simpli�ation whih does

not need a sentene-aligned orpus of omplex and simple sentenes. It has been

shown in

[

Woodsend and Lapata, 2011; Narayan and Gardent, 2014

℄

that supervised

approahes are easily e�eted by the quality of their training orpora. Our pro-

posed approah is unsupervised in that it requires only a large orpus of standard

and simpli�ed language but no alignment between the two. Lexial simpli�ation

probabilities are learned by analysing words with their ontext in both traditional

English Wikipedia and Simple English Wikipedia, while splitting and deletion prob-

abilities are learned by analysing frequent strutures in the DRS representation of

Simple English Wikipedia only. We evaluated our system on the PWKP evaluation

orpus and found that our method is ompetitive with four state-of-the-art super-

vised systems

[

Zhu et al., 2010; Woodsend and Lapata, 2011; Wubben et al., 2012;

Narayan and Gardent, 2014

℄

.

9.2 Pointers for Future Researh

In this setion, we disuss potential diretions for future researh.

Generating from Graph Struture of Semanti Representations. The sur-

fae realisation algorithm desribed in Chapter 3 learly takes advantage of the input

struture (a dependeny tree) to optimize performane by �ltering the initial searh

spae both top-down and bottom-up. The tree struture also helps in parallelising
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generation proesses. We have shown that the proposed algorithm is very e�ient

in generating longer sentenes.

One interesting diretion would be to explore how our algorithm ould bene�t the

generation proess from more omplex input representations suh as �at semantis

[

Copestake et al., 2001

℄

and deep dependeny graphs provided by the SR shared task

[

Belz et al., 2011

℄

. Note that, surfae realization from �at semantis has been shown

to be an NP-Complete problem

[

Koller and Striegnitz, 2002

℄

. It would be interesting

to investigate if our proposed approah ould provide an e�ient solution to the

problem.

Beause of the graph strutures of �at semantis or deep dependeny graphs, the

diret adaptation of our algorithm to these omplex representation is not straightfor-

ward. Instead, we think that the problem of generation from these representations

ould be divided into subproblems of generating from tree strutures using our al-

gorithm and then ombining the intermediate results using a hart generator. It

is in line with White (2004) who has proposed to hunk input logial forms into

subproblems to be solved prior to further ombination, to avoid a proliferation of

semantially inomplete edges. However we propose to extrat all subtrees from the

input graph representation and to apply our realiser (instead of a normal hart-based

realiser) to generate from eah of them separately. This way, we take advantages of

loal polarity �ltering and parallelisation while generating from these subtrees. At

the end, resulting derivations for the subtrees ould be ombined using an e�ient

hart generator

[

Gardent and Perez-Beltrahini, 2010

℄

.

Error Mining for Overgeneration Suspets. We have evaluated our error min-

ing tehniques on their abilities to identify undergeneration suspets of our generation

system. One interesting researh diretion would be to explore how these tehniques

ould be used to identify overgeneration suspets of our grammar.

Our �nal BLEU sore (0.73, Table 5.2 in Chapter 5) on suessfully generated

sentenes indiates that not all of them are aurate. This ould be an indiation

of overgeneration by our grammar. To identify suspiious TAG elementary tree

whih ause overgeneration, we ould error mine the output derivation trees

41

of our

surfae realiser on the SR Task data. However, to support error mining, we need

to lassify eah output derivation tree as a suess (SUCCESS) or a failure (FAIL).

Using the referene sentene (takes from the Penn Treebank) assoiated with eah

SR Task dependeny tree, one ould use various evaluation metris (e.g., Levenshtein

edit distane, BLEU, NIST, METEOR and TER) with a threshold to lassify the

41

Note that the nodes in the TAG derivation trees are deorated with the elementary trees used

to produe derivations.
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produed derivation tree as SUCCESS or FAIL. The resulting datasets (SUCCESS

and FAIL) ould be later error mined for overgeneration suspets in our grammar.

Another open question to investigate is that how many output derivation trees

for eah dependeny tree should be kept for error mining. Sine the surfae realiser

is non-deterministi, it generally generates more than one derivation trees for a given

input dependeny tree.

Use Ellipti Coordination Corpus. We have released the 2398 input representa-

tions we olleted for the evaluation of our realiser on its generation ability of ellipti

oordination. After rewriting this dataset for introduing empty ategories for ellip-

ti arguments, we have shown that our generator improved on both auray and

overage. However, beause of the lak of suh evaluations, we ould not ompare

our approah with another approahes of representing and generating ellipses.

Hene, one interesting diretion would be to investigate how our approah per-

forms ompared to the performanes of White (2006)'s CCG based generator and

Carroll and Oepen (2005)'s HPSG based generator. White (2006) avoids empty at-

egories by adopting a more �exible notion of onstitueny, whereas the domain of

loality in the HPSG grammar (used in

[

Carroll and Oepen, 2005

℄

) di�ers from that

of TAG.

Evaluating Sentene Simpli�ation for Disourse Level Simpli�ations.

One of our main ontribution to sentene simpli�ation is that we argued to use

deep semanti representation in the form of Disourse Representation Strutures to

improve sentene simpli�ation task. Our simpli�ation framework uses DRS sim-

pli�ation model for splitting and deletion probabilities. In fat, we have shown the

advantages of disourse level simpli�ation on the PWKP evaluation orpus (100

sentenes) by omparing our both supervised and unsupervised system against other

state-of-the-art simpli�ation methods. We have shown that DRS-based simpli�a-

tion eases the reonstrution of the shared element in the split sentenes and eshews

deleting obligatory arguments.

In general however, disourse level simpli�ation operations suh as sentene

splitting, sentene reordering, ue word seletion, referring expression generation

and determiner hoie are semantially onstrained. In that regard, our evaluation

on the PWKP evaluation orpus is very limited. In the PWKP data, the proportion

of split sentenes is rather low (only 6.1%) and many of the split sentenes are

simple sentene oordination splits. Our supervised system trained on the PWKP

orpus fails to split adequately (only 10%) on the PWKP evaluation orpus. Our

unsupervised system trained on SWKP performs better and splits 49% on the PWKP

evaluation orpus but again splits are limited to oordination splits.
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[

Siddharthan, 2006

℄

has reated a orpus of 95 ases of disourse simpli�ation.

This orpus ould be a good starting point for a proper evaluation of our disourse

level simpli�ation. This evaluation will be limited to our unsupervised approah,

however. Our supervised approah needs a parallel orpus to train upon and train-

ing on the PWKP orpus does not help learning various types of disourse level

simpli�ation.

Using data from the language learning or the hildren reading ommunity, it

would be interesting to �rst onstrut a similar, larger sale orpus; and to then

train and test our supervised approah on more omplex ases of sentene splitting.

Exploiting Paraphrase Database for Simpli�ation. As we have disussed

before, using DRS-based simpli�ation our supervised and unsupervised approahes

perform very good in semantially onstrained splits and deletion. However they

fail to apture ative-passive transformations and omplex multi-word expression

simpli�ation.

Handrafted rule based simpli�ation systems

[

Chandrasekar and Srinivas, 1997;

Siddharthan, 2002; Canning, 2002; Siddharthan, 2006; Siddharthan, 2010; Siddharthan,

2011; Bott et al., 2012

℄

are shown to be best in apturing ative-passive transfor-

mations. For mahine learning approahes

[

Zhu et al., 2010; Woodsend and Lapata,

2011; Coster and Kauhak, 2011; Wubben et al., 2012

℄

, either they fail to apture

suh transformations beause of the poor quality of the training data or they are not

rigged for apturing suh transformations.

Similarly, the sentene simpli�ation literature either overlooks multi-word ex-

pressions or does not onsider them at all. The supervised systems laims to ahieve

multi-word simpli�ation with phrase substitution but their strength is limited with

the poor quality of the training data.

Reently, the Paraphrase Database (PPDB,

[

Ganitkevith et al., 2013

℄

) has been

released onsisting of 169 millions lexial, phrasal and syntati rules. Beause of its

broad overage, it would be interesting to investigate PPDB for syntati rules whih

orresponds to ative-passive transformations and for lexial and phrasal rules whih

orresponds to multi-word expression simpli�ation. In fat, it would be interesting

to build a sentene simpli�ation system whih uses DRS-based simpli�ation for

splitting and deletion, and the PPDB orpus for lexial and phrasal substitutions

(inluding multi-word expression simpli�ation) and reordering (inluding ative-

passive transformations).

The PPDB opus, however, does not only have rules for simpli�ation. Hene,

the extration of simpli�ation rules from the PPDB orpus is an open question.

One trend ould be to use �lters using the omplexities of both terms (left and right
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terms) of a rules estimated using Simple English Wikipedia and traditional English

Wikipedia

[

Biran et al., 2011

℄

. Another trend ould be to tune the rephrasing rules

from the PPDB orpus for simpli�ation

[

Ganitkevith et al., 2011

℄

.

It would be interesting to ompare the results from this researh with the results

from handwritten syntati simpli�ation rule based systems

[

Siddharthan, 2010;

Siddharthan, 2011; Siddharthan and Mandya, 2014

℄

. These systems laim to ahieve

ative-passive transformation using handrafted rules based on typed-dependeny

strutures.

Beyond simpli�ation. One interesting diretion of researh would be adapting

DRS-based simpli�ation to another domain suh as sentene ompression, text sim-

pli�ation or summarisation, and mahine translation.

Sentene ompression. Filippova and Strube (2008) have used dependeny tree

representation to shorten sentenes by removing subtrees. Their approah tries to

preserve dependenies whih are either required for the output to be grammatial or

have an important word as the dependent. Among the many steps of dependeny

tree transformation, one of the step marks every in�eted verb in the tree by adding

a dependeny originating from the root node. In a way, this step tries to identify

events in the sentene before dropping our subtrees. In ontrast, the DRS repre-

sentation generated by Boxer

[

Curran et al., 2007

℄

automatially aptures all event

nodes. Also, the obligatory dependenies suh as agent and patient are marked in

the DRS representation. To onlude, it would be interesting to ompare DRS based

ompression with the Filippova and Strube (2008)'s approah.

Mahine Translation. Chandrasekar et al. (1996) have argued that the long

and ompliated sentenes prove to be a stumbling blok for urrent systems relying

on natural language input. They have shown how sentene simpli�ation failitates

statistial mahine translation (SMT).

Syntax-based models

[

Charniak, 2001; Yamada and Knight, 2001; Charniak et

al., 2003; Eisner, 2003

℄

are argued to be best for statistial mahine translations

(SMT). However, reent trends

[

Aue et al., 2004; Banhs and Costa-jussà, 2011;

Jones et al., 2012; Li et al., 2014

℄

have tried to fuse semanti features to improve

SMT.

It would be very interesting to ombine these two aspets: sentene simpli�a-

tion and semantis, using our disourse level simpli�ation model to mahine trans-

lation

42

. Our sentene simpli�ation exploits deep semantis and produes simple,

grammatial and meaning preserving sentenes. It would be interesting to see how

42

This idea is a result of a personal ommuniation with Alexandra Birh University of Edinburgh

in May 2014.
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SMT systems perform on these simple sentenes.

Text Simpli�ation and Summarization. The Boxer toolkit

[

Curran et al., 2007

℄

ould be used to generate disourse representation strutures of a text instead of

a single sentene. In fat, it has been used in the onstrution of the Groningen

Meaning Bank (GMB,

[

Basile et al., 2012

℄

), a large sale semantially annotated

orpus of texts.

It would be quite interesting to investigate how Boxer represents deep semanti

representation of a text, does it allow anaphora resolution, and how we ould exploit

our DRS simpli�ation model to improve text simpli�ation and summarisation.
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Appendix A

Multiple Adjuntion in

Feature-based Tree Adjoining

Grammar

This hapter is based on the following paper:

Claire Gardent and Shashi Narayan. Multiple Adjuntion in Feature-

based Tree Adjoining Grammar, Aepted for publiation in Com-

putational Linguistis, 2014.

In parsing with Tree Adjoining Grammar (TAG), independent derivations have been

shown by Shabes and Shieber (1994) to be essential for orretly supporting syn-

tati analysis, semanti interpretation and statistial language modelling. However,

the parsing algorithm they propose is not diretly appliable to Feature-Based TAGs

(FB-TAG). We provide a reognition algorithm for FB-TAG whih supports both de-

pendent and independent derivations. The resulting algorithm ombines the bene�ts

of independent derivations with those of Feature-Based grammars. In partiular, we

show that it aounts for a range of interations between dependent vs. independent

derivation on the one hand, and syntati onstraints, linear ordering, and sopal vs.

nonsopal semanti dependenies on the other hand.

A.1 Introdution

A Tree Adjoining Grammar (TAG,

[

Joshi and Shabes, 1997

℄

) onsists of a set of

elementary trees and two ombining operations, substitution and adjuntion. Con-

sequently, a TAG derivation an be desribed by a tree (alled a derivation tree)
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speifying whih elementary TAG trees were ombined using whih operations to

yield that derivation. In this tree, eah vertex is labelled with a tree name and eah

edge with a desription of the operation (node address and operation type) used to

ombine the trees labelling its end verties. As we shall see in Setion A.3.2, in TAG,

eah derivation tree spei�es a unique parse tree also alled derived tree.

In previous work, it has been argued that TAG derivation trees provide a good

approximation of semanti dependenies between the words of a sentene

[

Kroh,

1989; Rambow et al., 1995; Candito and Kahane, 1998; Kallmeyer and Kuhlmann,

2012

℄

. As shown by Shabes and Shieber (1994) however, there are several possible

ways of de�ning TAG derivation trees depending on how multiple adjuntion node

is handled. The standard notion of derivation proposed by Vijay-Shanker (1987)

forbids multiple adjuntion thus enforing dependent derivations. In ontrast, the

extended notion of derivation proposed by Shabes and Shieber (1992) and Shabes

and Shieber (1994) allows multiple adjuntion at a single node thereby yielding

so-alled independent derivations i.e., derivations where the relation between the

adjoining trees is left unspei�ed. The di�erene between the two types of derivations

is illustrated in Figure A.1. Figure A.1 presents an example TAG with the alternative

TAG derivations for the phrase roasted red pepper. αpepper , βred and βroasted are the

elementary trees for pepper (initial tree), red (auxiliary tree) and roasted (auxiliary

tree) respetively. While in the standard (dependent) derivation, one adjetive tree

is adjoined to the other adjetive tree whih itself is adjoined to the noun tree for

pepper, in the extended (independent) derivation, both adjetive trees adjoin to the

noun tree.

N

pepper

N

N∗Adj

roasted

N

N∗Adj

red

αpepper

βred

βroasted

0

0

αpepper

βroastedβred

0 0

αpepper βroasted βred
Standard (dependent)

Derivation

Extended (independent)

Derivation

Figure A.1: An example TAG with the alternative TAG derivations for the phrase roasted

red pepper.

Shabes and Shieber (1994) argue that allowing both for dependent and indepen-

dent derivations better re�ets linguisti dependenies. Making use of the distintion

introdued in TAG between prediative and modi�er auxiliary trees (Shabes and

Shieber (1994), Setion A.3.1), they de�ne a parsing algorithm whih assigns de-

pendent derivations to prediative auxiliary trees but independent derivations to
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multiple modi�er auxiliary trees adjoining to the same node. In ase both predia-

tive and modi�er auxiliary trees adjoin to the same node, their parsing algorithm

ensures that prediative trees appear above the modi�er trees in the derived tree.

This parsing algorithm is de�ned for featureless variants of TAG. In ontrast,

in implemented TAGs (e.g., XTAG

[

The XTAG Researh Group, 2001

℄

, SemXTAG

[

Gardent, 2008

℄

or XXTAG

43

[

Alahverdzhieva, 2008

℄

) feature strutures and feature

uni�ation are entral. They are used to minimize the size of the grammar; to model

linguisti phenomena suh as verb/subjet agreement; and to enode a uni�ation-

based syntax/semantis interfae (f., e.g.,

[

Gardent and Kallmeyer, 2003

℄

).

In this hapter, we extend Shabes and Shieber's proposal to Feature-Based TAG

(FB-TAG) and we show that the resulting parsing algorithm naturally aounts

for the interplay of dependent vs. independent derivation strutures with syntati

onstraints, linear ordering, and sopal vs. nonsopal semanti dependenies.

The hapter is organized as follows. In Setion A.2, we reap the motivations for

independent derivations put forward by Shabes and Shieber (1994) and we brie�y

disuss the interations that may arise between dependent and independent deriva-

tions. Setion A.3 summarises their approah. In Setion A.4, we present the intu-

itions and motivations underlying our proposal and we highlight the di�erenes with

Shabes and Shieber's approah. Setion A.5 presents our proposal. Setion A.7

onludes.

A.2 Why are Independent Derivations Desirable?

We start by summarizing Shabes and Shieber's motivations for independent deriva-

tions. We then disuss the interations between dependent and independent deriva-

tions.

A.2.1 Motivations for Independent Derivations

Shabes and Shieber (1994) give three main motivations for independent derivations.

The �rst motivation onerns the interation of verbs with multiple modi�ers. Con-

sider sentenes

44

in (20) and (21).

(20) a. Rihard Parker and Pi wandered the Algae Island yesterday through the meerkats.

b. Rihard Parker and Pi wandered the Algae Island yesterday.

. Rihard Parker and Pi wandered the Algae Island through the meerkats.

43

XXTAG stands for XMG

[

Crabbé et al., 2013

℄

based XTAG.

44

The haraters in these sentenes are borrowed from Yann Martel's book Life of Pi.
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(21) a.

⊗
The Orangutan reminded Pi of his mother yesterday through the meerkats.

b. The Orangutan reminded Pi of his mother yesterday.

.

⊗
The Orangutan reminded Pi of his mother through the meerkats.

Movement verbs suh as to wander allow for diretional modi�ers suh as through

the meerkats whereas verbs suh as to remind do not. In TAG, suh restritions an

be modeled using seletive adjoining onstraints to speify whih modi�er tree may

or may not be adjoined at a partiular node in a given tree. Therefore it is possible

to liense (20) and to rule out (21). In (21a) however, under the dependent notion

of adjuntion, the tree for the diretional adverbial through the meerkats will adjoin

to the modi�er tree for yesterday whih itself will adjoin to the tree seleted by

reminded. Thus onstraints plaed by the verb on its modi�ers must be passed

through by modi�er trees (here the tree for yesterday) to also rule out sentenes

suh as (21a). Propagating seletive adjuntion onstraints in TAG would lead to a

formalism for whih derivation trees are no longer ontext-free

[

Shabes and Shieber,

1994

℄

.

The seond motivation for independent adjuntion stems from probabilisti ap-

proahes. Stohasti lexialized TAG spei�es the probability of an adjuntion of

a given auxiliary tree at a given node in another elementary tree

[

Shabes, 1992;

Resnik, 1992

℄

. Thus under the standard notion of derivation, the overall probability

of the string roasted red pepper would be determined by the probability of red adjoin-

ing to pepper and the probability of roasted adjoining to red. In ontrast, independent

adjuntion would result in a derivation suh that the overall probability of the string

roasted red pepper would be determined by the probability of both red and roasted

adjoining to pepper. Shabes and Shieber (1994) argue that it is plausible that �the

most important relationships to haraterize statistially are those between modi�er

and modi�ed, rather than between two modi�ers�.

A third motivation omes from semantis and more partiularly, from sope am-

biguities involving modi�ers. Given a sentene suh as (22) where the relative sope

of the modi�ers twie and intentionally is ambiguous

45

, Shieber (1994) shows that,

under the extended de�nition of adjuntion, a synhronous TAG modelling the rela-

tion between syntati trees and logial formulae an aount for both readings.

(22) John blinked twie intentionally.

The aount ruially relies on multiple independent adjuntion of the two mod-

i�er trees to the tree for blink: depending on whih order the auxiliary trees for twie

45

The sentene an desribe either a single intentional at of blinking twie or two intentional

ats eah of single blinking

[

Shieber, 1994

℄

.
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and intentionally adjoins to blink, the logial formula built will be either intention-

ally(twie(blink)) or twie(intentionally(blink)) thus apturing the ambiguity.

Another motivation for multiple adjuntion arues from the task of generation

and more spei�ally surfae realisation. The underspei�ed input to the surfae re-

alization task does not determine the ordering of intersetive modi�ers. For example,

the �at semantis representation suh as Minimal Reursion Semantis

[

Copestake

et al., 2001

℄

for �roasted red pepper� is as follows:

(roasted(x), red(x), pepper(x))

Reently, the Generation Challenge has promoted a Surfae Realisation (SR) task

[

Belz et al., 2011

℄

where the input provided are unordered dependeny strutures.

The orresponding unordered dependeny struture for �roasted red pepper� is shown

in Figure A.2.

pepper/NN

roasted/JJred/JJ

nmod nmod

Figure A.2: Dependeny struture for �roasted red pepper�.

Therefore in pratie, the input to generation models the semanti relationships

between modi�ers and modi�ed in its underspei�ed representation. Under Vijay-

Shanker's standard derivation, the derivation tree fails to apture these relationships

among intersetive modi�ers and makes the task of generation omputationally ex-

pensive

[

Bangalore and Rambow, 2000b

℄

. Shabes and Shieber's extended derivation

with multiple adjuntion formulates the appropriate relationships straightforwardly

[

Shieber, 1994

℄

.

A.2.2 Dependent, Independent and Mixed Derivations

To apture the di�erent types of semanti dependenies and morpho-syntati on-

straints whih may hold between multiple auxiliary trees adjoining to the same entity,

both dependent and independent derivations are needed.

As argued above, beause there are no onstraints or semanti relation holding

between eah of them, multiple intersetive modi�ers applying to the same entity

(e.g., 23) are best modeled using an independent derivation.

(23) a. The tall blak meerkat slept. (Independent derivation)
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In ontrast, beause they may involve strong sopal and morpho-syntati on-

straints, staked prediative verbs (i.e., verbs taking a sentential omplement, 24a)

and non-intersetive modi�ers (e.g., 24) require dependent derivations. Consider

sentenes (24a-b) for instane. If prediative trees were assigned an independent

derivation, sentene (24a) would be judged ungrammatial (beause want requires

an in�nitival omplement but would adjoin to the �nite verb slept) and onversely,

sentene (24b) would inorretly be judged grammatial (beause both want and try

require an in�nitival omplement). Similarly, in example (24), the hurh is Syrian

Orthodox, not Syrian and Orthodox. Assigning a dependent rather than an inde-

pendent derivation to suh ases straightforwardly apture the distintion between

intersetive and non intersetive modi�ers.

(24) a. XJohn wanted to assume that Peter slept. (Dependent derivation)

b.

⊗

John wanted Peter tries to walk.

. The meerkat admired the Syrian Orthodox hurh. (Dependent derivation)

Finally, some multiple adjuntions may involve both dependent and independent

derivations, e.g., when multiple modi�ers and prediative verbs adjoin to the same

verb (e.g., 25a) or in the ase of a derivation (e.g., 25b) involving both intersetive

(old) and non-intersetive (i.e., Syrian in Syrian Orthodox) modi�ers.

(25) a. Yann said that John knows that Rihard Parker and Pi wandered the Algae

Island yesterday through the meerkats. (Mixed derivation)

b. The meerkat admired the old Syrian Orthodox hurh. (Mixed derivation)

As we shall see in Setion A.5.3, the parsing algorithm we propose lienses depen-

dent, independent and mixed derivations but is restrited to appropriately distinguish

between various types of modi�ers. Moreover, the feature information enoded in

the grammar further restrits the derivation strutures produed thereby aount-

ing for the interations between adjuntion, linear ordering and morpho-syntati

onstraints.

A.3 Multiple Adjuntion in Tree Adjoining Grammars

Vijay-Shanker and Weir (1991) introdue a ompilation of TAG to Linear Indexed

Grammars (LIG,

[

Gazdar, 1988

℄

) whih makes the derivation proess expliit. Sh-

abes and Shieber (1994) modify this ompilation to allow both for dependent and for
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independent derivations. The resulting LIG is further exploited to speify a parsing

algorithm whih reovers those derivations.

In this setion, we summarize Shabes and Shieber's proposal. We start (Se-

tion A.3.1) with an informal desription of their approah. In Setion A.3.2, we

introdue ordered derivation trees. Setion A.3.3 gives a brief introdution to LIG.

Setion A.3.4 summarizes the TAG-to-LIG ompilation proposed by Vijay-Shanker

and Weir (1991). Finally, Setion A.3.5 desribes the modi�ations introdued by

Shabes and Shieber (1994) to allow both for dependent and for independent deriva-

tions.

A.3.1 Shabes and Shieber's Proposal: Motivations and Intuitions

Tree Adjoining Grammar distinguishes between two types of auxiliary trees namely,

modi�er vs. prediative auxiliary trees

[

Joshi and Vijay-Shanker, 2001

℄

. While

prediative trees are assigned to verbs taking a sentential argument, modi�er trees

are assigned to all other auxiliary trees, e.g., verbal auxiliaries, adjetives, adverbs,

prepositions and determiners. More generally, the di�erene between a prediative

and a modi�er tree is that in a prediative tree, the foot node, like the substitution

nodes, orresponds to an argument node seleted by its lexial anhor (i.e., the word

that selets that tree) while in a modi�er auxiliary tree, the foot node is an open

slot orresponding to the phrase being modi�ed. When assoiating semanti entities

with tree nodes (as proposed, e.g., by Joshi and Vijay-Shanker (2001) and Gardent

and Kallmeyer (2003)), this di�erene an be seen by noting the entities assoiated

with root and foot nodes: these are distint in a prediative tree but idential in

modi�er trees.

In their approah, Shabes and Shieber speify a TAG to LIG onversion whih

systematially assoiates dependent derivations with prediative auxiliary trees and

independent derivations with modi�er auxiliary trees. In addition, they introdue

two mehanisms to ensure that eah derivation tree unambiguously spei�es a lin-

guistially plausible derived tree.

First, they enfore ordering onstraints between modi�er trees adjoining at the

same node (whih are thus ambiguous with respet to the derived tree they desribe)

by assuming that derivation trees are ordered and that linear preedene (LP) state-

ments an be used to onstrain the order of siblings in a derivation tree. For instane,

given the independent derivation shown in Figure A.1, an LP statement stating that

βred must our before βroasted in the derivation tree will ensure that βroasted appears

above βred in the derived tree and therefore that the resulting derived tree yields the

phrase roasted red pepper rather than red roasted pepper.
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Seond, when both prediative and modi�er trees adjoin at the same address,

prediative trees always our above all modi�er trees in the derived tree (�outermost

prediation�). This ensures for instane, that under the reading where yesterday

refers to the arriving rather than the saying i.e., when both say and yesterday adjoin

to arrive, (26a) is derived but not (26b).

(26) a. XPeter says that yesterday John arrived late.

b.

⊗

Yesterday Peter says that John arrived late.

A.3.2 Ordered Derivation Trees

In the standard version of TAG, eah derivation tree desribes a unique derived tree.

In the ase of a dependent derivation, uniity follows from the fat that dependent

derivations speify the order in whih adjuntion takes plae (e.g., β2 adjoins to β1

and the result to α). As a result, if β2 adjoins to β1, there is only one possible derived

tree namely, a tree where β2 appears above β1.

When allowing for independent derivations however, several derived trees are

possible depending on the order in whih the auxiliary trees are adjoined. To ensure a

unique mapping from derivation to derived tree, Shabes and Shieber (1994) therefore

introdue the notion of ordered derivation trees. Ordered derivation trees di�er from

standard TAG derivation trees in that (i) they may ontain sibling edges labelled

with the same address and (ii) they speify a total order on suh siblings.

g g g

τ

β1 βi βn

g
τ

βn

βi

β1

τ

Figure A.3: Ordered derivation tree and orresponding derived tree.

Figure A.3 shows an example ordered derivation tree and assoiated derived tree.

As indiated by the shared g address on their parent edge, auxiliary trees β1, . . . , βn

adjoin to the same node namely the node with address g in the elementary tree τ .

Beause the derivation tree is ordered, β1 will appear below β2 in the derived tree
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whih in turn will be below β3, and so on. In short, given a set of auxiliary trees all

adjoining to the same tree node, the derived tree produed from an ordered derivation

tree following an independent derivation will be idential to the derived tree produed

with the orresponding dependent derivation i.e., the dependent derivation where β1,

. . . , βn appear in inreasing index order from top to bottom.

A.3.3 Linear Indexed Grammar

Like Context-Free Grammars (CFG), Linear Indexed Grammars (LIG,

[

Gazdar,

1988

℄

) are string rewriting systems where strings are omposed of terminals and

nonterminals. In a LIG however, nonterminal symbols may be assoiated with a

stak of symbols, alled indies. A LIG rule an thus be represented as follows:

N [..µ]→ N1[µ1] . . . Ni−1[µi−1]Ni[..µi]Ni+1[µi+1] . . . Nn[µn] (A.1)

N and Ni are nonterminals while µ and µi are strings of stak symbols. The

symbol .. stands for the remainder of the stak symbols. Note that the remainder

of the stak symbols assoiated with the LHS is assoiated with only one of the

nonterminal (namely, Ni) on the RHS.

Linear Indexed Grammars (LIG) have been used in the literature

[

Weir and

Joshi, 1988; Vijay-Shanker and Weir, 1991

℄

to provide a ommon framework for the

extensions of ontext-free grammars. In partiular, Vijay-Shanker and Weir (1991)

and Vijay-Shanker and Weir (1993) showed a weak equivalene between LIGs, TAGs

and CCGs (Combinatory Categorial Grammars,

[

Steedman, 2000

℄

) and proposed a

LIG based polynomial-time CYK reognition algorithm for TAGs and CCGs. In

what follows, we show how Shabes and Shieber (1994) use a LIG variant of TAGs

to liense both dependent and independent derivations.

A.3.4 TAG to LIG Compilation

The TAG to LIG ompilation proposed by Vijay-Shanker and Weir (1991) produes

LIG rules whih simulate a traversal of the derived tree produed by the original TAG

grammar. Figure A.4 illustrates the traversal of the TAG derived trees spei�ed by

the LIG resulting fromVijay-Shanker and Weir (1991) TAG to LIG ompilation.

Eah of the tree nodes in the grammar is assigned a unique address. For example,

here η, η1, ηi and ηn point to the distint nodes in the left elementary tree whereas

ηr and ηf point to the root and the foot nodes of the shown auxiliary tree β in the

grammar. In these LIG rules, eah node η of a TAG elementary tree is viewed as
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having both a top t[..η] and a bottom b[..η] omponent to aount for the possibility

of an adjuntion.

t[η1] t[ηi] t[ηn]

b[η]

t[η]

b[ηηr]

t[ηηr]

t[ηηf ]

b[ηηf ]

β
Type 3

Type 4

Type 5

Type 1/2

Figure A.4: LIG variant of TAG for the standard derivation.

Type 1: Immediate domination dominating foot. For eah node η in the auxiliary trees

whih dominates the foot node and with hildren η1, . . . , ηi, . . . , ηn where the hild ηi
also dominates the foot node, the following LIG prodution rule is generated.

b[..η] → t[η1] . . . t[ηi−1]t[..ηi]t[ηi+1] . . . t[ηn]

Type 2: Immediate domination not dominating foot. For eah elementary tree node η
whih does not dominate the foot node and with hildren η1, . . . , ηn, the following

LIG prodution rule is generated.

b[η] → t[η1] . . . t[ηn]

Type 3: No adjuntion. For eah elementary tree node η that is not marked for substitution

or obligatory adjuntion, the following LIG prodution rule is generated.

t[..η] → b[..η]

Type 4: Start root of adjuntion. For eah elementary tree node η whih allows the ad-

juntion of the auxiliary tree with the root node ηr, the following LIG prodution

rule is generated.

t[..η] → t[..ηηr ]

Type 5: Start foot of adjuntion. For eah elementary tree node η whih allows the adjun-

tion of the auxiliary tree with the foot node ηf , the following LIG prodution rule is

generated.

b[..ηηf ] → b[..η]

Type 6: Start substitution. For eah elementary tree node η whih allows the substitution

of the initial tree with the root node ηr, the following LIG prodution rule is generated

(not shown in Figure A.4).

t[η] → t[ηr]

Figure A.5: LIG prodution rules for the standard derivation.

Figure A.5 lists the LIG rules resulting from the TAG to LIG ompilation proess.

Eah nonterminal (t[..η] or b[..η]) with the top of the stak symbol in a LIG rule
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orresponds to a unique node in some elementary tree of the grammar. The inner

stak symbols are used to keep trak of the nodes higher in the derived tree where

an auxiliary tree has been adjoined.

Rules of Type 1 and 2 apture immediate dominane between the bottom of a

node η and the top of its immediate daughters in two on�gurations depending on

whether η dominates the foot node (Type 1) or not (Type 2). Rules of Type 3

handle nodes whih require neither substitution nor adjuntion. This rule handles

ases where no adjuntion ours at a node by rewriting the top of this node to its

bottom. Rules of Type 6 model substitution. Finally, rules of Type 4 and 5 handle

adjuntion. They speify that, for any given node η and any auxiliary tree β whih

may adjoin to η, the top of η rewrites to the top of the root node of β; and the

bottom of the foot of β to the bottom of η. It follows that there an be no multiple

adjuntion in this LIG version of TAG.

A.3.5 Modifying the TAG to LIG Compilation to Allow for Multi-

ple Adjuntions

To assoiate prediative tree adjuntions with dependent and multiple modi�er ad-

juntions with independent derivations, Shabes and Shieber (1994) modify the om-

pilation of TAG to LIG proposed by Vijay-Shanker and Weir (1991) as skethed in

Figure A.6 (top and bottom omponents of the nodes are presented by •). Type 4(a)
rules apply to adjuntions involving prediative trees. They are idential to Type

4 rules in the Vijay-Shanker and Weir's approah and therefore enfore a standard

(dependent) derivation for prediative trees. In ontrast, Type 4(b) rules apply to

adjuntions involving modi�ers and result in an independent derivation.

βpred

Type 4(a)

prediative tree

βmod

Type 4(b)

modi�er tree

Figure A.6: LIG variant of TAG for Shabes and Shieber's extended derivation.

Type 4(a): Start root of adjuntion for prediative trees. For eah elementary tree

node η whih allows the adjuntion of the prediative auxiliary tree with the
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root node ηr, the following LIG prodution rule is generated.

t[..η]→ t[..ηηr] (A.2)

Type 4(b): Start root of adjuntion for modi�er trees. For eah elementary tree

node η whih allows the adjuntion of the modi�er auxiliary tree with the root

node ηr, the following LIG prodution rule is generated.

b[..η]→ t[..ηηr] (A.3)

Note also that the �outermost prediation� onstraint i.e., prediative trees always

our above modi�er trees adjoined at the same node, alluded to in Setion A.3.1

follows from the interations between the Type 4(a) and Type 4(b) LIG rules.

Shabes and Shieber prove the weak-generative equivalene of TAGs under both

standard and extended derivation using the LIG ompilation. They also propose a

reognition and a parsing algorithm with omplexity of O(n6) in the length of the

string.

A.4 Multiple Adjuntion in Feature-Based TAG

In this setion, we explain why a straightforward extension of Shabes and Shieber's

proposal to FB-TAG would not work and we outline the intuitions and motivations

underlying our approah. Setion A.5 will then introdue the details of our proposal.

A.4.1 Feature-Based Tree Adjoining Grammar

We start by a brief desription of FB-TAG and of the uni�ations performed dur-

ing derivation. FB-TAG was introdued by Vijay-Shanker (1987), Vijay-Shanker

and Joshi (1988) and Vijay-Shanker and Joshi (1991) to support the use of feature

strutures in TAG. Figure A.7 shows a toy FB-TAG for illustration.

We have introdued FB-TAG in Chapter 2 but beause of the requirement of

this hapter, we repeat them here with relevant examples. An FB-TAG di�ers from

a TAG in that tree nodes are deorated with feature strutures. While nonterminal

and foot nodes are deorated with two feature strutures alled top (T) and bottom

(B), substitution nodes are deorated with a single top feature struture. During

derivation, feature struture uni�ation onstrains tree ombination as illustrated in

Figure A.8. The node ηo (Figure A.8) in some elementary tree τ is the operation

site for a substitution or an adjuntion. For the sake of larity, we only show the
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NP

[]
[det:all]

Det NP*

[]
[]

all

βall

NP

[]
[det:the]

Det NP*

[det:nil]
[]

the

βthe

NP

[]
[]

meerkat

αmeerkat

Figure A.7: A toy FB-TAG. For the sake of larity, feature strutures are abbreviated.

ηrηr.T
ηr.B

α

ηo ↓
ηo.T

=⇒

ηorηo.T ∪ ηr.T
ηr.B

substitution

ηrηr.T
ηr.B

ηf
ηf .T
ηf .B

β

ηoηo.Tηo.B
=⇒

ηorηo.T ∪ ηr.T
ηr.B

ηof
ηf .T
ηo.B ∪ ηf .B

adjuntion

Figure A.8: Feature uni�ations along substitution and adjuntion in FB-TAG.

NP

[]
[det:all]

NP*

[]
[]

βall

NP

[]
[det:the]

NP*

[det:nil]
[]

βthe =⇒

NP

[]
[det:all]

NP

[]
[det:the]

βall

NP*

[det:nil]
[]

βthe

NP

[]
[]

αmeerkat

=⇒

NP

[]
[det:all]

NP

[]
[det:the]

βall

NP

[det:nil]
[]

βthe

αmeerkat

∪

∪

∪

Figure A.9: Standard derivation for �all the meerkats�.

operation node ηo in Figure A.8. Substitution uni�es the top feature struture of a

substitution node with the top feature struture of the root node of the tree being

substituted in. The adjuntion of an auxiliary tree β to a tree node ηo uni�es the

top and bottom feature strutures of ηo with the top feature struture of the root

node of β and the bottom feature struture of its foot node respetively. Finally, at

the end of the derivation, the top and bottom feature strutures of all nodes in the

derived tree are uni�ed.

Figure A.9 shows the standard derivation for the phrase all the meerkats using the

grammar shown in Figure A.7 while Figure A.10 shows the orresponding derived and

derivation trees. As an be seen, the feature onstraints enoded in the grammar

orretly ensure that all the meerkats an be derived (leftmost derivation tree in
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NP

Det NP

all Det NP

the meerkat

αmeerkat

βthe

βall

X

αmeerkat

βall

βthe
⊗

Figure A.10: The derived tree (left), the suessful standard derivation tree (middle) and

the failed dependent derivation tree (right) for �all the meerkats�.

Figure A.10) but not the all meerkats (rightmost in Figure A.10). The inorret

derivation is bloked by the feature struture [det : nil] on the foot of the auxiliary

tree βthe whih leads to a uni�ation failure if βthe is adjoined at the root of βall with

bottom feature struture [det : the].

A.4.2 Why a Simple Extension of the LIG Framework to FB-TAG

will not Work?

To motivate our approah, we start by onsidering a simple extension of Shabes

and Shieber's LIG framework to FB-TAG where eah LIG rule enfores uni�ations

mimiking those applied in FB-TAG. In partiular, let us assume that Type 3 rules

(�No adjuntion�) unify the top and the bottom feature strutures of nodes where no

adjuntion ours while Type 4(b) rules (�Start root of adjuntion�) unify the top

feature (η.T ) of the node (η) being adjoined to with the top feature struture (ηr.T )

of the root node (ηr) of the auxiliary tree being adjoined

46

:

b[..η]→ t[..ηηr] η.T ∪ ηr.T (Type 4b) (A.4)

t[..η]→ b[..η] η.T ∪ η.B (Type 3) (A.5)

As shown in Figure A.11, this approah an inorretly lead to derivation failures

in the ase of an independent multiple adjuntion. Type 4(b) rules unify NPm.T

with both NPthe.T and NPall.T while Type 3 rules unify NPthe.T with NPthe.B and

NPall.T with NPall.B. Hene NPthe.B and NPall.B should unify. However sine

their det values di�er, derivation fails.

Intuitively, the reason for this is that, in the Shabes and Shieber's approah,

multiple adjuntion starts and ends from the bottom omponent of the node being

46

We assoiate η.T ∪ηr.T with the Type 4(b) rules to mimi the adjuntion in FB-TAG as shown

in Figure A.8.
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NPm
NPm.T : []
NPm.B : []

αmeerkat

NPthe
NPthe.T : []
NPthe.B : [det : the]

NP

∗

the
NP

∗

the.T : [det : nil]
NP

∗

the.B : []

βthe

NPall
NPall.T : []
NPall.B : [det : all]

NP

∗

all
NP

∗

all.T : []
NP

∗

all.B : []

βall

(Type 4(b))

(Type 4(b))

(Type 3)

(Type 3)

Figure A.11: Failed derivation under a simple extension of the Shabes and Shieber's LIG

framework to FB-TAG.

adjoined to. This is �ne when no features are involved beause the ategory of the

node being adjoined to is always idential to the root and foot node of the auxiliary

trees being adjoined. When nodes arry feature strutures however, a uni�ation

lash an our whih makes derivation fail. Thus in our example, derivation inor-

retly fails beause the bottom feature strutures of the root node of the auxiliary

tree for all and the bottom feature struture of the root node of the auxiliary tree for

the should unify but have on�iting value. As shown by the dependent derivation

for all the meerkats depited in Figure A.9, this is inorret.

A.4.3 Proposal: Intuition and Motivations

As we just saw, in the ase of multiple independent adjuntions, a straightforward

extension of Shabes and Shieber's LIG framework to FB-TAG fails to orretly

apture the uni�ation onstraints enoded in the grammar. More generally, when

extending multiple independent adjuntion to FB-TAG, it is ruial that the feature

onstraints enoded by the linguist desribe the same set of derived trees no matter

whih derivation tree is produed. We therefore propose a parsing algorithm whih,

given several auxiliary trees β1, . . . , βn adjoining at the same node ηo, performs the

same uni�ations independently of whether the derivation is dependent, independent

or mixed dependent/independent.

Figure A.12 shows the uni�ations resulting from the multiple adjuntion of β1

and β2 to a single node ηo. While it depits the uni�ations enfored by our pars-

ing algorithm for the derivation tree shown on the right hand side namely for the

independent adjuntion of β1 and β2 to ηo, these uni�ations are in fat exatly the

same as those that would be enfored by a dependent adjuntion of β2 into β1 into
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ηo.

ηr1ηr1.T
ηr1.B

ηf1
ηf1.T
ηf1.B

β1

ηr2ηr2.T
ηr2.B

ηf2
ηf2.T
ηf2.B

β2

ηoηo.T
ηo.B =⇒

ηr2ηr2.T
ηr2.B

ηf2
ηf2.T
ηf2.B

β2

ηor1ηo.T ∪ ηr1.T
ηr1.B

ηof1
ηf1.T
ηo.B ∪ ηf1.B

=⇒

ηor1r2ηo.T ∪ ηr1.T ∪ ηr2.T
ηr2.B

ηor1f2ηf2.T
ηr1.B ∪ ηf2.B

ηof1
ηf1.T
ηo.B ∪ ηf1.B

Derived Tree

τ

β1 β2

η0 η0

Ordered

Derivation Tree

Figure A.12: Independent derivation and feature uni�ation.

One key point illustrated by Figure A.12 is that while multiple adjuntion oper-

ates on a single node (here ηo), the uni�ation onstraints of FB-TAG require that

the bottom feature struture of the foot of an auxiliary tree whih appears higher

in the derived tree (here, β2) uni�es with the bottom feature struture of the root

of the auxiliary tree appearing immediately below it in the derived tree (here β1) �

not with that of the root of the node to whih it adjoins (here ηo). In other words,

while a multiple adjuntion on ηo operates on ηo only, a orret implementation of

FB-TAG uni�ation onstraints requires keeping trak of the feature strutures as-

soiated with the auxiliary trees suessively adjoining to ηo, i.e., although both β1

and β2 adjoin to ηo, the adjuntion of β2 requires aess to the feature struture of

the root of β1 (ηf2.B ∪ ηr1.B).

In our proposal, we apture this bookkeeping requirement by assoiating tree

nodes not with feature strutures but with referene variables pointing to feature

strutures. The parsing algorithm is then spei�ed so as to support dependent,

independent and mixed derivations while enforing the same uni�ations as would

be performed under a dependent adjuntion.

A.4.4 Comparison with Shabes and Shieber's Approah

Before giving the tehnial details of our parsing algorithm (f. Setion A.5), we

�rst highlight some di�erenes between our and Shabes and Shieber's approah.

In partiular, we show (i) that whereas Shabes and Shieber resort to three dis-

tint mehanisms to aount for word order onstraints (namely, seletive adjoining

onstraints, linear preedene statements on derivation trees and a onstraint on

parsing), the FB-TAG approah supports a uniform treatment of word order and
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(ii) that our approah straightforwardly aounts for mixed dependent/independent

derivations whih would require some additional stipulation in Shabes and Shieber's

approah.

A.4.4.1 Ordering onstraints among modi�er auxiliary trees

In TAG, determiners and verbal auxiliaries are modi�er rather than prediative auxil-

iary trees (f. Setion A.3.1). Beause the Shabes and Shieber's de�nitions system-

atially assoiates modi�ers with independent derivations, all examples in (27a-d)

undergo an independent derivation and onstraints must therefore be provided to

determine the order of the sibling nodes in the resulting derivation tree.

(27) a. XThe sonatas should have been being played by Sarah.

b.

⊗

The sonatas have should been being played by Sarah.

. XAll the meerkats

d.

⊗

The all meerkats

To speify these onstraints on similar ases (soft ordering onstraints on ad-

jetives and strit ordering onstraints on temporal and spatial adverbial phrases in

German), Shabes and Shieber (1994) suggest the use of linear preedene onstraints

(LP) on derivation tree siblings. As illustrated by the derivation of example (27-d)

in Figure A.9 and A.10, in the FB-TAG approah, suh additional onstraints are

unneessary: they simply fall out of the feature onstraints enoded in the grammar.

Note that even if determiners and auxiliary verbs were to be handled using de-

pendent adjuntion, the word ordering onstraints used by Shabes and Shieber

would fail to aount for ases suh as (28) where auxiliary verbs are interleaved

with adverbs.

(28) John has often been seleted for nomination.

In this ase, if the auxiliary verbs has and been were treated as prediative trees,

Shabes and Shieber's onstraint that prediative trees adjoin above modi�er trees

would prelude the derivation of (28) and inorretly predit the derived sentene to

be John has been often seleted for nomination.
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A.4.4.2 Ordering onstraints among prediative trees

As disussed by Shabes and Shieber (1994), auxiliary prediative trees may impose

di�erent onstraints on the type of sentential omplement they aept. Thus ex-

ample (29a) is orret but not example (29b) beause want expets an in�nitival

omplement (previously shown in example (24)).

(29) a. XJohn wanted to assume that Peter slept.

b.

⊗

John wanted Peter tries to walk.

While in the Shabes and Shieber's approah, seletive adjoining onstraints are

used to liense (29a) and rule out (29b), in the FB-TAG approah, this an be

ahieved using feature onstraints.

A.4.4.3 Ordering Constraints between Prediative and Modi�er Auxil-

iary Trees

In sentenes suh as (30a) where both modi�er and prediative auxiliary trees adjoin

to the same address, the prediative trees should generally adjoin above any modi�er

trees so that the prediative verb preedes the modi�er in the derived string.

(30) a. XJohn promised that Peter will leave tomorrow.

b.

⊗

Tomorrow John promised that Peter will leave.

To ensure the appropriate linearisation, the Shabes and Shieber's approah in-

trodues the outermost-prediation rule whih stipulates that prediative trees adjoin

above modi�er auxiliary trees. In ontrast, the FB-TAG approah allows both orders

and lets feature onstraints rule out ungrammatial sentenes suh as (30b). This

allows the approah to diretly extend to a ounter-example disussed by Shabes

and Shieber (1994) where a modi�er (here At what time) must in fat adjoin above

a prediative tree.

(31) At what time did Brokway say Harrison arrived?

Figure A.13 shows two possible derivation trees for the sentene (31) under the

interpretation where it is the time of arriving (rather than the time of saying) whih

is questioned. These derivation trees show the two possible relative orderings of

the (prediative) auxiliary tree for say and the (modi�er) auxiliary tree at what

time. Beause the outermost-prediation rule requires that prediative trees adjoin
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At what time did Brokway say Harrison arrived?

arrive

say at Harrison

Brokway what time

Did Brokway say at what time Harrison arrived?

arrive

at say Harrison

what time Brokway

Figure A.13: Ordered derivation trees for the sentene (31) (Dotted lines indiate substi-

tutions and plain lines adjuntions).

above modi�er trees (and thus our outermost in the derivation tree), in Shabes

and Shieber's approah, only the bottom derivation is possible thus failing to derive

sentene (31). In ontrast, sine our approah does not expliitly onstrain the

relative ordering of prediative and modi�er auxiliary trees adjoining to the same

node, both derivations are possible thereby liensing both the sentene (31) and the

sentene Did Brokway say at what time Harrison arrived?

A.4.4.4 Mixed Dependent and Independent Multiple Adjuntions

In Shabes and Shieber's approah, all modi�er auxiliary trees undergo independent

derivation. As shown in Setion A.2.2 however, non-intersetive modi�ers arguably

liense a dependent derivation while some ases of multiple adjuntion may involve

both a dependent and an independent derivation. As we shall see in Setion A.5,

our FB-TAG approah aounts for suh ases by allowing both for independent and

dependent derivations, by ruling out dependent derivations for intersetive modi-

�ers and by using feature onstraints to regulate the interations between multiply

adjoining auxiliary trees.

A.5 Extending Shabes and Shieber's LIG Framework

for FB-TAGs

We now propose a ompilation of FB-TAG to LIG whih makes both dependent and

independent derivations in FB-TAG expliit. We use this resulting LIG to speify an
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Earley algorithm for reovering multiple adjuntions in FB-TAG. This ompilation

di�ers in two main ways from that proposed by Shabes and Shieber (1994). First,

tree nodes are assoiated with referene variables pointing to feature strutures.

Seond, the LIG rules are modi�ed and extended with uni�ation operations.

A.5.1 Feature Strutures and Referene Variables

To aount for FB-TAG uni�ations while allowing for independent derivations, we

replae the feature strutures of FB-TAG with referene variables pointing to those

feature strutures. Eah node in the elementary trees is deorated with two referene

variables: the top referene variable PT ontains the referene to the top feature

struture T and the bottom referene variable PB ontains the referene to the

bottom feature struture B. The top and the bottom feature strutures of a node η

an be traed by val(η.PT ) and val(η.PB) respetively where PT and PB are the top

and the bottom referene variables deorating the node η and the funtion val(P )

returns the feature strutures referred to by the referene variable P .

When speifying the parsing algorithm, we use referene variables to ensure the

appropriate uni�ations as follows. In an independent derivation where the node ηo

is adjoined to, �rst by β1 and seond by β2, the bottom feature struture ηo.B of

ηo (i) uni�es with the bottom feature struture ηf1.B of the foot of β1 and (ii) is

reassigned (:=) to the bottom referene variable ηr1.PB of the root of β1. When β2

is adjoined, its foot node will therefore orretly be uni�ed, not with the bottom

feature struture of ηo but with that of ηr1.

A.5.2 LIG Rules with Uni�ation Operations

t[η1] t[ηS ] t[ηn]

b[η]

t[η]

b[ηηr]

t[ηηr]

t[ηηf ]

b[ηηf ]

Type 3(b)

Type 4

Type 3(a)

Type 5

Type 1/2

Figure A.14: LIG variant of TAG for the extended derivation in FB-TAG.

To support both dependent and independent derivations while enforing the or-

ret uni�ations, we modify the TAG to LIG ompilation in suh a way that the
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resulting LIG rules apture the tree traversal depited in Figure A.14. Independent

derivations are aounted for by the fat that adjuntion starts and ends at the

bottom omponent of the node being adjoined to (Type 4 and 5 rules). Our LIG

ompilation automatially supports dependent derivations by allowing sequential ad-

juntions at the roots of auxiliary trees.

Type 4: Start root of adjuntion. For eah elementary tree node η whih allows

the adjuntion of the auxiliary tree with the root node ηr, the following LIG

prodution rule is generated.

b[..η]→ t[..ηηr] val(η.PT ) ∪ val(ηr.PT ), η.PB := ηr.PB

Type 5: Start foot of adjuntion. For eah elementary tree node η whih allows

the adjuntion of the auxiliary tree with the foot node ηf , the following LIG

prodution rule is generated.

b[..ηηf ]→ b[..η] val(η.PB) ∪ val(ηf .PB)

Type 6: Start substitution. For eah elementary tree node η whih allows the sub-

stitution of the initial tree with the root node ηr, the following LIG prodution

rule is generated (not shown in Figure A.14).

t[η]→ t[ηr] val(η.PT ) ∪ val(ηr.PT )

To perform multiple adjuntion while enforing the appropriate feature uni�a-

tions (as depited in Figure A.12), we split Type 3 rules into two subtypes. Type

3(a) rules apply to the root of auxiliary trees and perform no uni�ation. By no

uni�ation, they ensure that feature strutures are not bloked for the possibility of

the adjuntion of the following auxiliary tree and allow for the orret uni�ations to

be arried out for independent derivations. Type 3(b) rules funtion as termination

of multiple adjuntion by unifying the top and bottom feature strutures of the node.

It is appliable to all tree nodes exept roots of auxiliary trees.

Type 3(a): terminating adjuntion at the root of the auxiliary tree. For eah root

node η of the auxiliary trees, the following LIG prodution rule is generated.

t[..η]→ b[..η] ∅
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Type 3(b): terminating adjuntion at any other node. For eah node η that is

not a root node of some auxiliary tree and is not marked for substitution, the

following LIG prodution rule is generated.

t[..η]→ b[..η] val(η.PT ) ∪ val(η.PB)

Given this set of rules, both dependent and independent derivations are possible.

For example, given two auxiliary trees β1 and β2 adjoining at the node η in an

elementary tree τ , a dependent derivation will our whenever the Type 4 rule applies

to predit the adjuntion of, e.g., β2 at the root of β1. Conversely, if the Type 3(a)

rule applies at the root of β1, reognition will move from the top of the root of β1

to its bottom allowing for Type 5 rule to omplete the adjuntion of β1 at the node

η and the Type 4 rule applies to predit the adjuntion of β2 at the node η of τ ,

registering an independent derivation.

A.5.3 Parsing Algorithm

In this setion, we present our parsing algorithm for FB-TAGs with dependent and

independent derivations. We start with an informal desription of how the algorithm

handles the interations between uni�ation and independent derivations. We then

go on to speify the inferene rules making up the algorithm. We do this in two steps.

First, we present a basi set of rules allowing for both dependent and independent

derivations. Seond, we show how to onstrain this algorithm to minimize spurious

ambiguity.

A.5.3.1 Independent Derivations and Feature-Struture Uni�ation

Before speifying the parsing algorithm, we illustrate by means of an example the in-

terplay between multiple independent adjuntion and feature struture uni�ations.

Figure A.15 displays the feature uni�ations and reassignment performed during

the reognition proess of a multiple independent adjuntion. The linear ordering of

the equations apturing the uni�ations and reassignments re�ets the order of the

parsing ompletion operations.

Given the auxiliary tree β1 and the adjuntion site ηo, the piture shows that

unifying the bottom feature struture of the foot node of β1 with the bottom feature

struture of ηo (Step 1: Type 5, ηo.B ∪ ηf1.B) ours before the bottom referene

variable of ηo is reassigned to the bottom feature struture of the root of β1 (Step 4:

Type 4, ηo.PB → ηr1.B). Also the reassignment ensures that the follow up adjuntion
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t
b

ηo
ηo.PT → ηo.T
ηo.PB → ηo.B

t
b

ηr1
ηr1.PT → ηr1.T

ηr1.PB → ηr1.B

t
b

ηf1
ηf1.PT → ηf1.T

ηf1.PB → ηf1.B

β1

t
b

ηr2
ηr2.PT → ηr2.T

ηr2.PB → ηr2.B

t
b

ηf2
ηf2.PT → ηf2.T

ηf2.PB → ηf2.B

β2

(1)

(2)

(5)

(6)

(4)

(3)

(8)

(7)

(9)

(9). Type 3(b), ηo.PT → F7, ηo.PB → F7, F7 = ηo.T ∪ ηr1.T ∪ ηr2.T ∪ ηr2.B

(8). Type 4, ηo.PT → F6, ηr2.PT → F6, F6 = ηo.T ∪ ηr1.T ∪ ηr2.T, ηo.PB → ηr2.B

(7). Type 3(a), ηr2.PT → ηr2.T, ηr2.PB → ηr2.B

(6). Type 3(b), ηf2.PT → F5, ηf2.PB → F5, F5 = ηr1.B ∪ ηf2.T ∪ ηf2.B

(5). Type 5, ηo.PB → F4, ηf2.PB → F4, F4 = ηr1.B ∪ ηf2.B

(4). Type 4, ηo.PT → F3, ηr1.PT → F3, F3 = ηo.T ∪ ηr1.T, ηo.PB → ηr1.B

(3). Type 3(a), ηr1.PT → ηr1.T, ηr1.PB → ηr1.B

(2). Type 3(b), ηf1.PT → F2, ηf1.PB → F2, F2 = ηo.B ∪ ηf1.T ∪ ηf1.B

(1). Type 5, ηo.PB → F1, ηf1.PB → F1, F1 = ηo.B ∪ ηf1.B

Figure A.15: Multiple independent adjuntion of β1 and β2 to ηo.

of β2 at the node ηo has aess to the bottom feature of the root of the previous

auxiliary tree β1 (Step 5: Type 5, ηr1.B∪ηf2.B). At the end of the adjuntion (Step

9), the Type 3(b) rule ensures that the top and the bottom features of the root of

the last auxiliary tree (here, β2) adjoined are uni�ed (ηr2.T ∪ ηr2.B).

As we shall see below, this orret ordering between uni�ation and reassignment

follows from the proposed Earley algorithm. Type 4 ompletor rules omplete the

predition triggered at the root of an auxiliary tree (�Start root of adjuntion�)

while Type 5 ompletor rules omplete the predition triggered at the foot node of

an auxiliary tree (�Start foot of adjuntion�). Sine ompletion operates bottom-

up, it follows that Type 5 Rules apply before Type 4 rules. Thus, when adjoining

an auxiliary tree β1 to a node ηo, the Type 5 ompletor rules, unifying the bottom

feature struture of the foot node of β1 with the bottom feature struture of the node

ηo, ours before the Type 4 ompletor rules whih reassign the bottom referene

variable of ηo to the bottom feature struture of the root of β1.
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A.5.3.2 Inferene Rules

The parsing algorithm for FB-TAG is a modi�ation of the algorithm presented

by Shabes and Shieber (1994). It is a hart-based parsing method based on the

Earley type dedution system. Eah item in the hart is of the format 〈N [..η] →
Γ •∆, i, j, k, l〉 where N is some LIG nonterminal (i.e., t or b) and, Γ and ∆ present

the sequenes of LIG nonterminals assoiated with staks of node indies. The indies

i, j, k, and l are markers in the input string showing the reognized portion

47

: the

reognized item starts in position i, ends in position l and if η dominates a foot

node, the tree dominated by the foot node starts in j and ends in k. If the foot node

is not dominated by the reognized nonterminal sequene Γ, the values for j and k

are taken to be the dummy value '−'. As in Earley algorithms, the • separates the
nonterminal sequene Γ whih was parsed from the nonterminal sequene ∆ yet to

be parsed.

The �rst three types of rules (Sanner, Preditor and Type 1/2 Completor) are

idential to those introdued by Shabes and Shieber (1994) and do not involve any

uni�ation operations.

The Type 3(b) ompletor rule enfores top and bottom uni�ation on all nodes

whih are not the root of an auxiliary tree while the Type 3(a) ompletor rule prevents

top and bottom uni�ation at the root of auxiliary trees.

The Type 4 ompletor rule uni�es the top feature struture of the root of the

auxiliary tree with the top feature struture of the adjuntion site. In addition, it

ensures that on ompletion of an adjuntion at node η, the bottom feature struture

of η is reassigned to the bottom feature struture labelling the root of the auxiliary

tree. In this way, the uni�ations ourring in an independent derivation will mirror

those ourring in a dependent one in that any following adjuntion will indue

uni�ations as if it were happening at the root node ηr of the preeding auxiliary

tree (not at η).

On ompletion of a foot node predition (the tree dominated by the foot of the

auxiliary tree has been reognized), the Type 5 ompletor rule uni�es the bottom

feature struture of the foot of the auxiliary tree with the bottom feature struture

of the adjuntion site.

Finally, the Type 6 ompletor uni�es the top feature struture of a substitution

node with the top feature struture of the root of the tree being substituted in.

47

The indies 〈i, j, k, l〉 have been used in previous parsing algorithms for tree-adjoining grammars

[

Vijay-Shankar and Joshi, 1985; Shabes and Joshi, 1988; Shabes, 1991

℄

. They deliver the same

funtionality here.
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• Sanner:

〈b[..η]→ Γ • w∆, i, j, k, l〉
〈b[..η]→ Γw •∆, i, j, k, l + 1〉 , w = wl+1, ∅

If w (a terminal symbol) ours at position l+1, the sanner rule reates a new

item whose span extends to l+1.

• Preditor:

〈N [..η]→ Γ •N ′[µ]∆, i, j, k, l〉
〈N ′[µ]→ •Θ, l,−,−, l〉 , ∅

Preditor rules are produed for all types of prodution rules. N and N ′
are

LIG variables taking the value t or b. Γ, ∆ and Θ are the sequenes of LIG

nonterminals assoiated with staks of node indies. µ is a sequene of node

indies.

• Type 1 and 2 Completor:

〈b[..η]→ Γ • t[η1]∆,m, j′, k′, i〉 〈t[η1]→ Θ•, i, j, k, l〉
〈b[..η]→ Γt[η1] •∆,m, j ⊕ j′, k ⊕ k′, l〉 ,

∅,
η1 not a root node

Type 1 and 2 Completor rules permit ompleting Rules 1 and 2 whenever the

top of a hild node is fully reognized. Here, t[η1] has been fully reognized

as the substring between i and l (i.e., wi+1 . . . wl). Therefore, t[η1] an be

ompleted in b[..η]. If one of t[η1] or b[..η] dominates the foot node of the tree,

the �nal b[..η] will have indies assoiated with the substring reognized by the

foot subtree. The operation ⊕ is de�ned as follows:

x⊕ y =































x, if y = −.
y, if x = −.
x, if x = y.

unde�ned, otherwise.

• Type 3(a) Completor:

〈t[..η]→ •b[..η], i,−,−, i〉 〈b[..η]→ Θ•, i, j, k, l〉
〈t[..η]→ b[..η]•, i, j, k, l〉 ,

∅,
η an auxiliary tree root node

This rule is used to omplete the predition of an auxiliary tree rooted in η.

One the auxiliary tree dominated by b[..η] has been reognized, the auxiliary
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tree itself is ompletely reognized. As explained above, there is in this ase no

feature uni�ation between the top and the bottom of the root of the auxiliary

tree.

• Type 3(b) Completor:

〈t[..η]→ •b[..η], i,−,−, i〉 〈b[..η]→ Θ•, i, j, k, l〉
〈t[..η]→ b[..η]•, i, j, k, l〉 ,

val(η.PT ) ∪ val(η.PB),

η not an auxiliary tree root node

This ompletion rule ensures the uni�ation of the top and bottom feature

strutures for all nodes that are not the root node of an auxiliary tree.

• Type 4 Completor:

〈b[..η]→ •t[..ηηr], i,−,−, i〉
〈t[..ηηr]→ Θ•, i, j, k, l〉

〈b[..η]→ ∆•, j, p, q, k〉
〈b[..η]→ t[..ηηr]•, i, p, q, l〉

,
val(η.PT ) ∪ val(ηr.PT )

η.PB := ηr.PB

The auxiliary tree assoiated with the predited adjuntion (t[..ηηr]) at the

node η and the subtree dominated by the node η (below b[..η]) are ompleted,

hene, b[..η] an be ompletely reognized with this adjuntion. The assoi-

ated feature uni�ation uni�es the ontent of the top referene variable of the

adjoining node site η with the ontent of the top referene variable of the root

node ηr of the adjoined auxiliary tree. After the suessful adjuntion of this

adjoining tree, the bottom referene variable of the adjoining node site η is

reassigned to the ontent of the bottom referene variable of the root node ηr

of the adjoined auxiliary tree.

• Type 5 Completor:

〈b[..ηηf ]→ •b[..η], i,−,−, i〉 〈b[..η]→ Θ•, i, j, k, l〉
〈b[..ηηf ]→ b[..η]•, i, i, l, l〉 , val(η.PB)∪val(ηf .PB)

The foot node predition an be ompleted when the adjuntion has been

performed and the bottom part of the adjoining node site η has been reognized.

The assoiated feature uni�ation uni�es the ontent of the bottom referene

variable of the adjoining node site η with the ontent of the bottom referene

variable of the foot node ηf of the auxiliary tree being adjoined.
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• Type 6 Completor:

〈t[η]→ •t[ηr], i,−,−, i〉 〈t[ηr]→ Θ•, i,−,−, l〉
〈t[η]→ t[ηr]•, i,−,−, l〉

, val(η.PT ) ∪ val(ηr.PT )

This rule ompletes the substitution at the node η. The assoiated feature

uni�ation uni�es the ontent of the top referene variable of the node η with

the ontent of the top referene variable of the root node ηr of the initial tree.

Given these inferene rules, the reognition proess is initialized using axioms of

the form 〈t[ηs]→ •Γ, 0,−,−, 0〉 for eah rule t[ηs]→ Γ where ηs is the root node of

an initial tree labeled with the start symbol. Given an input string w1 . . . wn to be

reognized, the goal items in the hart are of the form 〈S → t[ηs]•, 0,−,−, n〉. One
at least one goal item is found in the hart, the reognition proess sueeds and

the string is suessfully aepted by the grammar, otherwise it is rejeted. We refer

the reader to Setion A.6 (f. Figure A.18) at the end of the hapter for a detailed

example of the reognition of the sentene �all the meerkats� using the proposed

inferene system.

Note also that while the reognition algorithm we desribed uses unredued rules

i.e., generated grammar rules maintaining the full information of nonterminals and

the assoiated index staks, it is possible to de�ne a more e�ient algorithm by

having redued LIG rules and hart items listing only the single top stak element

for eah onstituent

[

Vijay-Shanker and Weir, 1991; Vijay-Shanker and Weir, 1993

℄

.

The resulting reognition algorithm is still omplete beause the proposed TAG to

LIG ompilation maintains a one-to-one orrespondene between the generated rules

and their redued forms

[

Shabes and Shieber, 1994

℄

.

As mentioned by Shabes and Shieber (1994), this reognition algorithm an be

turned into a parsing algorithm by assoiating a set of operations with eah hart

item to build up assoiated derived trees.

Note also that the derivation trees built as a side e�et of the parsing proess

are the (dependent and/or independent) derivation trees of an FB-LTAG and are

therefore ontext-free.

A.5.3.3 Handling Spurious Parses

As explained at the end of Setion A.5.2, the parsing algorithm presented in the pre-

vious setion systematially allows for dependent and independent adjuntion. For

example, the reognition of the sentene �all the meerkats� (Setion A.6, Figure A.18)

produes both dependent and independent derivations whih are not rejeted by the
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uni�ation onstraints. In Setion A.2.2 however, we argued that di�erent types of

auxiliary trees liense di�erent types of derivations. To apture these distintions,

we modify the reognition algorithm so that it assoiates sopal auxiliary trees (e.g.,

32a-b) with dependent derivations only and multiple intersetive modi�er auxiliary

trees (32) with only an independent derivation.

(32) a. John thinks that Peter said that the meerkat left.

b. The meerkat admired the Syrian orthodox hurh.

. The tall blak meerkat slept.

To blok dependent adjuntions between intersetive modi�ers, we modify the

TAG to LIG transformation so that given two intersetive modi�er trees β1 and β2,

no Type 4 or Type 5 rule is produed.

Type 4: Start root of adjuntion. For eah elementary tree node η in tree β1 whih

allows the adjuntion of the auxiliary tree β2 with root node ηr, the following

LIG prodution rule is generated if and only if β1 and β2 are not intersetive

modi�er auxiliary trees.

b[..η]→ t[..ηηr] val(η.PT ) ∪ val(ηr.PT )

Type 5: Start foot of adjuntion. For eah elementary tree node η whih allows

the adjuntion of the auxiliary tree β2 with the foot node ηf , the following

LIG prodution rule is generated if and only if β1 and β2 are not intersetive

modi�er auxiliary trees.

b[..ηηf ]→ b[..η] val(η.PB) ∪ val(ηf .PB)

Thus for instane, in the derivation of All the meerkats depited in Figure A.18

(Setion A.6), the following rules will not be produed thereby bloking the produ-

tion of the dependent derivation.

b[.. NPthe
r ]→ t[.. NPthe

r NP

all
r ]

b[.. NPall
r ]→ t[.. NPall

r NP

the
r ]

}

Type4

b[.. NPall
r NP

the
f ]→ b[.. NPall

r ]

b[.. NPthe
r NP

all
f ]→ b[.. NPthe

r ]

}

Type5
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Similarly, to blok independent adjuntions between sopal auxiliary trees, we

add a �ag sopal? to states in the parsing algorithm. The Type 4 ompletor rules

assoiated with sopal modi�ers are modi�ed to mark the progress of a sopal ad-

juntion and to blok the independent adjuntion of another sopal modi�er at the

same node.

Type 4 Completor:

〈b[..η]→ •t[..ηηr ], i,−,−, i, sopal? 〉
〈t[..ηηr]→ Θ•, i, j, k, l, sopal? 〉

〈b[..η]→ ∆•, j, p, q, k, sopal? 〉
〈b[..η]→ t[..ηηr]•, i, p, q, l,True〉

,
val(η.PT ) ∪ val(ηr.PT )

η.PB := ηr.PB

One a sopal auxiliary tree β with root node ηr adjoins at some node η, the

bottom omponent of the node η is marked with True reording that a sopal

adjuntion has ourred at node η and that it therefore should not aept any

further sopal adjuntion.

Thus for instane, the derivation of Syrian orthodox hurhes will proeed in a

similar manner as the derivation of All the meerkats depited in Figure A.18 (Setion

A.6) but it will fail to produe the hart items (40, 42, ..., 52) assoiated with the

independent adjuntion. Therefore, only the dependent derivation will be produed.

Note that the above modi�ation does not blok modi�er adjuntion above a

prediative adjuntion. Therefore, it suessfully reognizes the sentene At what

time did Brokway say Harrison arrived?, shown in (31a), where a wh-modi�er needs

to be adjoined above a prediative adjuntion. Figure A.16 shows the omplete

reognition algorithm modi�ed to rule out spurious parses in the ase of multiple

sopal auxiliary trees and intersetive modi�er auxiliary trees.

A.5.3.4 Weak Generative Equivalene

The weak-generative equivalene refers to the set of strings haraterized by the

formal system. In ontrast, the strong-generative equivalene relates to the set of

strutural desriptions (suh as derivation trees, dags, proof trees, et.) assigned

by a formal system to the strings that it spei�es

[

Vijay-Shankar and Joshi, 1985;

Joshi, 2000

℄

.

Using an argument similar to that put forward by Shabes and Shieber (1994),

we an prove the weak-generative equivalene of TAGs under the dependent and
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• Sanner:

〈b[..η] → Γ • w∆, i, j, k, l,S? 〉
〈b[..η] → Γw •∆, i, j, k, l + 1,S? 〉 , w = wl+1, ∅

• Preditor:

〈P [..η] → Γ • P ′[µ]∆, i, j, k, l,−〉
〈P ′[µ] → •Θ, l,−,−, l,S? 〉 , ∅

• Type 1 and 2 Completor:

〈b[..η] → Γ • t[η1]∆,m, j′, k′, i,S? 〉 〈t[η1] → Θ•, i, j, k, l,−〉
〈b[..η] → Γt[η1] •∆, m, j ⊕ j′, k ⊕ k′, l,S? 〉 ,

∅,
η1 not a root node

• Type 3(a) Completor:

〈t[..η] → •b[..η], i,−,−, i,−〉 〈b[..η] → Θ•, i, j, k, l, S? 〉
〈t[..η] → b[..η]•, i, j, k, l,S? 〉 ,

∅,
η an auxiliary tree root node

• Type 3(b) Completor:

〈t[..η] → •b[..η], i,−,−, i,−〉 〈b[..η] → Θ•, i, j, k, l, S? 〉
〈t[..η] → b[..η]•, i, j, k, l,S? 〉 ,

val(η.PT ) ∪ val(η.PB),

η not an auxiliary tree root node

• Type 4 Completor:

〈b[..η] → •t[..ηηscopal
r ], i,−,−, i,−〉

〈t[..ηηscopal
r ] → Θ•, i, j, k, l,−〉

〈b[..η] → ∆•, j, p, q, k,S? 〉
〈b[..η] → t[..ηηscopal

r ]•, i, p, q, l,True〉
,

val(η.PT ) ∪ val(ηscopal
r .PT )

η.PB := ηscopal
r .PBr

〈b[..η] → •t[..ηηothers
r ], i,−,−, i,−〉

〈t[..ηηothers
r ] → Θ•, i, j, k, l,−〉

〈b[..η] → ∆•, j, p, q, k,S? 〉
〈b[..η] → t[..ηηothers

r ]•, i, p, q, l,S? 〉 ,
val(η.PT ) ∪ val(ηothers

r .PT )

η.PB := ηothers
r .PBr

• Type 5 Completor:

〈b[..ηηscopal

f ] → •b[..η], i,−,−, i,S? 〉 〈b[..η] → Θ•, i, j, k, l,S1? 〉
〈b[..ηηscopal

f ] → b[..η]•, i, i, l, l,S? 〉
,

val(η.PB) ∪ val(ηscopal
f .PBf

)

S1? 6= True

〈b[..ηηothers
f ] → •b[..η], i,−,−, i, S? 〉 〈b[..η] → Θ•, i, j, k, l,−〉

〈b[..ηηothers
f ] → b[..η]•, i, i, l, l,S? 〉 , val(η.PB)∪val(ηothers

f .PBf
)

• Type 6 Completor:

〈t[η] → •t[ηr], i,−,−, i,S? 〉 〈t[ηr] → Θ•, i,−,−, l,−〉
〈t[η] → t[ηr]•, i,−,−, l,S? 〉 , val(η.PT ) ∪ val(ηr.PTr )

Figure A.16: Reognition algorithm taking into aount spurious parses.
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our independent derivations. We all the set of languages generated by the stan-

dard derivation in TAG, TALstd ; the set of languages generated by Shabes and

Shieber's extended derivation in TAG, TALextss ; the set of languages generated with

our modi�ations for FB-TAG, TALext and the set of languages generated by the LIG,

LIL. Our derivation allows both dependent and independent derivations, therefore,

our derivation will reognize all the strings reognized by the standard (dependent)

derivation. More preisely, our derivation an mimi the standard derivation by not

allowing more than one adjuntion on a tree node by treating all auxiliary trees

as sopal auxiliary trees, f. Setion A.5.3.3, heneforth, TALstd ⊆ TALext . The

proposed ompilation from TAGs to LIGs for the independent derivation onluded

TALext ⊆ LIL. Finally, LIL ⊆ TALstd has been proven by Vijay-Shanker (1987).

Combining these three inlusions, we an onlude that TALstd = TALext . In ad-

dition, Shabes and Shieber (1994) have shown that TALstd = TALextss . Hene,

we an onlude the weak generative equivalene of all three derivations in TAGs,

TALstd = TALextss = TALext . Feature strutures enhane TAGs desriptive ability

without a�eting their generative apaity

[

Vijay-Shanker and Joshi, 1988

℄

. The pro-

posed algorithm simulates the established uni�ation mehanism in FB-TAG with-

out a�eting the representation and the stipulations (e.g., null adjuntion at the

foot node and the bounded feature strutures) of the grammar itself. Therefore, the

assoiation with feature strutures will not a�et this equivalene.

A.6 Reognititon of the string �all the meerkats�

We show the reognition of the "all the meerkats" as per the inferene rules desribed

in Setion A.5.3.2.

Figure A.17 shows the grammar used for the derivation. To support multiple

adjuntion in FB-TAG, it implements two main modi�ations. First, to failitate

the TAG to LIG ompilation, eah tree node in the grammar is marked with a

unique identi�er. For example, in Figure A.17, NP

mk
, NP

the
r , Det

the
, NP

the
f *, NP

all
r ,

Det

all
and NP

the
f * are unique node identi�ers in the grammar. Seond, to implement

the reassignment mehanism in the parsing algorithm, the top (T ) and the bottom

(B) feature strutures of eah node are assigned referene variables PT and PB

respetively.

Figure A.18 shows the LIG prodution rules for the FB-TAG shown in Figure

A.17.

Table A.1 shows the step-wise reognition of the string "all the meerkats". Reall

Setion A.5.3.2, the LIG rules shown in Figure A.17 does not deal with spurious
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NP

mk P
Tmk→[Tmk:[]]

P
Bmk→[Bmk :[]]

meerkat

αmeerkat

NP

the
r

P
Tthe
r

→[T the
r :[]]

P
Bthe
r

→[Bthe
r :[det:the]]

Det

the
P
Tthe
det

→[T the
det

:[]]

P
Bthe
det

→[Bthe
det

:[]]
NP

the
f *

P
Tthe
f

→[T the
f

:[det:nil]]

P
Bthe
f

→[Bthe
f

:[]]

the

βthe

NP

all
r

P
Tall
r

→[Tall
r :[]]

P
Ball
r

→[Ball
r :[det:all]]

Det

all
P
Tall
det

→[Tall
det

:[]]

P
Ball
det

→[Ball
det

:[]]
NP

all
f *

P
Tall
f

→[Tall
f

:[]]

P
Ball
f

→[Ball
f

:[]]

all

βall

Figure A.17: A feature-based Tree-adjoining grammar.

parses and produes all valid derivations dependent or independent whih are not

bloked by feature uni�ation onstraints. Hene, for the string "all the meerkats",

it generates both independent (step 52) and dependent (step 53) derivations. As

explained in Figure A.19 and Figure A.20, both derivations undergo the idential

set of feature uni�ations. In both �gures, predition rules are abbreviated beause

they do not enfore any feature uni�ation.

Table A.1: Reognition of the string �0 all 1 the 2 meerkats 3� in FB-TAG.

# Chart Items Desription

1. 〈S → •t[NPmk], 0,−,−, 0〉 axiom

2. 〈t[NPmk] → •b[NPmk], 0,−,−, 0〉 3(b)-pred, 1

3. 〈b[NPmk] → •t[NPmk
NP

the
r ], 0,−,−, 0〉 4-pred, 2

4. 〈b[NPmk] → •t[NPmk
NP

all
r ], 0,−,−, 0〉 4-pred, 2

5. 〈t[NPmk
NP

the
r ] → •b[NPmk

NP

the
r ], 0,−,−, 0〉 3(a)-pred, 3

6. 〈t[NPmk
NP

all
r ] → •b[NPmk

NP

all
r ], 0,−,−, 0〉 3(a)-pred, 4

7. 〈b[NPmk
NP

the
r ] → •t[NPmk

NP

the
r NP

all
r ], 0,−,−, 0〉 4-pred, 5

8. 〈b[NPmk
NP

all
r ] → •t[Detall] t[NPmk

NP

all
f ], 0,−,−, 0〉 1/2-pred, 6

9. 〈t[NPmk
NP

the
r NP

all
r ] → •b[NPmk

NP

the
r NP

all
r ], 0,−,−, 0〉 3(a)-pred, 7

10. 〈t[Detall] → •b[Detall], 0,−,−, 0〉 3(b)-pred, 8

11. 〈b[NPmk
NP

the
r NP

all
r ] → •t[Detall] t[NPmk

NP

the
r NP

all
f ], 0,−,−, 0〉 1/2-pred, 9

12. 〈b[Detall] → •all, 0,−,−, 0〉 1/2-pred, 10

Continued on next page
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A.6. Reognititon of the string �all the meerkats�

Table A.1 � ontinued from previous page

# Chart Items Desription

13. 〈b[Detall] → all•, 0,−,−, 1〉 san, 12

14. 〈t[Detall] → b[Detall]•, 0,−,−, 1〉 3(b)-omp, (10, 13)

15. 〈b[NPmk
NP

all
r ] → t[Detall] • t[NPmk

NP

all
f ], 0,−,−, 1〉 1/2-omp, (8, 14)

16. 〈b[NPmk
NP

the
r NP

all
r ] → t[Detall] • t[NPmk

NP

the
r NP

all
f ], 0,−,−, 1〉 1/2-omp, (11, 14)

17. 〈t[NPmk
NP

all
f ] → •b[NPmk

NP

all
f ], 1,−,−, 1〉 3(b)-pred, 15

18. 〈t[NPmk
NP

the
r NP

all
f ] → •b[NPmk

NP

the
r NP

all
f ], 1,−,−, 1〉 3(b)-pred, 16

19. 〈b[NPmk
NP

all
f ] → •b[NPmk], 1,−,−, 1〉 5-pred, 17

20. 〈b[NPmk
NP

the
r NP

all
f ] → •b[NPmk

NP

the
r ], 1,−,−, 1〉 5-pred, 18

21. 〈b[NPmk] → •t[NPmk
NP

the
r ], 1,−,−, 1〉 4-pred, 19

22. 〈b[NPmk
NP

the
r ] → •t[Detthe] t[NPmk

NP

the
f ], 1,−,−, 1〉 1/2-pred, 20

23. 〈t[NPmk
NP

the
r ] → •b[NPmk

NP

the
r ], 1,−,−, 1〉 3(a)-pred, 21

24. 〈t[Detthe] → •b[Detthe], 1,−,−, 1〉 3(b)-pred, 22

25. 〈b[Detall] → •the, 1,−,−, 1〉 1/2-pred, 24

26. 〈b[Detthe] → the•, 1,−,−, 2〉 san, 25

27. 〈t[Detthe] → b[Detthe]•, 1,−,−, 2〉 3(b)-omp, (24, 26)

28. 〈b[NPmk
NP

the
r ] → t[Detthe] • t[NPmk

NP

the
f ], 1,−,−, 2〉 1/2-omp, (22, 27)

29. 〈t[NPmk
NP

the
f ] → •b[NPmk

NP

the
f ], 2,−,−, 2〉 3(b)-pred, 28

30. 〈b[NPmk
NP

the
f ] → •b[NPmk], 2,−,−, 2〉 5-pred, 29

31. 〈b[NPmk] → •meerkat, 2,−,−, 2〉 1/2-pred, 30

32. 〈b[NPmk] → meerkat•, 2,−,−, 3〉 san, 31

33. 〈b[NPmk
NP

the
f ] → b[NPmk]•, 2, 2, 3, 3〉 5-omp, (30, 32)

34. 〈t[NPmk
NP

the
f ] → b[NPmk

NP

the
f ]•, 2, 2, 3, 3〉 3(b)-omp, (29, 33)

35. 〈b[NPmk
NP

the
r ] → t[Detthe] t[NPmk

NP

the
f ]•, 1, 2, 3, 3〉 1/2-omp, (28, 34)

36. 〈t[NPmk
NP

the
r ] → b[NPmk

NP

the
r ]•, 1, 2, 3, 3〉 3(a)-omp, (23, 35)

37. 〈b[NPmk
NP

the
r NP

all
f ] → b[NPmk

NP

the
r ]•, 1, 1, 3, 3〉 5-omp, (20, 35)

38. 〈b[NPmk] → t[NPmk
NP

the
r ]•, 1,−,−, 3〉 4-omp, (21, 36, 32)

39. 〈t[NPmk
NP

the
r NP

all
f ] → b[NPmk

NP

the
r NP

all
f ]•, 1, 1, 3, 3〉 3(b)-omp, (18, 37)

40. 〈b[NPmk
NP

all
f ] → b[NPmk]•, 1, 1, 3, 3〉 5-omp, (19, 38)

41. 〈b[NPmk
NP

the
r NP

all
r ] → t[Detall] t[NPmk

NP

the
r NP

all
f ]•, 0, 1, 3, 3〉 1/2-omp, (16, 39)

42. 〈t[NPmk
NP

all
f ] → b[NPmk

NP

all
f ]•, 1, 1, 3, 3〉 3(b)-omp, (17, 40)

43. 〈t[NPmk
NP

the
r NP

all
r ] → b[NPmk

NP

the
r NP

all
r ]•, 0, 1, 3, 3〉 3(a)-omp, (9, 41)

44. 〈b[NPmk
NP

all
r ] → t[Detall] t[NPmk

NP

all
f ]•, 0, 1, 3, 3〉 1/2-omp, (15, 42)

45. 〈b[NPmk
NP

the
r ] → t[NPmk

NP

the
r NP

all
r ]•, 0, 2, 3, 3〉 4-omp, (7, 43, 35)

46. 〈t[NPmk
NP

all
r ] → b[NPmk

NP

all
r ]•, 0, 1, 3, 3〉 3(a)-omp, (6, 44)

47. 〈t[NPmk
NP

the
r ] → b[NPmk

NP

the
r ]•, 0, 2, 3, 3〉 3(a)-omp, (5, 45)

48. 〈b[NPmk] → t[NPmk
NP

all
r ]•, 0,−,−, 3〉 4-omp, (4, 46, 38)

49. 〈b[NPmk] → t[NPmk
NP

the
r ]•, 0,−,−, 3〉 4-omp, (3, 47, 32)

50. 〈t[NPmk] → b[NPmk]•, 0,−,−, 3〉 3(b)-omp, (2, 48)

51. 〈t[NPmk] → b[NPmk]•, 0,−,−, 3〉 3(b)-omp, (2, 49)

52. 〈S → t[NPmk]•, 0,−,−, 3〉 axiom-omp, (1, 50)

53. 〈S → t[NPmk]•, 0,−,−, 3〉 axiom-omp, (1, 51)
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Type 1 and Type 2 prodution rules

b[NPmk] → meerkat

b[.. NPthe
r ] → t[Detthe] t[.. NPthe

f ]

b[Detthe] → the

b[.. NPall
r ] → t[Detall] t[..NPall

f ]

b[Detall] → all

Type 3(a) prodution rules

t[..NPthe
r ] → b[.. NPthe

r ]

t[.. NPall
r ] → b[.. NPall

r ]

Type 3(b) prodution rules

t[.. NPmk] → b[.. NPmk]

t[.. Detthe] → b[.. Detthe]

t[..NPthe
f ] → b[.. NPthe

f ]

Type 3(b) prodution rules (ontinued)

t[.. Detall] → b[.. Detall]

t[.. NPall
f ] → b[.. NPall

f ]

Type 4 prodution rules

b[.. NPmk] → t[.. NPmk
NP

the
r ]

b[.. NPmk] → t[.. NPmk
NP

all
r ]

b[.. NPthe
r ] → t[.. NPthe

r NP

all
r ]

b[.. NPall
r ] → t[.. NPall

r NP

the
r ]

Type 5 prodution rules

b[.. NPmk
NP

the
f ] → b[.. NPmk]

b[.. NPall
r NP

the
f ] → b[.. NPall

r ]

b[.. NPmk
NP

all
f ] → b[.. NPmk]

b[.. NPthe
r NP

all
f ] → b[.. NPthe

r ]

Figure A.18: LIG prodution rules for the TAG shown in Figure A.17.

A.7 Conlusion

While independent derivations have been shown by Shabes and Shieber (1994) to be

essential for orretly supporting syntati analysis, semanti interpretation and sta-

tistial language modelling, the parsing algorithm they propose is restrited to TAG

and is therefore not diretly appliable to large sale implemented Feature-Based

TAGs. We have provided a reognition algorithm for FB-TAG whih supports both

dependent and independent derivations under ertain restritions enfored jointly by

feature onstraints and by side onditions in the parsing algorithm. The resulting

algorithm ombines the bene�ts of independent derivations with those of Feature-

Based grammars. In partiular, we showed that it aounts for a range of interations

between dependent vs. independent derivation on the one hand, and syntati on-

straints, linear ordering, and sopal vs. nonsopal semanti dependenies on the

other hand.
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A.7. Conlusion

53
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28,35

34

33
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5-omp, val(PBmk) ∪ val(PBthe
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r ∪Ball
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r ∪ Ball
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3(a)-omp, ∅
PTall

r
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→ Ball
r
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r = [], Ball

r = [det : all]

4-omp, val(PTall
r

) ∪ val(PT the
r

), PBthe
r

:= PBall
r

PTall
r

→ X,PT the
r

→ X,PBthe
r

→ Ball
r

X = T all
r ∪ T the

r = [], Ball
r = [det : all]

3(a)-omp, ∅
PT the

r
→ X,PBthe

r
→ Ball
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r = [], Ball
r = [det : all]

4-omp, val(PTmk) ∪ val(PT the
r

), PBmk := PBthe
r

PTmk → X,PT the
r

→ X,PBmk → Ball
r

X = Tmk ∪ T all
r ∪ T the

r = [], Ball
r = [det : all]

3(b)-omp, val(PTmk ) ∪ val(PBmk )
PTmk → X,PBmk → X

X = Tmk ∪ T all
r ∪ T the

r ∪Ball
r = [det : all]
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27
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PT the
det

→ X,PBthe
det

→ X

X = T the
det ∪ Bthe

det = []
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13

san �all�, ∅

3(b)-omp, val(PTall
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) ∪ val(PBall
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)

PTall
det

→ X,PBall
det

→ X

X = T all
det ∪Ball

det = []

αmeerkat

βthe

βall

0

0

Ordered derivation tree

Figure A.19: Feature uni�ations in dependent derivation of �all the meerkats� (predition

rules are abbreviated).
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4-omp, val(PTmk) ∪ val(PT the
r

), PBmk := PBthe
r

PTmk → X,PT the
r

→ X, PBmk → Bthe
r

X = Tmk ∪ T the
r = [], Bthe

r = [det : the]

5-omp, val(PBmk) ∪ val(PBall
f

)

PBmk → X,PBall
f

→ X

X = Bthe
r ∪ Ball

f = [det : the]

3(b)-omp, val(PTall
f

) ∪ val(PBall
f

)

PTall
f

→ X,PBall
f

→ X, PTmk → X

X = T all
f ∪Bthe

r ∪ Ball
f = [det : the]

1/2-omp, ∅

3(a)-omp, ∅
PTall

r
→ T all

r , PBall
r

→ Ball
r

T all
r = [], Ball

r = [det : all]

4-omp, val(PTmk) ∪ val(PTall
r

), PBmk := PBall
r

PTmk → X,PTall
r

→ X,PBmk → Ball
r

X = Tmk ∪ T the
r ∪ T all

r = [], Ball
r = [det : all]

3(b)-omp, val(PTmk ) ∪ val(PBmk )
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X = T all
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0 0

Ordered derivation tree

Figure A.20: Feature uni�ations in independent derivation of �all the meerkats� (predi-

tion rules are abbreviated).
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